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revolutionizing the world and proving the final and inevitable triumph of the white man.  
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Introduction 
The sheep don’t know it, but the world runs on emotional energy. 

Emotion, whether good or bad, is the only way to really change something on a fundamental level. To put it 

this way, any idiot can force a square peg into a round hole, but it takes devotion and passion to go to the 

bother of making the hole square so that the peg will fit. It’s fuzzy, but that’s the way emotions work. 

Sometimes, too, shit spills over. The laws of physics as we know them are basically the way the world works 

when humans contain and manage their emotions – there’s little to no unexpected release of emotional 

energy, and the little bit that there is can be comfortably dealt with by the inertia of most people’s 

worldview. Because people have structure, therapy, science and other such ways to keep their emotions 

from going batshit, they can rationalize and deal with their emotions, and the energy inherent in them 

doesn’t spill over. As a side note, that’s one of the reasons why we don’t have magic anymore – did you 

think it never existed? It did once, but the advent of science let humans rationalize their misfortune instead 

of raging against the heavens. Instead of something being the fault of an evil sorcerer who must have 

hexed you, it can now be explained as simple chance and natural law. No, magic as a whole hasn’t really 

existed since the 1600s, as no accumulation of emotional energy has grown great enough to break through 

the common paradigm. 

Well, around 2004, magic came back. Shame is, it came back in a form that would have the wizards of old 

rotating in their graves.  

With the advent of the Internet, mankind found a tool invaluable for business and communication… and for 

self-insert fanfiction, furry porn, right-wing conspiracies, ineffectual bitch-fights, edgy atheism, deification 

of Japanese culture, ITG Syndrome, frothing misogyny and head-up-ass pretentiousness. With the Internet 

comes a generation that can sit behind a screen and circlejerk with the people they agree with, without 



regularly having to interact with normal, functioning humans with different opinions. The Internet, as of the 

current, is crammed to bursting with self-stroking communities existing only to reassure each other in their 

infantile conviction that they’re infallible. 

Around 2004, magic started resurfacing in the world, in the form of loose discharges of emotional energy 

centered on these people. Commonly known as “fedoras”, they are unified by one single common 

conviction: that they deserve something for nothing. No matter what excuse they have, they have that one 

thing in common – it’s always someone else’s fault. It might be the Feminazis conspiring to rob the white 

man of his rightful throne, the Koreaboos conspiring to destroy Japanese pop culture, the theist sheeple 

refusing to accept the fedora’s intellectual superiority, the Commie government preventing the true 

Americans from claiming their dues, or just your goddamn parents refusing to stop bothering you. 

Whatever the cause is, some fedoras are so pent-up that their emotional energy has grown concentrated 

enough for them to use “magic” – they seethe in their own juices, constantly froth and rage against all who 

disagree with them and never actually do anything to discharge it. Their self-reaffirming online 

communities and incredibly stunted social skills serve as an echo chamber that only intensifies their 

emotions, giving them no opportunity to discharge them – and this manifests as something very like 

magical prowess, as the laws of physics and the common paradigm are forced to buckle under the sheer 

spaghetti-spewing, shrieking tantrums of the fedoras.  

It’s a shame for the fedoras that their powers are composed of mostly petty wish-fulfillment, fetishy 

fantasies born out of a childhood stunted by interacting only with cartoon characters and a few derivative 

attempts at imitating pop culture. From the fedoras’ viewpoint, though, they have TRÜE MÄGYCKE that will 

change the world… at some point, when they decide that the time has come. Honest.  

Edge 
Okay. So as a Chosen One fedora, you have one source of power – Edge. Edge is the sum of your bitterness, 

passive-aggression, pent-up sex drive, self-hate and assorted psychosexual fuck-ups. Edge doesn’t come for 

free – a core element of Edge is that you get it through bitterness, passive-aggression and fuck-ups, and as 

such you gain Edge when something reinforces your fedora nature.  

Edge has no upper limit – instead, it’s a pool that starts at 7 (every fedora needs some sort of bitterness to 

embark upon the kind of things that PCs usually do). It is entirely possible, and in fact likely, for characters 

to gain Edge through the consequences of using an Edge power – Edge is the discharge of one’s pent-up 

emotional energy, but there’s nothing preventing the manifestation of that emotional energy from being 

horribly cringy. Doing cringy things, however, is the only way to acquire Edge – the nature of Edge means 

that it’s impossible (and contrary to the worldview of most fedoras at that) to willingly gain Edge, and as 

such it can only be acquired by being exposed to justified ridicule. As a side note, Edge cannot be acquired 

from unjustified ridicule – the core of the fedora nature is that little bit of realization that what happens to 

the fedora is their own fault, which in turn is the main reason that fedoras bottle up their emotions instead 

of dealing with them like normal people. Basically, if a cringy situation can be wholly justified on the 

fedora’s part, the whole thing was exclusively the fault of other people and/or there were no genuine fuck-

ups involved on the part of the fedora, no Edge can be gained.  

It is possible to gain Edge over the Internet – however, the fedora must use an account that has actual 

value. Anonymous posts don’t count, as while the fedora’s posts are still likely to be cringy, the anonymity 

makes the ridicule hurt much less and thus precludes the fedora from gaining Edge. Something that would 

normally give more than 7 Edge might give 1 or 2 through an anonymous post, but that’s as far as it goes. 



To receive the full amount of Edge over the Internet, the fedora must use an account that they’ve used at 

least twice a week for at least two months, and that has some form of recognition among at least some of 

the users on the site. Ordinarily, Edge gained over the Internet is reduced by 2, as the distance between the 

fedora’s Internet persona and the real world reduces the fedora’s sensitivity to the ridicule and thus 

reduces the emotional energy that can be drawn from it. However, if the fedora is doxed and this is general 

knowledge, Edge gain increases to normal. Because of this, any Edge gain through social networks where 

the user’s name and personal information is public (for example Facebook, as long as the account isn’t 

fake) is calculated as normal. The act of getting doxed against one’s will in itself is also likely to gain one 

Edge.  

The GM has sole authority on when anyone gets Edge. A list of recommendations follows. 

 Give 1 Edge when a character acts the way they’re written in a way that makes a difference.  

 Give 3 Edge when the actions of a character make you facepalm, exhale deeply in frustration or are 

otherwise cringy.  

 Give 4 Edge when the actions of a character are not only fitting, but also genuinely make you cringe. 

 Give 6 Edge when the actions of a character are so cringeworthy that it could make a good 

copypasta. If you’d still think it was cringy in a week, it’s at least 6 Edge. 

 Give 7 Edge when a character’s actions are so horribly cringy that they force you to take a break to 

get yourself together, or when they hit square in the middle of your own teenage trauma. 

 Give 9 Edge when a character’s actions are not only cringy enough for 7 Edge, but also of truly life-

ruining proportions for the character. If the player risks making the character unplayable in some 

way, and if the action simultaneously qualifies for 7 Edge, give 9.  

 10 Edge is reserved for the most massive, terrifying cases of cringe that a player can possibly pull 

off. You’ll know it when you see it.  

Emotions 
There are four kinds of emotions that fuel fedoradom, and some of them are more likely to gain Edge from 

specific situations. After that, there are five different channels, which show how you manifest your Edge.  

Emotions have three different effects. One increases Edge gain in specific situations by 1, another is a 

source of a single Edge point in a certain situation, and the third reduces the Edge cost of powers by one 

when they’re used for a specific purpose. A power reduced in Edge cost is for all other intents and purposes 

treated as costing the original amount of Edge. Also, unlike preferred powers (see below), this reduction 

cannot reduce the Edge cost of the power below 1.  

As a rule of thumb, fedoras with the same motivating emotion get along very well. While fedoras as a 

whole usually share a common goal (some sort of puerile revenge fantasy, mostly), they don’t 

automatically like each other because of it, and in fact disagreements between fedoras can sometimes be 

bigger than those between the fedoras and the “enemies” (women, minorities, left-wingers, their parents, 

the police, “mundanes”) that they attempt to fight. Those whose wish-fulfillment fantasies orbit around the 

same motivating emotion, however, usually see eye-to-eye rather well. 

 Self-Doubt. Are you a manlet? Are you a cuck? Are you a beta? You think so, and that makes you 

obsessed with your masculinity, and through that, your perceived worth as a human being. 

You gain one extra Edge from situations in which you feel dominated, humiliated, powerless or 

“emasculated” in the fedoroid sense of the word. In addition, you gain a single point of Edge 



whenever you see a woman who’s more physically fit than the average man. Finally, all Edge 

powers that you use on someone vastly superior to you in both capabilities and social standing (the 

principal, the prom queen, a female CEO) cost one less Edge.  

 Narcissism. If only everyone else would listen to you, you could fix all the problems in society. They 

aren’t listening, and that’s why the world is so fucked up. Social studies? No, you flunked that. They 

don’t teach the real truth in class anyway – your truth.  

You gain one extra Edge in situations where you’re proven wrong, lose a debate, are called out on a 

logical fallacy or otherwise lose a battle of wits and knowledge. In addition, you gain a single point 

of Edge if you engage in an unprovoked argument with a stranger or faint acquaintance. Finally, 

every visible Edge power that you use in front of a crowd of more than five people costs one less 

Edge. 

 Rage. One of these days, you’re gonna snap. Everyone else better mark your words – you’re going 

to go postal. You have a real automatic shotgun at home, and you stole it from the Army. No, no 

one else can see it – the police might find out. Soon, you’ll go out and kill all the people who make 

you angry. Well, maybe in a few months.  

You gain one extra Edge in situations where you’re brought into an ineffectual, embarrassing rage 

in public. In addition, you gain a single Edge whenever you have a small rage-induced sperg-out in 

front of normal people, during which you grunt, contort your face theatrically and take twenty 

seconds to laboriously break something small and fragile. Finally, every Edge power that you use on 

someone completely unsuspecting costs one less Edge. To count for this, the victim must realize 

they’re being targeted within five seconds of the power being used.  

 Delusion. You think that you’re something better and more unique than anyone else, for example 

some kind of otherkin, obscure self-invented gender identity or “übermensch”. For now, they all 

make fun at your cat ears and dragon makeup, but when you transcend this world and don’t take 

them with you, they’ll regret it. You swear they’ll see.  

You gain one extra Edge in situations with a severe reality mismatch – an example would be if 

you’re arrested on the station after the furry con for wearing a Gardevoir mask and costume on 

your pasty 300-pound body, and you can’t even explain to the cops what’s going on in a way that 

any normal humans would understand. In addition, you gain a single point of Edge whenever you 

expound on your beliefs to a single, uncomprehending mundane. Finally, every Edge power that 

utterly alienates or horrifies any mundane observers immediately upon use costs one less Edge. 

Channels 
Where emotions are the fuel for your fedoradom, your true Edge Powers come from how you choose to 

channel them and give them shape. There are five different channels for your Edge, and each of them 

allows you to burn Edge for a number of supernatural effects. 

Fedoras with identical channels but different motivating emotions do not tend to get along. Seeing one’s 

preferred method of wish-fulfillment used by someone who has a radically different cause tends to 

infuriate fedoras, quite a few of whom see it as “heresy”. Fedoras who share the same channel have a 

much easier time disagreeing about the small differences in application and motivation, and as such they 

tend to loathe each other. This is the main reason (aside from fedora delusions of “strategic thinking”) that 

most fedora groups have a wide spread of channels instead of clumping together in one big one-channel 

group. 



 Japanophilia. 

Cringe lines:  

(Self-Doubt) “Japanese women are still women, you know? They don’t feel that they have to be 

men, and thus they still know their place.” 

(Narcissism) “The Japanese are on a whole another level intellectually. You wouldn’t understand 

their philosophies – it takes a special caliber of person.” 

(Rage) “The katana is the sharpest and sturdiest sword in the world, folded over a million times. I 

have one at home, and I can cut a horse and rider in half with the blunt side.” 

(Delusion) “Nippon is the land of milk and honey – otaku culture is accepted and glorified, sexual 

norms barely exist, everyone is beautiful and I can get laid there.” 

Self-Doubt filtered through Japanophilia manifests in the idea of a society free of “feminist thought 

police”, “misandry” and “the Jewish agenda”. The fedora feels that Japan is a society in which he 

gains respect solely through being a white man, without having to work on it himself.  

Narcissism filtered through Japanophilia manifests in the perception of Japanese culture as 

somehow more advanced, artistically acute and intellectually superior to boring Western culture. 

The fedora uses Japan as a blunt object with which to beat others over the head with, then acts 

smug when people don’t understand. 

Rage filtered through Japanophilia usually manifests as an obsession with Japan’s martial history – 

bushido, katanas, the Imperial army, samurai, what have you. The fedora imagines that by tapping 

into a culture that he perceives as honorable or powerful, he automatically takes on those aspects 

himself. 

Delusion filtered through Japanophilia manifests in the belief in Japan as Anime Land. The fedora 

believes that going to Japan is the only thing he needs to do to escape his boring, workaday 

existence, and steadfastly refuses to learn about actual Japanese culture out of the subconscious 

fear that he’ll be proven wrong. 

 Misogyny. 

Cringe lines:  

(Self-Doubt) “We need to stop this herbivore-man nonsense. We need to show the Feminazis who’s 

always been on top.” 

(Narcissism) “As a man, I have superior logical and mathematical thinking, as well as superior 

physical ability. Women are emotional harpies.” 

(Rage) “Carla from shop class once told me I needed to shave my beard, and then she laughed at 

me. We’ll see how she laughs when I bring my chainsaw to school.” 

(Delusion) “By identifying as a “woman”, you’re accepting the fact that you’re weak and 

subservient to men. Only by accepting my idea of gender identities can you be free.” 

Self-Doubt filtered through Misogyny is incredibly common, and archetypal at that. It manifests in 

the belief that Man is unjustly held down by lowly women, and that any and all social fuck-ups on 

the fedora’s part is simply a result of feminist manipulation of the mass media. The fedora imagines 

that by “asserting” himself, he gains some form of authority over his own life without trying. 

Narcissism filtered through Misogyny manifests in the idea that men are intellectually and 

physically superior, and that this absolves the fedora from any need for real self-criticism. The 

fedora imagines that being a man is enough in itself, and that his superior genetic material means 

that he never has to face his own failings.  



Rage filtered through Misogyny is a simple thing – it’s the result of repeated sexual frustration and 

failure to release it properly. The fedora believes that his inability to find female affection is due to 

feminist interference, and he intends to take it by force if he can’t have it handed to him on a silver 

platter. 

Delusion filtered through Misogyny is odd – it’s a special-snowflake grudge against existing “boxes” 

tempered with a reluctance to criticize one’s own biological gender. It’s quite rare, but it happens. 

The fedora imagines that by criticizing women and the social norms surrounding them, he can avoid 

having to address an extremely sore topic.  

 Hipsterism.  

Cringe lines:  

(Self-Doubt) “Everyone else is normal. I need to assert my individuality and be something unique.” 

(Narcissism) “I’m not a sheep. I’m made of something better, and I can make my own decisions. I 

won’t be satisfied with the pap they feed the mundanes.” 

(Rage) “My English teacher told me that I act strange. Well, fuck her. I don’t care, and I’m going to 

try extra hard because she wants to crush me.” 

(Delusion) “This is an abstract harsh-noise 8-bit tone poem played on a hacked Gameboy. It 

conveys the idea of body dissociation through the metaphor of Amy from Sonic.” 

Self-Doubt filtered through Hipsterism is good and simple. It’s the refusal to be normal and 

pedestrian, combined with a lack of initiative and ability to actually set oneself apart from others 

through one’s own achievements. The fedora imagines that partaking of a specific kind of media 

makes him distinct from others on a deeper level, and all he has to do is pirate it.  

Narcissism filtered through Hipsterism is a more artsy form of pseudo-intellectualism – it’s feeling 

that the media “provided” to others is somehow intellectually inferior. It doesn’t matter whether 

it’s actually stupid or just popular – the fedora imagines that waving another kind of media in 

people’s faces makes him intelligent and insightful. 

Rage filtered through Hipsterism manifests in trying to shock, offend and creep out other people. 

As the fedora has none of the social savvy needed to impress others through achievement, they 

choose to shock and gross out instead. The fedora imagines that shocking others shows both their 

own intellectual triumph and the intellectual failure of others, while they’re really just snorting 

Abilify and listening to ICP.  

Delusion filtered through Hipsterism is just plain old escapism. It’s the belief that reality is boring 

and less than one deserves, and thus manifests in partaking in things that are completely out of 

fucking contact with reality. The fedora imagines that their ability to make a tulpa shows the 

triumph of their own worldview, while all they’re doing is creating an imaginary little sister who 

wants to sleep with them. 

 Revenge Fantasy. 

Cringe lines:  

(Self-Doubt) “It’s the duty of any self-respecting male to be able to fight. If you can’t kill your 

enemies and win over women, you’re just a beta.” 

(Narcissism) “I have tried and tried, but still they don’t understand. If they’re not willing to learn 

from words, they will come to learn from my katana.” 

(Rage) “The first on my list is Jaden from high school, because he hid my underwear after gym class. 

The next is Johanna, who rejected me back in grade school.” 



(Delusion) “They called me a normal kid. I will show them what tapping into my dragon-elf vampire 

heritage can do.” 

Self-Doubt filtered through Revenge Fantasy is just good old e-peen compensation. It manifests in 

crude displays of unfounded aggression and hot-air bluster, carried out to boost the fedora’s fragile 

ego. The fedora imagines that by wanting to avenge himself on others, he becomes a true alpha 

male, while he’s only managing to piss off his parents and get grounded. 

Narcissism filtered through Revenge Fantasy is, to put it simply, desperation. If the fedora cannot 

prove himself through talking to people due to his abominable people skills, he works himself into a 

fury that leads him to fire off ill-conceived references to the Second Amendment. The fedora 

imagines this as a righteous crusade of vengeance to convince the unbelievers, while it’s really just 

a sperg-out.  

Rage filtered through Revenge Fantasy – well, it’s anger. The fedora doesn’t just fail to deal with 

the problem constructively, he never even deals with the problem and instead stews in his own 

juices while writing revenge lists. The fedora imagines that he’s only biding his time before all those 

who offended him will get payback, but what he’s doing is just waffling.  

Delusion filtered through Revenge Fantasy is the good old “I’ll show them all”. It’s the spillover of a 

long teenage period of complete reality disconnect and the frustration of someone whose sexual 

formative period has been spent solely with Sonic and Pokémon characters. The fedora imagines 

that everyone else is too narrow-minded and foolish to see the truth, but it has never been true 

that the fedora is in fact “a female anthropomorphic fox trapped in a man’s body”. 

 Pseudo-Intellectualism. 

Cringe lines: 

(Self-Doubt) “The evidence is right here, in these scientific papers. The white man is the apex of all 

human evolution, and quantifiably superior.” 

(Narcissism) “I am above prostrating myself to an imaginary friend in the clouds when I don’t 

understand something. I am enlightened, and I trust only in myself.” 

(Rage) “Stand down, nigger. I have thousands of years of genetic purity on my side, and I have an 

American-made Glock. Your race has been scientifically proven to be apelike.” 

(Delusion) “There is literally no proof whatsoever that reality is objective and exclusive. In this 

figment, I am Dirk Pritchard, but in the neighboring reality, I am a rainbow vampire trans-hedgehog 

dragon wolf.” 

Self-Doubt filtered through Pseudo-Intellectualism is basically echo-chamber circlejerking. It’s using 

dodgy science and fringe psychology to justify one’s own perception of superiority towards, among 

others, women and non-whites. The fedora imagines that he’s simply aiding in the triumph of 

science, but he’s in fact shitting on the very idea of science by prioritizing outdated theories and 

untested hypotheses over accepted science. 

Narcissism filtered through Pseudo-Intellectualism is mainly just edgy atheism. It’s rooted in the 

idea that the fedora is “enlightened” and as such elevated beyond any form of consolation or 

supporting philosophies in life. The fedora imagines that he’s finally disproven God, while all that 

he’s doing is parroting Dawkins and coming up with meaningless buzzwords like “imaginary cloud-

friend”. 

Rage filtered through Pseudo-Intellectualism is redneck science at its finest. It’s based on the idea 

that science gives one acceptable targets that have been “proven” subhuman by an article in an 



underground White Pride webzine. The fedora imagines that he’s helping with weeding out the 

weak and the inferior, while it’s just giving him an excuse to mime shooting his dad’s Glock at his 

black school bullies. 

Delusion filtered through Pseudo-Intellectualism is perhaps the most ineffectual and least tolerable 

fedora philosophy. It’s based around circuitous, smugly verbose logical fallacies wound around each 

other so many times that people give up trying to follow it, which the fedora takes as having won 

the argument. The fedora imagines that he’s finally proven that his soul belongs to a reincarnation 

of Amy the Hedgehog, but his reasoning can really be boiled down to “because I said so”. 

Powers 
The Edge of fedoras fuels a vast array of supernatural powers. The pure emotional energy that builds up in 

someone so alienated, rejected, dysfunctional and completely unwilling to do anything at all about it is so 

massive that it’s capable of changing reality itself. 

That’s the nice part. 

The less heartening part is that fedora powers are almost always incredibly petty and niche. They’re wish-

fulfillment given form, not powers selected and trained for maximum efficacy. Fedoras are versatile, but 

their powers often demand a lot of preparation and imagination to use. Everything about them orbits 

around fulfilling the user’s own fantasies, and as such they take a bit of work to use in the same way as one 

would use spells or other powers in most fiction. The magic is shaped after the user’s desires, instead of it 

being actively shaped by the user, and that’s perhaps the biggest difference between fedora powers and 

“conventional” magic. 

Whatever power set you have, you have three preferred powers and three refused powers. By default, a 

fedora has access to all the powers of their power set, but there are always going to be things you like more 

or less than others. You’re free to choose preferred and refused powers as you want – preferred powers 

cost one less Edge to use (if they normally cost 1 Edge, you just get one free use per day), and refused 

powers are completely impossible to use.  

Subject to GM approval, it is possible to take one power from another channel at character creation. To do 

this, one must take a refused power from one’s own channel at the same Edge level as the power from the 

foreign channel (in addition to the three that all characters have). In addition, the power from the foreign 

channel isn’t affected by any Edge-cost reduction from one’s Emotion, nor can it be taken as a preferred 

power – it’s too alien to one’s worldview for one to truly become comfortable with it, and as such it always 

costs the listed amount of Edge in any situation.  

Japanophilia powers are perhaps the pettiest and most niche of fedora powers. They’re exclusively 

oriented around Japan, and the ridiculous situational nature of many of the powers means that it’s a hard 

channel to use outside of some very specific cases. However, Japanophilia powers can often be useful when 

there’s finally an opening to use them – and since they don’t lend themselves well to casual use, the user is 

often going to have plenty of Edge. They require a lot of imagination to use right, but if one can do that, 

they lend themselves well to getting aid from unpredictable sources. Japanophilia powers focus on 

communication, transport and exchange, and they can give a fedora many unexpected allies and aces up 

their sleeve. 

Misogyny powers are both very powerful and very obviously crippled. They’re very direct and socially 

aggressive, specializing in undermining people’s social lives, incapacitating them and forcing them to do 

things they don’t want to. They also involve a bit of social deception and utility, and could have been very 



close to being the unrivaled “best” channel if it wasn’t for one obvious weakness. Misogyny powers only 

work on women, as they’re the exclusive focus of the fedora’s Edge-fueled hatred, and their effects won’t 

work on half of the human population, nor Hipsterism users with too much imagination. 

Revenge Fantasy powers are extremely straightforward and brutal, and they can seem wildly powerful at 

first glance. They allow for various powerful attacks and combat maneuvers, and these are backed up with 

a bit of invisibility and a bit of social warfare. However, they make the user a huge fucking beacon for the 

police and other people whose responsibility it is to keep law and order, and the greatest danger about the 

channel is exactly how easy it is to be left high and dry. Revenge Fantasy powers can chew through huge 

amounts of Edge in a very short time, as many of the acts are very unrealistic and very emotionally 

satisfying – both drain Edge from the user.  

Hipsterism powers are all about being unpredictable. They manipulate chance and the permanency of 

things, and the channel is almost unmanageably unpredictable, with a lot of chance involved. The channel’s 

powers tend to focus on “being novel and original” as well as some good, old-fashioned attention-whoring 

– Hipsterism users are masters at blending into social networks, though they’re more socially stealthy than 

the sledgehammer approach of Misogyny. Of course, Hipsterism powers are often unpredictable or niche – 

while not as hard to use as Japanophilia powers, the goal of Hipsterism powers is more to be unpredictable 

than consistently effective and relevant.  

Pseudo-Intellectualism powers are mostly mental. They focus on calling up knowledge, examining it and 

detecting threats, spiced up with a few powers mainly involving religion and childishly shocking behavior. 

It’s quite versatile within its main field of focus, but it’s extremely mental – there aren’t many Pseudo-

Intellectualism powers that have a real, tangible effect. Pseudo-Intellectualism users tend to have a hard 

time going solo, since their powers are oriented around gathering knowledge and useless trivia – it’s useful 

to know it and all, but the fedora likely doesn’t have the skills to pull all of it off without someone else’s 

help. Ironically, then, while Pseudo-Intellectualism is all about proving one’s own superiority, the powers 

are so smugly mental that the user will likely need backup to actually utilize them.  

Inherent Powers 

Fedora powers are mainly active, not passive – Edge, after all, is based on bottling up emotions and stewing 

ineffectually in one’s own juices, and thus passive powers are usually antithetical to the very idea behind 

Edge. There are a few exceptions, though – these are mostly the ways in which the fedora’s Edge passively 

spills over into their surroundings.  

Fedoras are inherently unlikable. The aura of Edge spilling off them makes them reek of social ostracism 

and interpersonal awkwardness, and it’s clear as day to any normal people (that is, anyone not possessing 

Edge) that the fedora is incapable of competently and willingly being a part of normal society. As such, no 

matter how well fedoras do on a roll, it won’t impress normal people – the absolute best that can happen is 

a kind of grudging, uneasy respect. Whatever a fedora does, even if it’s something that would be honestly 

impressive if done by a normal human, it just seems kind of sad and tryhard. There are two exceptions: first, 

when a fedora uses Edge, it’s the very manifestation of their bottled-up wish to impress, scare and shock 

other people, and as such it impresses normal people perfectly well. Second, if a fedora succeeds on a Play 

Normal roll, people will treat them as a reasonably normal human for the next hour or so, though a few 

hints of social awkwardness remain.  

All fedoras can detect Edge. This also carries over to fedoras themselves and the use of Edge powers. If 

another fedora is within 100 meters, a fedora automatically knows it, though they can’t pinpoint who it is 

unless they witness them use Edge, or unless there are no other fedoras in the area at all. Of course, most 



fedoras tend to stand out in a crowd, making most other fedoras think that they can detect each other on 

sight, but there are some fedoras who don’t fit the mold purely in their physical appearance. They also only 

know if there are one or more fedoras – they can distinguish between one and two fedoras in an area, but 

not two and three. Edge becomes very, very messy and hard to figure out when it starts overlapping, as it’s 

so emotionally convoluted. If multiple fedoras are gathered in a group, treat them as one fedora for the 

purpose of this ability – it’s easy to sort through the signal chaos when you know who to ignore first.  

If anyone uses an Edge power, it alerts all fedoras within a radius equal to 100 meters times the amount of 

Edge used by the power. They’ll know the rough direction of the power’s use, as well as how much Edge 

was used, but nothing else.  

Fedora powers can be used on other fedoras, but it’s not very reliable. Fedoras have an inherent 

understanding and mastery of Edge, after all, and find it easy to brush off attempts to affect them with a 

power that they themselves know inside out. While most fedora powers automatically work on humans, 

without allowing them any form of saving throw, all that a fedora needs to completely negate any Edge-

fueled power used on them is to spend a point of Edge. The power’s target must be the fedora – you can’t 

use Edge to avoid an Edge-fueled supernatural attack, since the Edge effect doesn’t actually target the 

victim – it creates some form of attack, which is then used to target the victim. If in doubt, it’s up to GM fiat. 

Any person possessing Edge instinctively knows if someone is trying to use Edge on them – you can’t 

unwittingly affect them. Fedoras, after all, are so intimately familiar with Edge that they can sense each 

other – sensing someone actually using it is even easier.  

Normal people can perfectly well see Edge powers. There’s just the catch that among normal people, it isn’t 

exactly easy nor socially accepted to go down to the police station and tell the desk cop that you saw 

someone pulling a trench coat out of their pocket, then a katana out of the trench coat and then firing 

black lightning bolts in the shape of upside-down crosses from their hands. Normal people don’t believe in 

the supernatural for the most part, and even those that do believe in the supernatural don’t believe in the 

kind of powers that fedoras use. This means that most normal people will try to rationalize Edge powers 

first and actively try to forget what they saw if they can’t rationalize it – after all, what are they gonna do? 

No one’s going to believe them unless they have proof, and proof of Edge powers is hard to get. On top of 

that, a lot of people just want to get back to their normal lives and avoid getting drawn into crazy shit – for 

the guy working the McDonalds counter, it’s a lot easier to keep on making money than to risk his job 

asking his manager if he can see the security tapes to “make sure that guy in the trench coat didn’t just 

transform into a cheesy demon-thing in the parking lot”. There are a lot of ways for normal people to 

rationalize seeing the supernatural – pranks, SFX, being tired and misunderstandings – but most of them 

serve as excuses for the fact that most normal people don’t want to lose their job and their friends hunting 

down fat teenagers in Slayer merchandise because they did “something supernatural” in the cinema 

stairwell. It’s still perfectly possible for fedoras to be far too unsubtle, bringing down police attention 

something fierce and having the local churches and religious groups up in arms – but it takes a fuck of a lot 

more than one would think. Starting a witch hunt is not something most people are used to, and even 

those who try tend to give up halfway through such a huge undertaking. 

Japanophilia Powers: 

1 Edge:  

 Understand spoken and written Japanese for 30 seconds. 



 Summon a single Japanese food or drink item out of thin air. It can be anything, as long as it’s firmly 

and unmistakably Japanese – bottled green tea, canned coffee, convenience-store lunchboxes, 

Pocky, Ramune, sushi and so on – and in a pre-packaged form (as it’s not going to be visibly 

Japanese enough otherwise). Of course, no matter how much a fedora wishes it, things that can be 

bought in a convenience store are not healthy or filling food in the long term.   

 Gain knowledge of the location, date, entry price and events of all anime cons or other Japan-

centric events within a hundred miles. This applies to all of the events, not just the currently 

ongoing ones. It also gives you an understanding of the types of people there, what types of 

problems it faces (fandom wars, Koreaboos, Christian picketers) and, conveniently enough, the 

complete layout and floor plan of the venue.  

 Automatically gain the effects of daily Japanese practice for a week, without having to do anything. 

 Immediately discern whether something seemingly Japanese is Japanese or not. This is a yes/no 

power, and only discerns whether the manufacturer is Japanese or not. 

2 Edge:  

 

 Ensure that anything traveling from Japan arrives safely, quickly and without any searches. This 

doesn’t even need to be anime goods – it can be smuggled goods or even a group of people. 

 Gain supernatural knowledge of one single anime, game or manga for a whole day. All the 

supplementary materials, all the interviews, all the secret codes. This means everything – while it 

doesn’t give you actual skill, your knowledge is complete and total, in excess of what even the 

creators of the medium intended. If you bother, you can write out a game’s source code by hand if 

you have a few days to devote to it. 

 Be let in for free, and with no strings attached, at any Japan-centric con or fan gathering. This 

applies to everything from a gathering of weeaboos that you don’t know, over an ordinary anime 

con, to a semi-formal scholarly convention on the future of the Japanese economy. 

 Transmute any non-Japanese consumer product to an available Japanese variant. A Samsung phone 

becomes a Sony, a normal Kit-Kat becomes a green tea one, a translated Murakami book becomes 

the original version, and a box of Thai Pocky becomes the superior Nipponese version.  

 Gain access to the Japanese Internet for a week. This is basically a failsafe, full-speed Japanese VPN 

without any issues whatsoever, on every computer you use. Your torrent speed will increase to 10 

Mb/s, and your Internet connection will never fail. 

3 Edge: 

 Understand a single episode or volume of Japanese media. You can understand games for up to an 

hour of play. 

 Become able to read Japanese at elementary-school level for a week. 

 Gain an intimate knowledge of the Japanese-ness of a single object. You learn everything 

concerning the origin of the object, including country of manufacture, the ethnicity of everyone 

who worked on it, owner of the IP rights and whether it’s intended as plagiarism or not. This can 

also be used on a person, in which case you gain knowledge of whether or not they’re born in 



Japan, speak Japanese, are culturally Japanese, respect Japanese culture and/or are ethnically 

Japanese.  

 Destroy any fake Japanese object that you can touch. This includes everything that’s intended to 

appear Japanese, such as OEL manga, Korean idol CDs, Thai Pocky and Chinese cup ramen. The 

object simply catches fire and burns to ashes in seconds, while Kimigayo can be heard playing in the 

background. There is no upper limit on the size of the object, though very few objects larger than a 

car will intentionally be made to appear Japanese. You can still reduce a Kia or Hyundai to a 

smoldering husk in seconds, though. This power can affect whole batches of fake Japanese objects, 

though the individual objects must be no more than a foot apart – if you happen to stumble upon a 

warehouse full of OEL manga, you can torch the whole shit with one use of the power.  

4 Edge:  

 Hold a single conversation in bog-standard Japanese. No accent, no fuck-ups – but no dialects, no 

slang and no different politeness levels. You’ll sound like an elementary schoolgirl.  

 Gain permanent and total understanding of a single piece of Japanese media, such as a game, book, 

manga or anime DVD – just like the 2-Edge power, but permanent. 

 For one week, become able to draw in the style of a Japanese artist of your choosing. You cannot 

vary the style enough that it doesn’t seem derivative, but you also can’t get it close enough to 

convincingly mimic the artist. The drawings will be technically skilled and depict whatever you like, 

but no matter what, it’ll come off as derivative.  

 Hide your power level – that is, avoid ridicule caused by being a weeaboo or otherwise a complete 

freakshow for a whole day. No one will comment on you wearing cosplay in public, the half-naked 

seven-year-old on your moeshit T-shirt or your constant attempts at shoehorning butchered 

Japanese into every sentence. This power basically suspends the social-ostracism side effect of 

having Edge, as well as making observers treat cringy but non-supernatural actions as mundane, 

while still allowing you to use Edge powers – however, it also prevents you from effectively gaining 

Edge, since the fact that people treat your horribly socially retarded behavior as normal means that 

you don’t experience the embarrassment and ineffectual frustration that Edge is built upon. This 

power does not hide the infinite weirdness that higher levels of Japanophilia and Hipsterism 

powers can create, but it does dull it – if you choose to stroke your ego (among other things) by 

transforming yourself into Morrigan, people will still think it’s fucking bizarre, but they’ll be a bit 

less likely to run to the police or the resident exorcist. After you leave, too, they’ll likely choose to 

brush it off instead of making anything out of what they saw. It can only be used on yourself, 

though. 

5 Edge: 

 Understand anything Japanese, whether text or speech, for a week. If you ever use it to make 

Japanese media available to anyone but yourself (those EOPs), the effect immediately ends. 

 On a single attack on a Korean, a Koreaboo, a Chinese person or a Chinaboo, instead of rolling for 

damage, automatically deal an amount of damage levels equal to half your dice pool, rounded up 

(minimum 3). These levels cannot be dodged, parried or soaked up. The fires of Nipponese Yamato-

damashii smite the unbelievers.  



This power cannot be resisted by spending Edge, as the target isn’t attacked by the Edge itself – the 

Edge empowers the user. However, any defensive effects that use Edge work perfectly well against 

this power – while mundane stats don’t apply, a target using Edge can resist this power using all the 

bonuses they have gained from Edge powers. This includes stat, skill and dice pool bonuses. It’s 

worth noting that very few Edge users are Koreaboos or Chinaboos, as it doesn’t give the proper 

sense of persecution.  

 Make one of the doors in your shitty pad open into a back-alley door in Tokyo for fifteen seconds. 

Everyone who can fit through the door and make it in before it closes can follow along. For a week, 

if you open the door that you came through, it will open back into your apartment for fifteen 

seconds, then shut (and terminate the effect). When you’re back, the effect ends. You can get stuck 

if you fuck up. It goes without saying that this power gives you no ID, no plane tickets and generally 

no proof whatsoever that you’re supposed to be in Japan or have any right to – the only thing it 

does is get you there. Japanese police do check passports, by the way – and fedoras generally stand 

out.  

 Make a single Japanese friend. A culturally and ethnically Japanese person who lives within a two-

hour drive will meet you at some point, come to like you and want to hang out with you. They will 

only stop being your friend if you really act up – that is, commit an act that gives you 9 or more 

total Edge at once. Their level of competence is up to GM fiat, but they’re about as competent as a 

normal person could be expected to be, and they won’t be freaked out by Edge powers after their 

first time seeing them. This is a powerful ability, but rarely used twice – it doesn’t necessarily 

guarantee that the Japanese friend will be interested in anime and manga, or even know that much 

about it. “Culturally Japanese” is a double-edged sword for most Japanophilia fedoras – on one 

hand, it’s the only solution for the kind of weeaboo who can work themselves into a shrieking hissy-

fit when they find out that someone isn’t 100% Nipponese, but on the other hand it puts the fedora 

face-to-face with how Japan and Japanese culture really are.  

6 Edge:  

 Understand, speak and write any kind of Japanese fluently for a week. This includes literary and 

cultural references, dialects, slang, polite language and other things a real Japanese-speaker would 

be able to use. In fact, the coverage is total – it covers any and all references to Japanese history, 

any and all archaic kanji, all Japanese slang from yakuza to otaku lingo (and this is actually the real 

thing) as well as all politeness levels from “gritty back-alley noodle stand” to “business meeting at a 

multinational company summit”. It breaks if you use it to make any Japanese media available to 

EOPs – while this doesn’t mean that you can’t put it up on the Internet, it does mean that you can’t 

really put it up anywhere else than a public fileshare link and nowhere else. One of the key 

motivating rationales behind Japanophilia, no matter the fedora’s emotion, is the language barrier 

– the fact that no one else can understand Japanese media means that the fedora is free to 

interpret and abuse it as they will.  

 Look and act exactly like an anime or game character of your choice for 24 hours, clothes included. 

This, of course, doesn’t mean that you will look exactly like the character does in the media they 

figure in, but that you look and act as close to them as is at all possible while still looking like a 

halfway normal human. This corollary, of course, is absolutely moot if your character of choice isn’t 

human-looking at all, in which case you’ll simply have to deal with the full weight of normal 



people’s disgust and derision. You can move up to 3 dots in your stats from one stat to another, as 

well as change your Traits, when using the power. You also gain 2 dots that you can allocate in your 

main stats, or 5 skill points that you can allocate as you want for the duration of the power. The 

stat change has to be consistent with the character, and no stat can reach a base score of 8 or more 

– however, your Euphoric Traits are constantly active for the duration of the power, with all that 

this entails. The power is also a real, physical change (ew). This power, while very useful, is 

nevertheless used surprisingly rarely, since seeing a favorite character adapted to the rules of the 

real world can be too much of a blow for the Animeland fantasies of most Japanophilia fedoras. 

Just as with the following power, gear and abilities can manifest cosmetically, but become useless 

when faced with a situation important enough to require rolls (and again, this is GM fiat). If a 

fedora chooses to release his autism in one huge burst and become Bayonetta, he’ll have her gear 

and weapons, and can show off with it by doing various disturbing hair tricks, creepily stretchy 

gymnastics and shooting cans off fence posts – but as soon as real combat starts (or the fedora 

brings their powers to bear on mundane reality by entering a proper shooting contest or the like), 

the fedora’s Edge will prove incapable of maintaining such a drastic change to reality, and while the 

power won’t fade, the fedora is relegated to their existing stats, bonuses and abilities. There is one 

exception – if the fedora’s form possesses a ranged weapon and the fedora himself does not, he 

can still attack at range, but only with his existing bonuses.  

 Bring an anime or Japanese game character of your choice into existence for 24 hours. You can 

choose whether or not the character will be used to the real world or not, as well as change small 

elements about their appearance or behavior (the most vital part is to tweak things so that they 

like you, something that couldn’t otherwise happen). You may choose the exact episode, game or 

other story passage that the character is duplicated from. The character has no Edge or related 

powers, but to compensate has a stat spread of 3/5/7 and 15 skill points, as well as their Euphoric 

Trait always being active. The character can manifest supernatural powers or other such things in 

cosmetic ways, but cannot actually use them for practical purposes. Everything else about this 

power is GM fiat, especially how normal people react to something that looks like an 

oversexualized pink cartoon hedgehog walking around next to a mouth-breathing, sweaty, fedora-

clad dweeb making furious fumbling motions underneath his longcoat. The specific appearance of 

the character is subject to the same rules as the above power – that is, human-looking characters 

will have their proportions and other such basic traits tweaked in order to look reasonably normal 

(though weird traits such as wings or freaky hair will still remain). As much as a Japanophilia fedora 

might think that it gives him Nipponese 4chan cred to like Yotsuba&!, having the power exactly 

duplicate the manga’s art style would turn it into a supernatural fear power, which it isn’t.  

 Blend into Japan for one week. People will act as if you’re fully Japanese, and they will never treat 

you as a foreigner. You will also be expected to know everything a Japanese person would know, 

and this effect doesn’t keep people from thinking you’re just plain stupid if you mess up something 

basic. You can choose to look Japanese, in which case you’ll still vaguely resemble yourself, but still 

be unrecognizable to most people who know you. This power also allows you to speak, understand 

and write Japanese, but only in an everyday capacity – you’re incapable of understanding the 

technicalities of the language, such as obscure historical references, complicated wordplay, dialects, 

slang or any other politeness levels than casual and casual-polite. It does, however, allow you to 

weather most everyday situations such as shopping, hotel booking, maid cafés (for fedoras it’s 



everyday) and even holding down a simple job. The power does not give you ID, but it’ll make most 

people assume that you have it – and if you set yourself to do it, it’ll be relatively easy to get it in 

spite of the ID bureaucracy not normally working that way. It’ll require actual effort, however, and 

most fedoras will be busy trying to live out their Animeland fantasies instead (and starting to 

blubber about Westernization when they find out they’re not real).  

Misogyny Powers:  

(wow, this is gonna be terrible) 

1 Edge:  

 Detect the presence of any women who are sexually attractive, intelligent, strong or otherwise 

capable enough to put you to shame. This is a radar-ping effect, with a range of 50 yards, and gives 

you only an immediate realization of the presence, direction and number of such women. 

 Detect any pro-female bias in any medium, no matter how well it’s concealed, as well as the exact 

nature of it (third-wave feminist, female-supremacist, misandrist or the like). You cannot detect 

pro-male bias in any way. It also gives you a rough impression of whether it’s been “planted” or not, 

though the definition of this is up to the GM and is likely to be tinted by the paranoia so common to 

fedoras. 

 Severely creep out any sexually attractive female you can talk to. You need to say something clingy, 

offensive or sexually harassing, and the power will do the rest. The woman will be so creeped out 

and repulsed by you that she’ll immediately leave and won’t attempt to brush with you again if she 

can avoid it. She might tell her friends about you, though, and if you approach her again, she’s 

almost guaranteed to call the cops.  

 Make a single social gathering that you host into a guaranteed sausage-fest. No women will want to 

participate, and in fact it’ll creep most of them out. There will only be guys, even if you invite 

women.  

2 Edge:  

 Cause a minor Freudian slip when a woman is talking about men, romance or relationships. The 

target will say just enough of her true intentions for you to puzzle them out, but others might not 

notice.  

 Gather 2d2 other fedoroid misogynists at a social gathering. To do this, you need to put out an 

invitation on Reddit or /r9k/ at least two days in advance, as well as giving a meeting spot that’s 

possible for other people to reach and enter. The fellow fedoroids will be positively inclined 

towards you and willing to “help your crusade against the Feminazis”, but they have no Edge, and 

their stat line is otherwise identical to that of a normal fedora. They are, however (GM fiat) 

relatively close to gaining Edge from their own personal psychosexual Gordian knot of blame-

redirection and veiled self-hatred, and if they stick with the group for long enough, they might 

actually manifest it. Depending on how the GM has characterized them, their channel might not 

actually be Misogyny. They will be a bit freaked by Edge the first time they see it, but will quickly 

start thinking that it’s cool. 

 Create an opening for yourself or someone else to white-knight. The target will, within about 15 

seconds, drop something on the ground, have one of their high heels break or otherwise 



experience a tiny mishap that you or someone else can use as an excuse to white-knight. This 

power does not work in combat, for the very simple reason that you yourself don’t have any 

opportunities to white-knight in a pitched shitfight, and the power is thus guaranteed to fail in a 

fight.  

 Find an Exhibit A. With merely fifteen seconds of searching on Google, you can find a single horrible, 

farcical example of exaggerated third-wave Tumblr feminism. The source you find will be 

completely, objectively wrong in any and all ways. You’re still committing a strawman fallacy, 

though. 

3 Edge:  

 Unerringly find a prostitute within your price range. All women are gold-diggers, after all, but some 

of them are honest. Right? This power won’t fail if you’re somewhere far beyond civilization, or 

even if you’re in New Jersey – no matter where you are, it will give you knowledge of the exact 

distance and direction to a woman who will have sex with you for money. It doesn’t necessarily 

guarantee a career prostitute or someone good-looking – it will find the easiest lay with the least 

strings attached that you can afford. 

 Fortify one bottle, glass or other container of drink owned or held by a woman. If the drink is 

alcoholic, the alcohol content increases by 20% alcohol with no change in the taste; if it’s non-

alcoholic, it becomes 10% alcohol, but still doesn’t taste of booze. This power can stack, but only up 

to 90% - there still needs to be some space left for the compounds that give the drink its color and 

taste. Like any following Misogyny powers that incapacitate or intoxicate a target, this power 

cannot be resisted – while the abilities cannot affect men, they exist for the purpose of dominating 

and controlling women, and are thus perfect for the job. Only Edge and Normalcy (q.v.) effects can 

resist these powers at all.  

 Make yourself totally immune to sexual advances from women for five hours. No matter what – 

flirting, groping, promises of sex, being drunk, whatever – you cannot be sexually aroused or 

tempted at all. Not even porn magazines can shake you – no form of sexual arousal works on you, 

whatsoever. Well, regarding women, at least. Men can still attempt to seduce you if they want.  

 Pose as a woman in a single written or typed message. As long as the reader doesn’t have any 

reason to suspect Edge powers being involved, they will think that the letter or mail came from a 

woman.  

4 Edge: 

 Instinctively know what, and how much, you need to give to (or do to) a woman in order for her to 

have sex with you. The power will reveal the easiest way, which is of course rarely going to be easy 

at all. The best you can hope for is likely “5000 dollars and a restaurant dinner”. Usually, it’ll end up 

being something like “take her little brother hostage”. It is worth noting, however, that the method 

that the power reveals will always work – it might be hard, but the power only reveals the easiest 

method among the (likely few) ones that are guaranteed to work.  

 Negate the effect of any contraceptives currently in effect, or used within the next 24 hours, on any 

one woman that you touch. Use your imagination. 



 Create a heavy, but not toxic, dose of flunitrazepam (that is, Rohypnol) in any one drink belonging 

to or held by a woman. You pretty much know what it does – no inhibitions, no coordination, en-

bloc blackout. There’s always Wikipedia.  

 Imitate a woman’s voice on a single phone call or message. You can choose the specifics, but it will 

always sound like a woman, in everything from intonation over word choice to speech patterns.  

5 Edge:  

 Make a woman commit a massive Freudian slip while talking about men or relationships. The slip 

will be true, but it’s still cherry-picking, as it shows no redeeming traits and always comes off as 

negatively as possible. 

 Create movie chloroform. Basically, what you do is touch a rag, spend the Edge and then hold it to 

a woman’s mouth and nose within half an hour. The rag will work like chloroform does in the 

movies – complete knockout in five seconds, no risk of poisoning and able to be refreshed with 

multiple uses of the power. One use lasts for five hours.  

 Create an actual aphrodisiac. It’s not a love drug, but it does massively increase sex drive and lower 

inhibitions, while causing none of the side effects of alcohol, GHB or Rohypnol. To use it, you must 

rub your fingers together in an incriminating movement over a glass belonging to a woman.  

 “Borrow” the looks and mannerisms of a single woman who you’ve seen within the last two hours, 

including the clothes they were wearing at the time. This power lasts for 24 hours, is a real change 

(ew) and – well, I’ll leave the uses to your imagination. 

6 Edge:  

 Make one single woman live up to your stereotypes for 24 hours. If you see all women as emotional, 

hysterical harpies, that’s what the victim will act like; conversely, if you see them as money-

grubbing slags, that’s what they’ll act like. Their behavior will be as close to their normal behavior 

as it’s still possible.  

 Make one single woman date you for one day. This is not guaranteed to be out of love – it only 

guarantees that for some reason, the target will go out with you (and maybe even put out and save 

you from virginity) for one day. They’ll go through the motions, and then the effect fades – you get 

one chance. It also only works once on any given person – it exploits the chance that there might be 

some chemistry between you, and this chance collapses if (well, when) you fail. 

 Guarantee that one female target will have sex with another person of your choice within the next 

24 hours. Again, this guarantees nothing but the very basics. If the two targets aren’t able to reach 

each other through reasonable coincidences within 24 hours, the effect fades. You also can’t name 

yourself as the subject, since it would invalidate all the bitterness that Misogyny powers are based 

on. 

 Create an “alternate identity” which happens to be a woman. It’s a real change, and let’s not get 

too deeply into that, but you can detail and customize it as you want. It doesn’t have legal ID, but 

the power makes it easier to obtain. After the first use of the power, you can spend 2 Edge to 

activate the alternate identity for as long as you want, and 2 Edge to shut it off. Just remember that 

since the usual use of this power is to “infiltrate the female conspiracy” and that the identity thus 

has to be less of a spaghetti reactor than you are, it’ll be hard to gain Edge. In the same fashion, 



you’re able to customize the personality and behavior of the alternate identity as you want, as well 

as being able to choose which clothes you create it with (though you’ll have to buy the rest yourself 

with the money you swiped from your parents’ sock drawer).  

Revenge Fantasy Powers: 

1 Edge:  

 Summon a leather trench coat out of thin air. The color and patterns are up to you, and so is the 

length (though it has to go past your knees). At will, you can fish a pair of dark sunglasses, a fedora, 

a scarf and/or a pack of cigarettes and a lighter out from some dark corner of the coat. The coat 

lasts for as long as a mundane one would – while it doesn’t disappear on its own, it can still be 

ruined or lost. You can only have one coat in existence at once – if you summon a second one, the 

first one won’t vanish immediately, but will disappear if unattended for more than thirty 

cumulative minutes.  

 Cut someone with the pure power of your edge. For one fight, everyone you hit with your bare 

hands gets cut as if with a box cutter (+1).  

 Unlock any one self-contained locking mechanism on touch. This includes magnet locks and other 

electronic mechanisms as long as they aren’t part of a network, as well as almost all kinds of 

mechanical locks such as padlocks, bicycle chains and normal tumbler locks. It doesn’t, however, 

work on any remotely operated locks, or those that are part of any kind of network. It doesn’t 

trigger alarms active on the door or locking mechanism, but also doesn’t deactivate any alarm 

mechanisms.  

 Get the last word in any argument (like you always wished you would). If you spend one Edge, put 

on your shades and spin around while uttering a one-liner in a gruff Adam Jensen voice, you 

effectively end the conversation on your terms. It doesn’t matter how hard you’re losing – you can 

make a cool exit no matter what, and no one will pursue you or shout after you. If you were 

defeated in the argument, however, people will still remember that perfectly well. This power can’t 

interrupt fights that have already started, as that would be running away (which is “uncool” and 

“beta”, and as such contrary to the motivations behind Revenge Fantasy).  

2 Edge: 

 Draw a katana from your coat. Alternately, draw a Desert Eagle with a custom finish. The weapon is 

still subject to technical limitations – the katana can be broken, and the Desert Eagle can both be 

jammed and run out of ammo. You can always fish out another full magazine, but you need to 

actually reach in and get it out, then take out the old magazine, put in the new one and load. The 

weapon disappears after the fight is over – if it’s drawn outside of a fight, it disappears after an 

hour. 

 Take on an aura of menacing grimness. If you’re wearing an Edge-summoned trench coat and any 

one other item that can be summoned through the coat, you can concentrate on moving very 

slowly and quietly while looking very brooding. Bystanders will avoid you, children will run away, 

authority figures will hesitate to intervene in anything you do, and even your old school bullies will 

be scared. While doing this, you must speak very hoarsely and deeply, as well as walk very slowly 

and menacingly, or the effect will break.  



 Jam your image on security cameras. You will still trigger alarms, but the only visible thing will be a 

blurry, greyish blotch. This lasts for half an hour.  

 Channel your ITG Syndrome to finally make good on all your threats. If you could only find all those 

people who’d pissed you off on the Internet in real life, you swear you’d show them. 

This power can only be used at the exact moment that you gain any amount of Edge over the 

Internet. For each point of Edge that you gain, you immediately come to know of one fact about 

the person who caused the Edge gain, in descending order: the city which they posted the Edge-

giving remark from, their Body stat, their age, the street they live on, their highest combat dice 

pool (including the bonuses given by all the Edge powers they can stack, if applicable), their full 

name, their exact address down to apartment number (their real one, in case it differs from the 

one they have on paper), and finally their greatest weakness (GM fiat). If the fedora already knows 

a piece of information, they instead gain the next one on the list.  

3 Edge:  

 Gain the street cred you always wanted. For 24 hours, you will have inherent street cred – criminal 

types will perceive you as one of their own. If you walk through project housing in the evening in a 

trench coat and anime T-shirt, you won’t get killed – instead, the gang members among the 

residents will nod approvingly from the doorways and go back to their own business. You can also 

buy drugs and weapons without making an ass of yourself and getting stabbed. If you’re hostile, 

aggressive or smartass, the effect breaks.  

 Make an area of one mile in diameter grim and dark for three hours, centered where you use the 

power. The shadows grow longer, rust and dirt become more obvious, concrete seems stained and 

flaked, the wind howls grimly among the buildings, crows flock to the power lines, it begins to rain 

– you get it. The GM might add modifiers for darkness or rain, but in the end it just looks cool.  

 Seemingly shrug off a single blow or bullet that doesn’t kill you. You’ll still be near death if someone 

splits your skull with a fire axe, but using this power, you can stand up with blood streaming down 

your face, look perfectly okay and fire off a one-liner. If your target doesn’t know of this power, 

your next Mouth (Slimy/Eloquent) + Backstabbing roll against them for the purpose of intimidation 

gains a number of automatic successes equal to the amount of health levels you’ve lost from the 

attack. If you’ve already lost more health levels, halve the amount (rounded up) and add it to the 

bonus.  

 Make your eyes creepy for up to the length of a conversation. Your imagination is the limit – if the 

main character in your Sonic/Animaniacs fanfic has red eyes with blue slit pupils with a black 

upside-down cross inside of them (because he’s a half-vampire half-werewolf double unicorn 

demon), you can have that too. Add 2 to your dice pool for any Backstabbing rolls made for the 

purpose of intimidation while the power is in effect. If this is used outside of a conversation, it lasts 

either for two hours or until the end of the next conversation that the fedora holds (talks with 

group members excluded), whichever comes first.  

4 Edge:  

 Make sure that one single attack hits, regardless of how your opponent is dodging. Completely 

ignore any dodge attempts that your opponent makes, and calculate the attack normally from 



there. This usually manifests in some tryhard way, for example appearing right behind an opponent 

after they roll aside, pointing a gun to the back of their head and muttering “You won’t get away 

that easily” in a bad Adam Jensen imitation.  

 Ignore the way weapons normally work for one fight. Guns never run out of ammo, swords don’t 

break, throwing knives ignore the laws of physics and end up back in your hands, and so on. 

Basically, what this means is that any weapons that you’re wielding when you activate this power, 

as well as any weapons that you come to wield during the fight, will always be ready to use without 

any penalties, no matter what happens. If something would make your weapon unusable, ignore it. 

 Shout louder than humanly possible, and more intimidatingly as well. You can shout up to a half-

page speech loud enough for all of Wichita to hear it clear as day, adding 3 dice to your Mouth 

(Slimy/Eloquent) + Backstabbing pool if you’re trying to scare or intimidate anyone. You can 

moderate the effect if you so wish, but the only rule is that your voice can be heard in a circular 

area with a radius of up to 7 miles in diameter. 

 Become totally invisible for up to two hours. This is total and absolute invisibility, and under no 

circumstances whatsoever can you be seen while the power is in effect – but it does absolutely 

nothing to other senses, and you can still be heard, smelled and touched. If anyone ever becomes 

conscious that you’re there (Mind (Sketchy/Acute) + Sketch – but they have to have been exposed 

to some other sensory stimulus from you), your invisibility lapses. Anyone with Edge or Normalcy 

(q.v.) can spend it to be able to see you – but they have to have sensed your Edge usage, and it 

doesn’t make you visible to anyone else. You need to be alone and out of anyone’s field of vision to 

activate this power. 

5 Edge:  

 Summon some grotesquely oversized weapon from your coat. This can be an automatic shotgun, 

assault rifle, anti-material rifle, battle axe, claymore or another kind of ridiculously over-the-top 

weapon. Whatever it is, it gives +6 to your Body (Flailing/Mighty) + Freak Out or Body 

(Skittering/Graceful) + Shoot Guns roll, but it only lasts for a single fight. Why? Because anything 

more would ruin your katana/Desert Eagle gimmick. 

 Ignore a single attack made by someone else. This is rather simple – just ignore it. If anything can 

penetrate this power, it will be explicitly noted. It always manifests in some extremely self-

conscious way – for example your opponent firing an automatic rifle at you in a cloud of powder 

smoke, before realizing that you just threw your trench coat off as a decoy, and you’re now pushing 

your shades up and chuckling five yards to the right.  

 Shut down any and all security systems in a single building. To use this power, you need to touch 

part of the system to be affected, for example a code panel or a display. After you spend the Edge, 

the entire security system in the building shuts down gracefully – the power doesn’t melt down or 

crash the system, it just turns it off without any complications as well as keeps it decisively down 

for 30 minutes. After this, it can be manually or remotely reset. If there’s doubt as to what security 

systems are affected, for example in cases where the building’s security system spills over into 

other buildings, the entire security system (including branches in other buildings) is shut down if 

the hub is in the affected building. If it isn’t, only those parts of the system that are within the 

building are affected. The power doesn’t unlock doors, but it makes it easier to do so undisturbed. 



 Channel whatever culture best fuels your pubescent power fantasies. After you spend the Edge, 

you physically take on the form of a member of whatever historically revisionist “warrior culture” 

you’ve chosen to unquestioningly worship. Whether it’s a high-polish image of the noble Roman 

centurion, a fictionalized Norse Viking, a Celtic warrior barely anchored in reality or a completely 

fictional Amazon warrior, you physically take on the shape of a powerful warrior, weapons and 

armor included if you so desire. This power lasts for 12 hours, during which you gain +2 to your 

Body attribute, as well as your Euphoric Trait always being active. You can change your Body trait 

for the duration of the power. In addition, you gain a weapon with +3 to your attack rolls, as well as 

+2 to your Body (Persistent/Tough) rolls when soaking damage, in the form of armor. If you wish to 

blend in (a supposed “Viking warrior” who looks more like a neo-Nazi’s love child with a Space 

Marine stands out quite a bit), you can put the weapon and armor aside as easily as stowing away 

normal equipment. This power isn’t limited to ancient cultures – it’s possible, and in fact painfully 

common, for a fedora to worship the US Navy to the exclusion of any reason or critical thinking. In 

these cases, the form that the fedora takes on will often have no resemblance whatsoever to an 

actual Navy soldier, and would in fact likely have been discharged for breaking regulations. 

6 Edge:  

 Use your special attack. Really, this can be anything from a particularly overdramatic martial-arts 

move to launching black lightning from your hands – the cosmetic effects are up to you. The only 

real demand is that it can’t be “uncool” – as you’re pouring a huge amount of Edge into the effect, 

it will of course be edgy by nature. This is a nonstandard attack – it has a range of up to 30 yards, 

and by default deals 10 levels of damage, not including any of your stats. This damage can be either 

dodged or soaked up, but not both – you choose which when you choose how your special attack 

manifests.   

 Create a “cool” vehicle out of thin air. This can be a huge Harley with flame decals, a black sedan 

with tinted windows or even a camo-painted smuggling boat. It can’t be much larger than a bus or 

large hobby plane, and the sheer amount of Edge required to overcome the average fedora’s lack 

of comprehension of planes mean that they’re pretty hard to pull off. Whatever it is, it gives two 

extra dice to all rolls involving Go Fast, as well as two bonus dice to either Vandalize or Sneak rolls 

made while in the vehicle. If it’s a plane, these bonuses are reduced to 1. The vehicle cannot appear 

in plain sight, and must be conjured somewhere around a corner or otherwise out of the sight of 

others – this is because it’s cooler. The effect lasts for a pretty impressive full week.  

 Finally show your bullies. When you use this power, choose one person or group of people who you 

have gained Edge from over the years – if you’re in doubt, assume that an average school bully will 

have given you about 5 or 6 Edge over the years. The GM is the final authority. For each point of 

Edge you’ve gained, you can add one automatic damage level to any attack you make against them. 

This damage ignores all forms of defense or evasion – the only things that can resist it are defensive 

effects that use Edge. The levels can be spread over any number of attacks, and in case of a group, 

can be freely distributed over all the members. Once a level has been used, it’s permanently 

consumed – you have to gain Edge from those people again to use it for this power.  

 Enter your final form. For up to 6 hours, you can basically choose and customize your own revenge-

fantasy appearance, including clothes and weapons. Everything about this form is up to you, and it 

will likely look nothing like a normal person. The only limitations is that it can’t give you any other 



abilities than three of the following: flight at roughly 20 mph, a weapon with +4 dice to your rolls, 

complete lack of resemblance to your real form, the ability (however you explain it) to make two 

weapon attacks each turn with one at a -2 penalty, +3 to Backstabbing rolls for the purpose of 

intimidation, a “special attack” with a range of 20 yards and a fixed dice pool of 10, an overdone 

suit of armor that grants +3 to Body (Persistent/Tough) rolls for the purpose of soaking damage, or 

+2 to any one of your three main stats (as well as the opportunity to change your trait in that stat 

for the duration of the effect). 

Hipsterism Powers: 

1 Edge:  

 Change the color and/or pattern of the clothes you’re wearing. 

 Change the song that a music player of any kind is playing. If it’s hooked up to the Internet, you can 

play basically anything on it; if not, you’re limited to the songs (or audio files) on the player. You 

only need to be able to hear the music to use this power. 

 Conjure a tip within your pocket. The tip is about $10, but you can only use this power for the 

purpose of giving it to someone doing something “hip” – busking, doing performance art, drawing 

portraits and other such things.  

 Bet the universe a tenner. You must throw a $10 note or the local equivalent over your shoulder 

when you use this power; the GM then flips a coin. On heads, you stumble across $20 or the 

equivalent within an hour; on tails, you lose the money.  

2 Edge:  

 Put on your own personal soundtrack. For up to half an hour, you can play any and all songs that 

you know at a moderate to loud “volume” – that is, they don’t actually play, but anyone within 

your selected range (up to 100 yards in radius, centered on you) hears the song in their heads. It 

can be as loud as you want it, though it’ll never cause pain or interfere with hearing. Normal people 

won’t think this is strange in most cases – to them, it’s either a subconscious impression of some 

kind of music (if they don’t know the song) or just a song they already know getting stuck in their 

head. If the song is something they’d never listen to, or if the fedora wills it so, the target will 

perceive it as odd. You can choose the “triggers” for the song playing as long as it doesn’t exceed 

the maximal range – for example, you can set it to play when people see you, when they enter your 

house or when you’re less than 50 yards apart. The music also becomes slightly stronger as a target 

approaches you, creating an impression of the music being ordinary. The exact effects of this are 

mainly psychological and up to GM fiat – though it’ll probably freak the principal if she suddenly 

starts hearing blaring death metal when she enters the school grounds (and it might bait her into 

going where the fedora wants her to in order to see who’s playing it). 

 Coincidentally find a fixie somewhere within the next hour. At some point, you’ll come across a 

fixed-gear bike stuck in a hedge, at the bottom of a hill, thrown in a Dumpster, half-submerged in a 

pond, whatever. It’ll work for 5 hours of riding it, but it’ll start breaking down rapidly afterwards 

(come on, it’s a used fixie), and while it’s unlocked, you don’t have the key. 

 Transmute an ordinary consumer product into an “authentic”, more obscure one of the same type. 

The product cannot rise in value, nor gain any other properties, but everything else is fair game as 



long as it becomes more obscure. For example, you could turn a bottle of mainstream Jack Daniels 

(though that one can be ironically hip) into a bottle of some foul Albanian rotgut, or a Red Bull into 

a can of Megaforce – or, for inspiration, you could even turn an ordinary .45 handgun into a 

discontinued WWII Italian one. All three fulfill the criteria – the monetary value doesn’t rise 

(collector’s value doesn’t matter, just the market price from when it last was on sale), the product’s 

general traits remain the same and it increases in hipster value. You could not, however, have 

turned the gun into an old Soviet one, since it would never have been available as a consumer 

product. It needs to have been publicly available to be hip and authentic, after all.  

 Cause something karmically ironic to happen to a mundane. Choose a victim – who needs to be a 

“normal person” with reasonably normal beliefs and interests – and roll d10. On a 1-2, nothing 

happens. On a 3-4, some minor inconvenience (a spatter of rain on a new suit) happens. On a 5-6, 

some medium-level inconvenience (being 2 bucks short of paying for the new iPad) happens. On a 

7-8, something seriously inconvenient happens – the express train ticket being moved down to a 

delayed economy ticket by a system error. On a 9, something outright dangerous happens – the 

yuppie who just brushed off your panhandling PC being hit by a 1991 Opel Astra driven by another 

hipster. On a 10, roll again and apply any results to the user. Another 10 lets you roll again in the 

normal way. 

3 Edge:  

 Make a Vespa or similar vintage hipster scooter (or grandpa/fixie bike) go really fast. For half an 

hour, you can ride it at 85 mph (if it’s a scooter) or 50 mph (if it’s a bike). Anything complicated 

demands a Body (Skittering/Graceful) + Go Fast roll, and a failure means that you crash, and it hurts. 

 Make a statement that normies don’t understand, by carrying out an artistic trivialization of the 

concept of brand names. What this basically means is that you can turn any one piece of clothing 

you’re wearing into a brand-name version of the same type of clothing for 24 hours. You must have 

a specific piece of brand-name clothing to use as a reference, and it must cost at least $300 or the 

equivalent. You can try to sell it, but you basically have to have worn it already, and washing it is 

likely to have it turn right back – you can only leave it unattended for up to half an hour before the 

effect fades. 

 Make an ironic statement on the nature of subcultures by showing the ways in which they’re 

defined solely by active choice and not by inherent nature. What this means is that this effect lets 

you blend into a single subculture or exclusive group. The power must be activated within 30 yards 

of some subcultural or exclusive gathering – goths, punks, preps, hipsters, you name it. As long as 

belonging to the group is defined by dress and superficial behavior, it works. Your clothes, hairstyle, 

and if applicable, makeup change to match the kind of group you’re blending into, and any Mouth 

rolls made to blend in gain 2 extra dice. The power affects nothing but these two things, and lasts 

for 6 hours or until actively cancelled.  

 Gain a sense of all “underground” places within 3 miles. At the moment of using this power, you 

instinctively come to know the way to all places within 3 miles that are a hangout for some kind of 

subculture or in which illicit activities are performed, as well as a rough sense of what kind of 

people hang out there. The place has to be “underground” and actively held secret – the power will 

help you find the old cabin in the thicket behind the school where the kids from the special class 

huff paint thinner, but it won’t tell you shit about any of the goth clubs in town. 



4 Edge:  

 Gain a total and intimate understanding of the current codes of behavior in a local subculture or 

exclusive group. You gain an instinctive knowledge of any written rules, any consistent unspoken 

rules, any people of importance within the group, what things are fashionable, the group’s 

relationships to others, and the names used within the group for all group members (which might 

not necessarily be their real names, and which even then are probably just their first names). This 

understanding is instantaneous – it doesn’t update, but it only fades as fast as a normal memory 

would.  

 Change the color of your eyes, hair or skin. Mundane colors last for as long as you want, while 

abnormal ones last for 24 hours. Only one mundane change can be in effect at once, with all those 

added on top counted as abnormal until you “deactivate” the mundane one – there’s only so much 

that can be made permanent with Edge – and the GM may see fit to declare a color abnormal if it 

clashes with your phenotype (for example a red-haired fedora wanting brown eyes, or a Mexican 

one wanting blond hair).  

 Make people subconsciously accept your own outlandish idea of gender identity for 12 hours. No 

longer will people wound your fragile ego by not knowing the password-like 6-syllable pronoun you 

insist on, nor will they treat you as a man or a woman – they’ll subconsciously adapt to your 

ridiculous gender identity for the time the power is in effect. This includes knowledge of any arcane 

pronouns you want used, as well as excluding you from any negative consequences of your real 

gender – for example, unless you explicitly dictate it, men won’t see you as an acceptable target for 

macho posturing, and women won’t see you as a social rival. You can still reap the benefits, though 

– isn’t that the entire point? Of course, this power makes you immune to any effects that target 

you specifically based on your gender – you’re immune to that kind of pedestrian labels.  

 Change things up a bit – because it’s un-hip to be conventional. This power quite simply allows you 

to change your trait for a single stat for up to 48 hours. Roll a die when using this power – on a 9 or 

10, you must choose another stat to change your trait for. Being predictable is uncool. 

5 Edge:  

 Switch your scores in two stats for up to 6 hours. All other effects are roleplaying-based. Roll a die 

when using this power – on a 9 or 10, you must change one of the stats to be switched. 

 Change your own looks within reasonable limits for up to 24 hours. You can’t actually change your 

gender, nor can you gain or lose more than 50 kilos of weight or 30 cm of height, but you can 

change your facial features, body shape and voice, as well as either your hair, skin or eye color. As 

with other effects like this, go bananas with your imagination. 

 Teleport to somewhere interesting. That’s the most that can be said about this power, really – it’s 

an instantaneous teleportation that can be carried out at any moment, even in the middle of a fight, 

but you have no control over where it takes you. It will often be reasonably close, but there’s no 

guarantee – the only thing that’s set in stone is that it’s an interesting place. This power is 

completely subject to GM fiat – it’s intentionally a “get out of trouble free” card, but it could drop 

the user into even more trouble if the GM feels particularly vicious.  

 Quite simply, remove any one trendy object from existence. The definition of “trendy” here is 

“something that’s unnecessarily expensive by virtue of being a status symbol in the mainstream” – 



the power wouldn’t work on a high-quality model train, since while it’s a status symbol and 

expensive because of that, it’s sure as hell not mainstream, and model railway fans all possess Edge 

on top of that (as if you couldn’t guess). It would, of course, work on the newest iPhone or a 

designer dress. You only need to be able to see the object to use the power. The object simply 

disappears from existence in an instant – but, of course, the fun part of this power is what comes 

afterwards.  

6 Edge: 

 Create a hipster hideout. You know, the kind of place that shows up in hipster fantasies but doesn’t 

actually exist in real life – for example a small, dusty apartment full of old books at the top of a 

narrow, winding staircase accessed from an overgrown inner-city courtyard, or a few rooms over a 

hipster bar accessed from a hatch on the roof. Basically, this power creates a pocket of your own 

Edge-fueled reality in the middle of whatever city you use it in, in the form of the kind of “unique, 

authentic” place that you’d never be able to find otherwise. The power creates an apartment of up 

to 3 rooms, with outdated but functional appliances (because gas stoves and CRT monitors are just 

cooler) and all the facilities you’d normally expect of a small apartment. It has a TV signal with the 

main local news channel, the main local entertainment channel and a few old movie channels that 

are only watched by senile relics of the 1950’s and people like you, and a reasonable wireless 

connection. The fridge is fully stocked with craft beer and artisanal products after you first use the 

power (but must be restocked afterwards), and the key is in the lock when you first enter. The 

power works for as long as you want, but it might attract unwanted attention – it creates 

something out of nothing, and it doesn’t really obey the laws of physics. The place generally won’t 

be visible from the street, but the entrance is visible to anyone who comes across it.  

 Become someone else for a bit – or multiple people, because being normal is boring. For twelve 

hours, you can change your shape completely fluidly, as fast or slow as you want, clothes included, 

and as many times as you want. As long as it’s reasonably humanly possible – no anime hair here, 

so ask the Japanophilia fedora in your group – you can become basically whoever you want. The 

catch? Well, being hip is a curse as much as it’s a blessing. While you can change shape instantly, 

into basically whatever is humanly possible and as many times as you want, you can only do it 

through fueling the idea of “unpredictability”. Basically, every time you choose to change shape 

with this power, you state three features that you want to have, for example “male”, “black hair” 

and “goth”, or “female”, “middle-aged” and “authoritarian”. The rest is up to the whims of the 

universe, since it’s much cooler that way and better fuels your pseudo-artistic delusions of 

“authenticity”. What this means is that the GM fills in the blanks, and they’re encouraged to have 

fun.  

 Explore the other corners of the fedora mentality when your normal worldview gets too boring. 

You must spend at least half an hour getting ready, which will likely involve a lot of over-the-

counter drugs and bizarre “mental exercises”. After this, choose whether you want to change your 

emotion or your channel – changing your emotion doesn’t have as much of an effect as changing 

your channel, but it also has less of a chance to go horribly wrong. In either case, roll a d6 – 1 

means Self-Doubt or Japanophilia, 2 means Narcissism or Misogyny, 3 means Rage or Revenge 

Fantasy, 4 means Delusion or Hipsterism, 5 means a free choice of emotion or Pseudo-

Intellectualism and 6 means a free choice. The power lasts for a month if you choose to change 



your emotion, and for 48 hours if you choose to change your channel. Of course, you gain full 

access to the powers of any channel you change to, while temporarily losing all access to your old 

ones – you also have to choose favorite and refused powers. Whether you change your emotion or 

your channel, record all Edge gained during the power’s effect separately and use this pool instead 

of your normal Edge pool – it normally doesn’t matter, but different kinds of emotions create 

slightly different kinds of Edge, and it’s nigh-impossible to apply edgy experiences from your 

normal worldview to an altered one, as you aren’t being bitter in the same ways for the same 

reasons.  

 Impose your own filter on the world itself. While Edge in itself isn’t actually strong enough to 

change the world, only people and things in it, this power comes very close – as a metaphor, 

putting a piece of red plastic over a photo doesn’t make the photo itself red, but it does mean that 

the photo could as well be red-tinted. You must choose a genre of fiction to emulate – fedora 

imagination is ultimately derivative, as the fedora nature comes from the desire to co-opt 

something perceived as bigger and better than oneself. After this, you become surrounded by 

something that can be called a “genre filter”, one mile in diameter – the ways in which the world 

acts change subtly to emulate whatever form of fiction that you wish. As an example, we take 

Wichita High School. If you choose “noir movie”, the place will be dark and gloomy, lit by flickering 

yellow streetlights that cast unnaturally long shadows, and everything that happens will follow the 

noir genre’s conventions a bit more – for example, you become much less likely to actually get 

killed, as anyone who tries to is infinitely more likely to get foiled at the last moment and leave with 

a hissed “I’ll get you next time”. If you choose “high-school drama”, the place will become more 

clear-cut and appear more like a Hollywood high school – the Stars and Stripes will wave with a bit 

more verve, the jocks and the geeks will be more clearly defined, romantic intrigue will run wild 

and pretty much no one will ever become seriously injured. Of course, there are more esoteric 

genres to be explored, fedoras being what they are – the power has no actual limitations on what 

kind of fictional genre can be imposed on an area, and multiple fedoras have used it to bring 

Japanese-inspired genres to the Midwest. The effects, to say the least, are disturbing. 

This power is almost solely dictated by GM fiat, but the GM is encouraged to be heavy-handed with 

this power – it is a quite powerful effect that takes a lot of Edge, after all. On top of that, the power 

applies equally to everyone within the radius – you’re no exception. The power’s radius either 

moves with you or stays in place (decided when the power is used), lasts for six hours or until 

cancelled and is generally dismissed by most people included in it as just a strange day. It does 

make people act differently, according to genre conventions, but it never crosses into the realm of 

mind control or targeted influence. You just press the switch, and the power of your Edge does the 

rest for you.  

Pseudo-Intellectualism Powers 

1 Edge:  

 Use any household or consumer appliance without issue as long as you can read the manual. You 

can do everything with it that’s described in the manual – for example, if the manual for a power 

drill only tells you how to use one drill bit, this power allows you to do that without fear of failure, 

but if it tells you how to switch drill bits and how to optimally bore through different materials, you 

learn that too. This effect lasts for as long as you’re using the tool. 



 Read a simple programming language like C++ or Python fluently for half an hour. This does not 

allow you to write the language, nor will it help you break through intentional obfuscation of the 

code, but it will allow you to read it by the book for the duration of the effect. 

 Instantly home in on the passages of a text that confirm or agree with your opinions. The effect 

does not tell you whether the arguments are valid, or whether or not there are things within the 

text that you disagree with, but it allows you to skim a whole book and see how many times the 

author agrees with you. 

 Instinctively know if a means of communication that you are currently using or just about to use is 

compromised. It’s a yes-or-no feeling, and it won’t tell you who’s doing the surveillance, what 

they’re searching for or even if they’re actively monitoring the line at the time – but it does tell you 

whether or not the chatroom you’re just about to use or the phone call you’re making is being 

monitored by anyone else than the owner and the participants.  

2 Edge:  

 Keep yourself awake for up to 8 hours as long as you’re focusing on some sort of research or 

intellectual exertion – this might be reading, looking for a book in the library, planning out your 

crusade against the theist sheep or just playing console games. The effect doesn’t give you more 

energy or focus, it just allows you to maintain the amount of energy and focus that you had on the 

task when you used the power. It lasts for either 8 hours or until you stop concentrating on the task 

at hand. The time spent using this power doesn’t tire you out after you cancel it, but it doesn’t 

count as sleep either. 

 Conjure any major Abrahamic holy book out of thin air. This means the Bible, the Torah or the 

Quran. The book will be a generic version, identical to that of the most popular printing in the 

country in the last 20 years, but lacking a barcode. It can be in any of the official or minority 

languages of the country you’re currently in. It functions as any normal book would, which means 

that you can set fire to it or use it to roll joints with while feeling like you’ve won.  

 Gain euphoric vision for half an hour. This means that you can distinguish all religious people by a 

colored aura flaring around them – the stronger the light, the stronger the person’s faith. A strong 

faith with occasional doubts will show as black lines in the aura. Abrahamic religions show in 

various shades of gold and silver, New-Age religions in purples and pinks, animistic and pagan ones 

in blues and greens, polytheistic ones as shades of brown and pseudo-religious philosophies such as 

Taoism show as grey. The aura can be seen as long as the person is in a bird’s-flight line of sight – 

it’s visible through solid objects, and since it flares up, it’s visible even in pitch darkness. 

  Create a sort of study-cum-sanctuary, using your omnipresent fear of being criticized. For five 

hours, you can shield a small corner of a public area – a McDonalds booth, your car in the corner of 

the Wal-Mart parking lot, the bench outside the club you were denied entry to, the staff break area 

behind the supermarket – from other people’s attention as long as nothing serious goes on in there. 

As long as no fights break out and no Edge powers are used, people will generally avoid being 

interested in the place, and most people (including the cops) will walk right past you even if you’re 

loudly planning to burn down the town church. The power is mind-affecting, and can therefore be 

resisted with Edge. You can call people into the zone without any problems, as long as they have 

your approval. Anyone kicked out of the area who can’t resist Edge powers will be affected 

normally by it. 



3 Edge:  

 Gain an anti-theist aura for two hours. Only theists can detect the aura, but it unsettles them and 

gives the clear impression that you’re “evil” or at the very least extremely antagonistic to their 

religion. This gives 1 extra die on all rolls involving intimidation. In addition, you can cause small, 

obviously “unholy” effects to happen on consecrated ground or to consecrated objects – muddying 

the water in a baptismal font, making flowers in a graveyard wither, extinguishing all the flames in a 

menorah or turning Sacramental wine into vinegar.  

 Pull off something very like a Satanic ritual. Of course, it doesn’t actually do anything Satanic, but 

it’s great fun and brings up morale – the Edge just makes sure that it works especially well. By doing 

a lot of half-researched Satanic screwing around that fits more in a roleplaying session than a real 

Satanic cabal – pouring chicken blood over goat skulls while burning black candles and smoking 

Djarum Blacks – you bring up the spirits of any fedoras participating in the ritual. Any people 

possessing Edge, as well as anyone who’s just plain edgy, participating in the ritual gain a 4-die 

bonus to Body (Persistent/Tough) rolls made to resist pain or severe adversity for the next 12 hours.  

 Make a single one of your edgy arguments come off as honestly convincing. The argument must be 

intended to give people a negative opinion of religion, left-wing politics or minorities. For however 

long it takes you to present that single argument, you gain +3 to your Expound rolls. In addition, if 

your Mouth trait is Wheedling/Charming, your Euphoric Trait is activated for no additional cost. 

 Instantly gain an intimate knowledge of all theist churches and religious buildings within 3 miles. 

The information is current at the time of using the power, but it doesn’t update unless you use the 

power again in the same area. The knowledge involves denomination, amount of active employees, 

approximate congregation size, the name and appearance of any religious relics or artifacts stored 

there, approximate importance for members of the faith and whether or not the building has any 

“dirty secrets” (though the exact type isn’t revealed, and you have to investigate on your own).  

4 Edge:  

 Instantly learn the deepest and most fundamental flaw in a religious person’s faith. Alternately, 

detect up to three fundamental logical fallacies in any religious script or speech. This is still cherry-

picking, but it can be used on basically anything and anyone.  

 Cause any one obviously “unholy” effect to happen. This effect is powerful enough to deface 

religious buildings and destroy small objects of religious importance – for example, you can split a 

baptismal font clean down the middle just by scowling so hard at it that you start groaning 

awkwardly, cause bloody handprints and pentagrams to appear all over a church façade or smash 

all the windows in a synagogue.  

 Call down a fit of “enlightened inspiration”. By smoking a joint or taking some other kind of 

psychoactive drug (of course it has to be illegal – things have to be taboo to be cool) and then going 

somewhere for half an hour to act weird and make strange noises, you can gain some sort of 

insight relevant to the current situation. The information gained is determined by the GM, though it 

will always be somewhat relevant to any issues at hand. It’s usually quite convoluted and hard to 

interpret, though.  

 Gain one of three skills that fedoras cannot normally obtain. By reading from one of the Three Edgy 

Works (Atlas Shrugged, Mein Kampf and the DSM-IV), you obtain a single skill at 4 for six hours. You 



only have to spend about five minutes reading from the book – the important part is that you read 

some of the edgier passages. The skills are Finance (from Atlas Shrugged; it applies when dealing 

with matters of economy and finance, both theoretical and applied), Politics (from Mein Kampf; it 

deals with political theory, holding speeches and practical political organization – the speech-

holding uses are generally more effective than Expound) and Psychology (from the DSM-IV; it 

applies when attempting to diagnose others, understand other people’s motivations and help 

others through hard situations – it’s actually reasonably correct, though no fedora would ever think 

of using it in socially acceptable ways). 

5 Edge:  

 For lack of a better expression, shout “SATAN” at a church and have it fuck shit up. To use the 

power, you must shout something offensive and abrasive at the top of your lungs towards a 

religious building within 100 meters – and yes, everyone will hear it. The building won’t be ruined 

utterly, but it’ll immediately suffer the effects of severe vandalism – windows will break, pews will 

be torn up, the baptismal font will fill with goat blood, satanic prayers will be burnt into the walls, 

altars will split down the middle, crucifixes will bend and assorted such things. The power creates 

an infernal fucking racket, and it’s bound to be heard by basically everyone within a mile. Needless 

to say, the building will be unfit for religious services until it’s properly fixed and re-consecrated – 

the power doesn’t actually “desecrate” the place on a spiritual level, but very few religions will still 

consider a place consecrated after receiving this kind of treatment.  

 Come forth with one argument that will actually make a person feel bad about their race, gender, 

sexuality or beliefs. If you succeed on a Mouth (Wheedling/Charming) + Expound roll, the person 

you’re arguing with will feel genuinely guilty for whatever you’re accusing them of for two hours. A 

left-winger will be filled with doubt in their political beliefs, a theist will experience a sudden crisis 

of faith, a woman will feel guilty about trying to be on the same level as men, a black person will 

suddenly feel that they’re acting like a racial stereotype, and so on. Most people affected by this 

power will actually try to make up for their guilt by offering to do you some kind of favor, though 

this favor has to include a hostile act towards whatever you’re making them feel bad for being. 

Those who can’t do you a favor immediately, or those who the GM judges aren’t likely to do so, will 

just leave and allow you to do whatever business you were doing.  

 Create a forbidden library in some dubious place. You must use this power in a place that’s dark, 

remote and abandoned – after all, you’re using an extremely edgy power to create something 

extremely edgy, and it would contradict the fedora mindset if you were to use it in an “uncool” 

place. The power immediately manifests a bookshelf (which, of course, is grim-looking in some 

way) filled with books that have at some point been forbidden by the establishment. This is likely to 

include at least one of each of the following: a heretical theist script, an anti-theist screed written 

from a reasonably informed viewpoint, a hate-speech-filled rant, a conspiranoid document on 

avoiding some sort of government interference and a weapons or training manual. There is a 25% 

chance that any one of the former two will be written in a dead language of some sort. The power 

is permanent, and if any of the books are destroyed, new and different books will appear in the 

bookshelf after 24 hours.  

 Fluently write, speak and comprehend any three dead or liturgical languages for a week, as well as 

rudimentarily understand any and all other dead or liturgical languages.  



6 Edge:  

 Fuel the Edge of someone else, effectively making progress towards them gaining fedora powers. 

To use this power, you need to be able to make conversation with the target for at least half an 

hour per use – they don’t have to want to listen to you, but they do have to do it. Each time you 

use this power, roll Mouth (Wheedling/Charming) + Expound – every success gives the target one 

point of pseudo-Edge. This pseudo-Edge is a measure of how much you’ve managed to convince 

the target that they’re being persecuted and victimized, as well as a measure of how hard you’re 

failing to give them a constructive way to do anything about this. The mundane parts of this power 

basically consist of making out all the target’s problems to be the result of some sort of persecution, 

but without giving them any way to help it besides stewing in their own juices and hating everyone 

else. When the person reaches 15 points of pseudo-Edge, they become able to detect Edge at half 

the range that a fedora can, as well as being able to treat Edge powers as utterly normal without 

freaking out. When they reach 30, all pseudo-Edge vanishes, and the person gains 7 normal Edge. 

From then on, they’re treated as a fedora for all intents and purposes, and they gain their own 

Edge-fueling emotion, channel and set of Edge powers. This power is to blame for several of the 

more unlikely fedoras out there – most fedoras who’re not white, male and between 14 and 24 

years old are a result of some Pseudo-Intellectualism fedora forcing fedoroid opinions down their 

throat.  

 Create an “anti-authority zone”. It’s a fancy name, but in the end it’s only a secret hideout. The 

chosen area doesn’t necessarily need to be a building – all that it needs is to be dark, foreboding 

and have some form of shelter, as well as being reasonably infrequently visited by others. The old, 

burnt-out shed in the abandoned kindergarten near your home works just as well as the far end of 

an old factory building poking out into the woods, even if the latter is only really a stairwell, two 

benches and a smoking shelter. In any case, the power can cover an area with a radius of about 15 

meters. Unlike the similar Hipsterism power, this power does not provide amenities – instead, it 

makes the area radiate palpable Edge. It’s almost out of the question for theists to enter the zone – 

a cloying mist of edgy anti-theism hovers over the area, though it might also just be the smell of old 

clove cigarette butts and Taaka mixed with root beer. People with any kind of authority to throw 

you out of the area or punish you for anything you’re doing there are almost incapable of entering 

– only those with Normalcy (q.v.) can enter by spending three points of it, and even they have to 

know that you’re there first. The area also scares away mundanes very effectively, though you can 

still bring them in there – the only people who can reliably get in on their own are people who 

possess Edge. This power lasts for a month.  

 Completely, permanently and utterly wean someone off a specific worldview or opinion. This can 

be a political leaning, religious faith or just one specific conviction (women being superior to men, 

atheists being evil). In far the most cases, it won’t be enough to turn a hated enemy into a friend, 

since it only disowns a person of one specific opinion or worldview, and it won’t make the person 

agree with the fedora, but it just works. The power doesn’t actually replace the person’s belief with 

anything else, though most targets of this power will likely try to find something else to replace it – 

what it does is to give the target a near-religious revelation (funny how ironic things can get) that 

completely disillusions them from their opinion. A militant feminist suddenly imagines a slideshow 

of all the things women can possibly do wrong, a religious person instantly realizes that he’s never 



actually seen proof of God and that there have been plenty of things in his life that a real God 

would have stopped, the school’s conservative principal suddenly realizes how much of a waste of 

time it has been to keep his students from drinking… the list goes on. This is perhaps one of the 

most fundamentally wish-fulfilling fedora powers out there, which is exactly why it costs so much 

Edge – fedoras, most prominently the Pseudo-Intellectualism kind, like to imagine that their logic is 

flawless and their arguments sound, but it takes a 6-Edge power to actually turn someone off from 

a worldview that the fedora dislikes. It’s not possible to use Edge to actually convince a person of 

the rightness of the fedora’s worldview – that’s simply too demanding for Edge to do, no matter 

how much of it you pour into it.  

 Summon the Devil. Well, summon a devil. Well, summon something that very much looks like the 

pop-cultural image of a devil. To do this, you must pull off a pseudo-Satanic ritual – the factual 

accuracy of the ritual matters roughly jack, the main demand being that you follow the spirit of the 

idea. It must take at least 6 hours (terminating after dark) and be performed in some dark place 

(maybe an abandoned church, maybe just your mom’s basement while she’s on vacation) – and 

most importantly, it must involve huge amounts of the things that Pseudo-Intellectualism fedoras 

tend to think make them “Satanic”. This means that you must sacrifice at least six small animals 

such as mice or chickens, drink at least a bottle of cheap port wine each, perform at least six acts of 

blasphemy (likely to be something like mooning a cross or shouting “FUCK JESUS”), all the while 

listening to blaringly loud shock rock and smoking clove cigarettes lit with black wax candles. At the 

culmination of the ritual, something that looks like a bad metal album cover will manifest in a cloud 

of brimstone-smelling smoke and look bemused for just long enough that you can point it towards 

a specific area. You have no control over this thing whatsoever aside from being able to point it 

towards a place you want wrecked – it just spurts off in a haze of smoke and goat musk, proceeding 

to wreak havoc in the general area. The demon-like thing, when it’s not busy breathing jets of 

green flame or manifesting out-of-place goat heads from various parts of the smoke cloud that is its 

body, will fuck shit up – not only does it cause plants to wither, milk to sour, children to cry, 

sleeping people to have screaming nightmares, church windows to burst into bloody shards and 

molten hoof prints to appear in the asphalt (all the while making an unholy fucking racket, what 

with the ghostly howling taken straight off some Slipknot sample), it also smashes things left and 

right, using a pool of 20 dice instead of a conventional die pool. It has no other skills to speak of – 

well, if it does, it isn’t using them. It’s mostly invisible to mundies, who will notice it as a blast of 

stinking, scorching air and maybe a ghostly braying in the distance, and it won’t smash things that a 

mundie is actively observing – but it’ll just move on and smash something else. It rampages for two 

hours, after which it vanishes and leaves the surrounding area an unholy mess and an object lesson 

on the phrase “collateral damage”.  

 

 

Stats 
As a Fedora Master, you have three stats. There’s Mind, which represents your ability to think quickly, to 

solve logical problems and to pick up on sensory cues; Body, which measures your ability to run, fight and 

take a beating; and Mouth, which represents that tiny little inkling of something that once had the 



potential to be social savvy. All three are rated from 1 to 7. At character creation, you choose one stat to 

start at 1, one to start at 3 and one to start at 5. 

Each stat has three (or, more accurately, six) traits, of which you choose one. A trait is something secondary 

about the stat that you’re especially good at. Normal traits give a +1 bonus to the stat when they apply, and 

the total sum of the stat cannot exceed 7. You cannot impress normal people with a stat with a normal trait 

– they simply won’t understand.  

If you spend a point of Edge, however, you can turn one single trait into a Euphoric Trait for fifteen minutes. 

Euphoric Traits (because it’s just that case-sensitive) give a +2 bonus that can make the stat exceed 7 when 

it applies, as well as being a lot more popular with mundane people. Those fucking sheep. 

All characters, regardless of their other stats, have 10 health levels. These are detailed further down, in the 

section titled “Crunch”. 

Mind: 

 Dweeby: You’re nerdier than your Mind stat implies, and you’ve probably remembered all of your 

favorite fanfictions to the level where you can expound on them for hours. This trait applies when 

remembering information, solving logical problems or reciting the list of “100 Funniest Anime 

References in Sonic Slashfic”. It also makes you annoying and persistently droning when you use it. 

The Euphoric version of Dweeby is Wise. This gives a +2 bonus when it applies, which it does in 

much the same cases as Dweeby. It does not, however, make you annoying – instead, it makes you 

sound genuinely knowledgeable and worldly. You probably still specialize in finding masculinist 

morals in MLP/Gungrave crossover fanfiction, however. 

 Sketchy: You’re more paranoid than your Mind stat implies. You’re probably the type who wears 

rubber gloves, a balaclava and a holstered gun while picking up brickweed at the skate park, or just 

the type who downloads TrueCrypt to hide their porn from the omnipresent FBI misandrist thought 

police. It applies when attempting to find information, sense danger, cover your tracks and set up 

elaborate ways to figure out whether your parents have been looking at the interracial porn you 

stashed under your bed. It makes you a fucking pain to be around when you use it, since you can 

never calm down and constantly freak out. 

The Euphoric version of Sketchy is Acute. This, like all other Euphoric Traits, gives a +2 bonus when 

it applies. It applies in all situations where Sketchy would otherwise apply, but instead of making 

you annoying and flaky to be around, it makes you seem careful and aware.  

 Screwed: Your thinking is more abstract and contorted than your Mind stat implies. You probably 

jump to freaky conclusions to mundane issues, read too much into other people’s actions and write 

elaborate theses on anti-brony propaganda in modern media. It applies when you need to solve an 

abstract problem, work with computers, “get behind” people or write a poem about murdering 

your ex-girlfriend like in Saw 3. It makes you fucking weird to be around when you use it, because 

you never take the logical conclusion to a problem and always analyze it in your own way.  

The Euphoric version of Screwed is Unique. +2 bonus, you know it by now. It makes you seem less 

fucked in the head and more artistic, insightful and original.  

Body: 

 Flailing: You’re better at raw strength than your Body stat implies. It isn’t because you can fight, but 

because you tend to work yourself into a grunting, squealing apoplexy when your adrenaline gets 

pumping. It applies when you want to vandalize places, break things, hurt people and finally break 



into that old mental hospital so you can take selfies in your red trench coat. It makes you a pain to 

be around when you’re using it, because you’re itching for action and running around like a fucking 

headless chicken instead of doing something useful. 

The Euphoric version of Flailing is Mighty. It manifests as less flailing and screaming, and more 

focused, disciplined strength. Behind that façade, though, you’re probably still so frothingly angry 

that you have no idea when to stop hitting things and shouting. 

 Skittering: You’re faster and more dexterous than your Body stat implies. You’re probably the 

skinny little fucker who only avoids getting beat up because he’s so hard to hit, or the fat guy 

whose only athletic achievement is being able to run away really fucking fast through pure inertia. 

It applies when you want to dodge attacks, squeeze into tight places, climb buildings and try to pick 

the lock to your grandma’s medicine cabinet with the cheap picking set you bought off Amazon. It 

makes you annoying to be around, because most people get set off by a twitchy little fucker who 

can’t stand still for the life of him and is always tweaking.  

The Euphoric version of Skittering is Graceful. It makes you look athletic and practiced instead of 

skinny and tweaky, but it doesn’t change the fact that you still are.  

 Persistent: You’re tougher and more enduring than your Body stat implies. It’s not as much actual 

toughness as a mix of clueless doggedness, a fear of being made fun of and the edginess needed to 

imagine that taking a beating makes you cool even if you still lost the fight. It applies when 

swimming, running, taking punches and attempting to keep on standing after you drank that mix of 

everything you stole from your parents’ liquor cabinet. It makes you annoying for the very simple 

reason that you don’t fucking know when you’ve lost, and you still keep on hanging on even though 

you’re fucked.  

The Euphoric version of Persistent is Tough. It makes you look steadfast, sturdy and hell-bent on 

victory, but it still doesn’t make you a better loser or able to figure out when you’ve lost. 

Mouth: 

 Wheedling: You’re more persuasive than your Mouth stat implies. It doesn’t mean you’re nice – it 

means that you’re annoying in just the right way to get people to listen to you instead of ignoring 

you or punching your face in. It applies when you want to get people to like you (well, tolerate you), 

hold a speech without melting down, sound persuasive while telling the truth or just rile up a bunch 

of fellow furries to demonstrate against fursecution and the Furry Holocaust. It makes you 

annoying on a deeper level – you’re still not charming, but you’re annoying in a way that makes it 

harder to shut you out.  

The Euphoric version of Wheedling is Charming. It makes you come off as pleasant, open and 

charismatic, but since it only works for fifteen minutes, you still aren’t going to score without 

spending tons of Edge. 

 Slimy: You’re better at intriguing and bullshit than your Mouth stat implies. If anything, it makes 

you an even worse person than you already are. It applies when you want to lie, intimidate, 

blackmail, twist the truth or manipulate your mentally impaired cousin into signing a marriage 

agreement with you. It makes you unspeakably fucking horrible to be around if people know you’re 

using it – to use it, you basically have to be a conniving little worm.  

The Euphoric version of Slimy is Eloquent. It makes your flawed arguments and outright lies come 

off as God’s honest truth, and even if you’re busted, you still come off as intelligent and persuasive. 



 Pitiful: You’re better at mimicking a semblance of good looks than your Mouth stat implies. You’re 

still not good-looking, but you have something similar to a kicked-puppy look about you that makes 

some people act like you’re attractive out of pure pity. It applies when you want to score (or try to), 

make a good first impression, look good on camera or send naked pictures to your ex-“girlfriend” 

from grade school without getting arrested. It makes you annoying to be around because pity is so 

emotionally draining. Well, it is with you.  

The Euphoric version of Pitiful is Attractive. It makes you, for fifteen fleeting minutes, look good. 

Believe it or not.  

Skills 
There are not many skills that fedoras tend to master. 

Most of the skills in a fedora’s life are somehow related to sophistry, looking cool and petty crime – that is, 

exactly the opposite of what can make you a functioning human being somewhere down the line. Fedoras 

are dabblers, posers and pretenders, not actual hard workers or honor students, and as such, characters 

receive only 7 points to spend on skills. This is not much compared to normal humans – most working 

adults have the equivalent of 20 points in skills, and the cap, both for fedoras and mundanes, is 7. On the 

bright side, for a given measure of the expression, fedoras have a much more specialized skillset to choose 

from – they might dabble in a lot of things, but there are only a few select topics that they tend to be able 

to keep their attention on. 

 Go Fast (Body, Skittering/Graceful): This skill applies when riding motorbikes or bicycles, or when 

driving cars. Trying to look cool is an inherent part of it. 

 Freak Out (Body, Flailing/Mighty): This skill applies when wanting to beat someone else up. 

 Shoot Guns (Body, Skittering/Graceful): This skill applies when wanting to do just so. 

 Vandalize (Mind, Sketchy/Acute or Body, Flailing/Mighty): This skill applies when wanting to 

destroy, sabotage or vandalize something. This includes breaking into buildings, as well as cracking 

(or just vandalizing) computer systems. Needless to say, the computer application needs to be 

rolled with Mind. 

 Sneak (Body, Skittering/Graceful): This skill applies when wanting to avoid being seen by parents, 

police and bullies. 

 Infodump (Mind, Dweeby/Wise): This skill applies when wanting to recall pure information about 

an area of obsession. The area is determined by one’s channel – Japanophilia gives knowledge 

about Japan and everything Japanese, Misogyny about social sciences and gender dynamics, 

Hipsterism about liberal arts and entertainment, Pseudo-Intellectualism about psychology and 

theology, and Revenge Fantasy about weapons and murder. 

 Fake It (Mind, Screwed/Unique): This skill applies when wanting to create art, whether it’s painting, 

poetry, prose or Pokémon diaperfur porn. 

 Bullshit (Mouth, Slimy/Eloquent): This skill applies when wanting to deliver a straight-faced lie. 

 Puppy Eyes (Mouth, Pitiful/Attractive): This skill applies when wanting to beg, compromise, 

surrender or just guilt-trip people out of hitting you. 

 Play Cool (Body, Persistent/Tough): This skill applies when wanting to endure pain or injury. 

 Sports (Body, Persistent/Tough): This skill applies when wanting to run, swim or otherwise 

physically exert oneself.  



 Expound (Mouth, Wheedling/Charming): This skill applies when wanting to get people to like you, 

convince them to work with you or otherwise not being a complete asshole.  

 Sketch (Mind, Sketchy/Acute): This skill applies when wanting to spot danger, notice ulterior 

motives or keep a lookout for something. 

 Book Smarts (Mind, Dweeby/Wise): This skill applies when wanting to use any of the tiny amount of 

stuff you actually learned in school. 

 Hookup (Mind, Screwed/Unique): This skill applies when wanting to find people with drugs, 

weapons or stolen goods.  

 Get Laid (Mouth, Pitiful/Attractive): Good luck. 

 Backstabbing (Mouth, Slimy/Eloquent): This skill applies when wanting to intimidate, threaten or 

blackmail someone else. 

 Play Normal (Mouth, Wheedling/Charming): This skill applies when wanting to function in normal 

society without spilling spaghetti all over the place. 

Crunch 
Rolls are dice-pool based – one d10 for each point in your relevant stat, plus 1 if you’re using your trait (or 2 

if you’ve activated your Euphoric Trait), plus one for each point in the relevant skill. Everything 7 or above is 

a success. 1 is marginal, 2 is by-the-book, 3 is good, 4 is very good, 5 is amazing and 6 and above are 

absolutely dazzling. Normal people, however, find all things done by fedoras to be, at the very most, kind of 

sad, and you cannot impress mundanes with normal rolls unless you activate your Euphoric Trait. Zero 

successes are a failure, and zero successes with at least one result of 1 are a pathetic failure. Pathetic 

failures always harm you or your objective in some way, but they very often give Edge, simply because 

they’re so frustrating and embarrassing. 

Combat 

Combat uses nonstandard rolls. Initiative is in descending order of the sum of Body (Skittering/Graceful) 

plus Mind (Sketchy/Acute). Ties are resolved by the highest roll on a d10.  

Attacking is a normal Freak Out or Shoot Guns roll – Freak Out for brawling or melee attacks, Shoot Guns 

for guns or other projectile weapons (when you’ve been playing too much Assassin’s Creed). Add any 

bonuses from weapons. 

Dodging is Body (Skittering/Graceful) and your highest of Sports, Freak Out or Sketch. Subtract the 

successes on the defender’s dodge roll from the successes on the attacker’s roll. This is the amount of 

damage that the attack deals. After this, the defender can attempt to soak up the last successes through 

rolling Body (Persistent/Tough). Each success negates one level of damage. 

Body (Skittering/Graceful) + Freak Out can also be used to parry. To parry, you must be using a melee 

weapon, and the bonus from this applies to your roll. If, however, the amount of successes on the 

opponent’s roll is equal to your successes, your weapon is knocked out of your hands, and you must spend 

a turn retrieving it if you want to use it during the same fight. If your opponent’s successes exceed your 

successes on the parry roll, your weapon is broken, and you cannot use it anymore unless another effect 

explicitly tells you so. If your weapon is broken in this way, the successes you did score on your parry roll 

negate the opponent’s successes on a one-to-one basis.  

A character can act normally until they’ve taken more damage than their Body (Persistent/Tough) + 3. After 

this, they have to succeed on a Body (Persistent/Tough) + Play Cool roll or writhe in pain on the ground for 



the rest of the fight, basically being completely helpless.  

 

Weapons give bonus dice to appropriate rolls when used.  

Small weapons such as flick knives or sticks give +1. 

Actually useful weapons such as baseball bats or .22 pistols give +2. 

More business-oriented weapons such as hatchets and 9mm pistols give +3. So do katanas and Desert 

Eagles summoned by Revenge Fantasy powers. 

Large weapons such as fire axes and shotguns give +4. 

Seriously overkill weapons such as claymores and assault rifles give +5, but require a Body (Flailing/Mighty) 

of at least 4.  

Damage and healing 

Fedoras have a fortunate habit of getting hurt through other means than direct physical violence – falls, 

getting cut on broken glass, car accidents and the like. While these damage sources are outrageously 

variable and thus mostly up to GM fiat, here follow a few pointers. 

Fall damage starts at roughly 3-yard falls, which deal 1 level of damage that can only be soaked up. If the 

surface is soft, subtract 1 level; if it’s hard or hazardous, add 1 level; if the fall is chaotic (for example if the 

fedora gets hurled out the window, or if it’s storming outside), add 2 levels; and for every approximate 

floor that the fedora falls, add 1 level.  

Car crash damage starts at roughly 15mph accidents, which deal 2 levels of damage that can only be soaked 

up. For every 10mph, add 1 level; if the vehicle gets stopped by the terrain (for example a swamp), subtract 

3 levels; if the vehicle meets an immoveable obstacle, add 3 levels; if there are no airbags or the fedora 

isn’t paying attention to safety (so, most cases), add 2 levels; and if the vehicle goes flying (such as in a 

collision with a guardrail at 80mph), add 5 levels.  

 

There are two methods of handling healing, depending on the intended tone of the game. The default 

method of healing, written below, is recommended for the authentic fedora experience – a lot of bluster 

and empty threats, followed by blubbering and overdramatic death speeches as soon as somebody gets 

hurt. With this method, damage hurts, takes a long time to heal and can easily end up killing a character 

even after the battle. It does require a bit more bookkeeping, though, and some people might find that it 

lends too much weight to a fedora getting hurt (after all, it’s a comical occurrence). 

The other method is simpler, to the point of rules-light hipster roleplaying. It’s good for one-shots, comedy 

games and willfully stupid romps where what matters is short-term cringe, not long-term. 

Advanced healing 

Healing methods and times depend on the source of the damage, and as such every health level of damage 

should be marked if the fedora ever has damage from more than one kind of source in their system. 

Different sources of damage are still calculated the same.  

 If the damage was caused by fists, short falls or blunt weapons, it takes a day for each level to heal 

properly.  

If it was caused by lethal sources of damage, such as flick knives, blunt weapons to the head or long falls 

(anything more than two or three floors), it still takes one day per health level of damage, but this rate of 

healing requires medical treatment – if you can’t or don’t want to be treated properly, roll Body 



(Persistent/Tough) + Play Cool every day to see if you manage to heal. 1 or 2 successes mean that the 

wound doesn’t heal but doesn’t fester, a failure means that you lose 1 additional health level, a pathetic 

failure means that you lose 2 and that the wound has gotten too bad for you to resist it festering, and 3 

successes or more mean that you recover one health level.  

Gunshot wounds, severe burns, mutilated limbs and other such things heal at a rate of one wound level 

per week with medical treatment – without this, you have to roll Body (Persistent/Tough) once per day (or 

once per hour if you’ve taken more damage than your Body (Persistent/Tough) + 3). Anything less than 3 

successes means that you take one extra wound level of damage, 3 or 4 successes mean that you don’t take 

any damage and 5 or more mean that you heal one damage level. If the damage starts out as being over 

your Body (Persistent/Tough) + 3 and then drops below that, start rolling once per day instead of once per 

hour. 

Rolls for healing (or against festering) only apply once per period for each type of damage. That is, if a 

fedora has seven health levels of damage from being shot in the leg, they roll once per day (or once per 

hour if their Body (Persistent/Tough) is 6 or less), and they stop rolling only once all the health levels taken 

from gunshots or other severe wounds are out of their system or they’ve entered professional treatment. If 

a fedora has one level of damage from a fall from a 4th-floor window and one from a severe katana wound, 

they roll for both at the beginning of the day.  

Fedoras, in their infinite desire to play cool, can “heal” themselves – well, they can’t actually do it, but they 

can use Edge to make sure that they handle their injuries well. When a fedora has to roll for wound 

regeneration, they can spend a single point of Edge to treat the roll as if they’d gotten 3 more successes. 

This can be repeated to allow the fedora to heal from severe damage, but they still can’t heal more than 

one damage level per type per day. Edge doesn’t give fedoras healing powers, since they’re too unrelated 

to the idea of wish-fulfillment and would demand quite a lot of emotional energy if it was possible, but 

playing cool and healing ideally is perfectly within the purview of Edge.  

If a fedora spends 1 Edge a week and keeps reasonably still, not running around like an idiot and getting 

into more fights to play cool, it counts as them receiving the benefits of proper medical treatment. This will 

mostly happen in downtime, though, as a fedora’s daily life is simply too depressing to play through on its 

own without the imminent threat of their horrible death providing a few sunny spots.   

Simplified healing 

Fedoras heal a level of damage a day (or even one per hour – this requires explicit GM fiat, as it can really 

change the tone and pacing of the game) automatically. There is no festering. Spending one Edge heals one 

level of damage. 

Normalcy 

Most humans are more or less defenseless against Edge powers – the reason that they still serve perfectly 

well as antagonists is that fedoras only have a limited amount of Edge, and that most of them are thus 

completely normal humans when they’ve fired off a few powers. Well, actually less than normal humans – 

fedoras have fewer skills than normal people, and their aura of social incompetence is bound to cripple 

them in many social situations. The only thing keeping fedoras firmly above normal human antagonists is 

Edge, something that’s so far beyond normal humans’ comprehension that they can’t actually form a clear 

understanding of it, much less resist it.  

There are a few humans, however, who’re so aggressively opposed to any attempt at changing the normal 

way of things that this lack of comprehension doesn’t matter for them – they don’t bother to try to 



understand what fedoras do or how they do it, they just bulldoze it down with the pure force of their 

emotional energy. This type of energy is, in rule terms, known as Normalcy – it’s a form of anti-Edge, born 

of a completely uncompromising hate against anything that isn’t mundane. Quite a few antagonists – 

insofar as it’s possible to call anyone contributing to the complete extermination of fedoras an “antagonist” 

– in an average chronicle will possess Normalcy, which makes them perfectly capable of dealing with a few 

Edge powers before their own frothing hate runs out. School principals, security guards and janitors almost 

invariably have Normalcy – their careers put them face-to-face with a lot of Edge every single day, and 

those who don’t build up Normalcy inevitably quit their jobs after a short time. Teachers, bus drivers, 

psychologists and other such people who deal with edgy bullshit on a regular basis also often have 

Normalcy, but it’s far from as ubiquitous, and they tend to have a bit less of it.  

People who possess Normalcy can instinctively cancel all Edge powers used directly on them by spending 

one point of Normalcy if the fedora power cost 1 to 3 points of Edge, two if it cost 4 or 5, and three if it cost 

6 – this action is completely reflexive. People with Normalcy are also able to sense Edge exactly like fedoras 

are, though they’re unable to sense Normalcy – they deal in in-groups and out-groups, and being able to 

sense Normalcy would imply distrust in their in-group. They can also cancel Edge powers in effect on 

people and places, as well as dispel things created with Edge, by spending as much Normalcy as the fedora 

used Edge to activate the power. This is instantaneous, and can thus be done as soon as the user realizes 

that Edge is being used. They cannot, however, dispel any Edge effects in effect on fedoras, nor can they 

affect objects or people that a fedora is currently wearing or touching.  

Normalcy is gained when one puts others in their place for violating social norms, for example a principal 

punishing a student for painting pentagrams on the cafeteria walls or a psychologist telling a kid who 

diagnosed themselves with Asperger’s to stop malingering. Basically, if a person with Normalcy is involved 

in giving someone Edge, they gain the equivalent amount of Normalcy too – this makes it rather risky for 

fedoras to milk Edge off of people with Normalcy, as their intents are ultimately the same. Fedoras gain 

Edge by being embarrassed or ashamed because they can’t deal with being at fault; people with Normalcy 

gain it from embarrassing or shaming others, because it strengthens their own worldview. There are no 

emotions, channels or powers connected with Normalcy – it draws its power from the desire for a normal, 

orderly world, and strong emotions, reality disconnects and supernatural stunts are completely antithetical 

to this. People with Normalcy don’t actually use supernatural powers – they just impose the normal 

paradigm on others especially hard. 

People in positions of serious authority who deal with Edge on a regular basis (for example principals) have 

a pool of approximately 15 Normalcy. Those who have less authority and/or deal with Edge less frequently, 

such as janitors, school security guards or particularly zealous teachers, have about 10. Those who deal 

with Edge just enough to become antagonistic to it, for example bus drivers and natural-born killjoys, have 

anywhere from 1 to 5 Normalcy.  

 

Sample chronicle seed: Enlightening Wichita 
Year of the Imaginary Cloud-Grandpa 2013. 

The sheep have been disproven in their frothing apocalypse fantasies. We knew all along, of course, but did 

they believe us? No. Whenever we try to speak the truth, they plug their ears and scream at us so that they 

won’t have to deal with the truth we bring. For accepting our truth, for them, means accepting the fact that 

they are born inferior, and that they have no choice but to accept it. We understand that it can be a hard 



decision to make, but for the good of the world and all in it, they have to accept that some are on the top 

and others are on the bottom. That’s just how it is. If you’d look at these printouts I have here, they say 

clearly that this generation of white men can be called the apex of human evolution until now. That’s right 

– we’re the ones who’ll bring this world into a new age. 

We have powers. They won’t believe it, because it entails accepting the fact that they’re uneducated, 

ignorant drones to militant feminism and the gay agenda who’ve been living their lives with Oprah Winfrey 

forced down their throats by the Jewish media. If you can accept feminist, gay-enabling agendas spewed by 

a black woman on Jewish media, you have lost. But we have powers – not all are as lucky as me, of course, 

but we have ways in which to show our superiority. We’re not going to go to the media – we’ll be hunted 

down by the Jews for being the forerunners of a new age in humanity. We’re not going to foolishly expose 

ourselves and let everyone know we’re here.  

No, we’re going to show them what they did wrong. We’ll make them pay for all their mistakes, all their 

cruelties, all their willful ignorance. We’ll make the world pay, and through that we will make it a better 

place. We are about to make a momentous decision, one that the sheep could not hope to carry out. We 

are about to take the fate of the world upon our shoulders and risk our very lives. 

Yes, that’s right. 

We’re going to fuck up the Wichita High School prom. 

- Zeke Lightning, General of the Wichita High School Counterculture Society (Narcissism/Pseudo-

Intellectualism) in a Notebook document to himself. 

Or to say it another way: 

The Wichita High School Counterculture Society is a small, huddled clutch of five hopeless outcasts who’ve 

been rejected even by the other losers. Most of them are on the verge of being thrown out for truancy 

(Mick Papadopoulos, James Kelley), antisocial behavior (Connie Mason, Francis Summers) or just plain 

horrible grades (Derek Sanders, though this is because he creeps the teachers out), and every one of them 

has some sort of excuse for it. They spend their days skipping class to fuck around in abandoned buildings, 

drinking Boone’s Farm and smoking brickweed in the tax service parking lot, repeatedly and fruitlessly 

trying to score coke, watching anime and Sonic fan videos in their leader’s basement, interrupting class to 

try to debate misandry with the teachers, ordering fake Axis memorabilia off of EBay, occasionally doing 

Adderall and posting on their own subreddit (MisandryIsAThing). They claim to have authority on the 

matters of egalitarianism, feminism and misandry through having a female member in their group, but in 

Connie Manson’s case, there really isn’t much of a difference. In general, they’re friendless, self-absorbed, 

unhygienic, pseudo-intellectual, bitter, virginal and completely ignorant of all these traits.  

The one good thing about being such a horrible mockery of a human being, however, is that one’s 

bitterness has no place to go. After a certain time, the pure emotional energy inherent in one’s sad, virginal 

existence spills over, now powerful enough to change the world like REAL MÄGYCKE. Unfortunately, 

supernatural abilities can quite certainly said to be wasted in the hands of people who only want to use 

them to relive their favorite clopfics and look cool in red leather trench coats with “SLAYER” embroidered 

on the back, but don’t tell the Counterculture Society. 

Now, though, the prom is coming up. Wichita isn’t exactly the center of the universe, but a lot of the locals 

think so, and the event is being blown up all over the local papers, attracting camera crews, getting security 

hired and meriting a speech by someone who calls himself the ex-mayor (he was in fact the ex-mayor’s 

second aide who carried out the position for 23 hours while the mayor was getting home from a delayed 



flight with his main aide). In reality, the prom queen is mostly elected depending on the amount of money 

she’s willing to spend on a beautician, the security guards are so underpaid that they let in anyone who’s at 

least trying to conceal their gallon of Taaka, the party usually ends at 5 in the morning after multiple 

felonies, at least six cars get ruined on the evening, someone always fucking pukes on the snack table and 

the ones who enjoy it the most are the stoners hotboxing their car outside while watching the show. The 

Counterculture Society, however, still has such a narrowly provincial worldview that they consider ruining 

the prom a massive act of vengeance – but at the very least, they have more than a snowball’s chance in 

hell of ruining it. Well, ruining it better than the other guests are already doing.  

Characters: 

Zeke Lightning, the Leader  

Senior Year 

Real name: Francis Summers 

Narcissism/Pseudo-Intellectualism 

Mind 5 (Dweeby/Wise)  

Body 3 (Flailing/Mighty)  

Mouth 1 (Wheedling/Charming) 

Infodump 2 

Book Smarts 3 

Hookup 1 

Expound 1 

Preferred powers: 

 Euphoric Vision (now 1 Edge) 

 Find Religious Flaw (now 3 Edge) 

 Revoke Worldview (now 5 Edge) 

Refused powers:  

 Detect Surveillance (1 Edge) 

 Forbidden Library (5 Edge) 

 Master of Dead Languages (5 Edge) 

Zeke is the Counterculture Society’s leader, and that says a lot about both of them. 

He’s not grotesquely overweight, but the little flab he has all sits on his neck, making him look bloated and 

inelegant. He does get exercise, but it’s only bulking training – he simply doesn’t have the willpower to 

really lose weight. He’s absurdly obsessed with black clothes, and he usually wears a black cavalry-style 

greatcoat over a Megadeth T-shirt, black jeans with too many chains and black combat boots. His eyes are 

small and beady, sequestered behind a pair of vanity glasses that only make him look dweeby, his greasy, 

wavy short brown hair is always covered by a black-and-grey pinstriped fedora, and his whole face is 

covered in an all-consuming thin layer of stubble and acne.  

His Freudian excuse for being who he is now is that he grew up to two intellectual parents, but never 



managed to eclipse his older brother – and as such, he’s completely obsessed with looking intelligent and 

sophisticated so that he can finally earn his parents’ approval. He’s managed to convince himself that his 

parents are utterly unrelated to his narcissistic superiority complex, however. 

Zeke often reads the DSM-IV, Mein Kampf, Atlas Shrugged, the Communist Manifesto and assorted Richard 

Dawkins books, but understands only half of them and constantly revises his own personal beliefs as he 

finds new buzzwords. The one thing at the core of his philosophy is that he is better and more intellectually 

advanced than everyone else, ever. 

Zeke is actually pretty bright, but that’s only pure book knowledge. He excels in facts and factoids, as well 

as logical puzzles, but makes the mistake of thinking that he’s as good at interpreting facts as he is at 

remembering them. He’s also not a complete wet noodle – he’s pretty strong, but he has no idea 

whatsoever of how to fight, and often takes all sorts of overdramatic martial arts stances before starting to 

flail his arms as hard as he can at people. He is, however, hopelessly unlikable – he’s shrill-voiced and 

droning, he spits when he talks loudly, he never lets anyone else speak and he uses the first possible excuse 

to fire off ad-hominem insults. The only reason he’s the leader is that his Pseudo-Intellectualism powers 

actually allow him to be a lot brighter and more analytical than he normally is when it counts. 

Zeke’s home is about as normal as you get in Wichita, and that’s saying quite a lot. It’s a normal suburban 

house just close enough to the school to make it the Counterculture Society’s main hang-out spot, helped 

by the fact that his parents have active social lives and are thus often away in the evening. Zeke’s room is a 

cavernous basement room with the blinds drawn, old Marilyn Manson posters covering the walls and all 

sorts of gimmicky trinkets (replica skulls, collectors’ weapons and German mail-order clothes that he 

doesn’t wear anymore) littering all the horizontal surfaces in the room that aren’t covered by Mountain 

Dew cans and “used” Kleenex.  

Roleplaying Tips:  

You know it all. Literally, you know it all. If you just get enough time to explain, in your way, you can tell 

everyone else why they’re wrong and inferior. If they get angry, it’s because they’re unwilling to accept that 

they’re sheep. If they think you’re crazy, it’s because they’re brainwashed. If they laugh you off, they’re just 

trying to avoid thinking about what you say. In case someone proves you wrong, you act theatrically 

disappointed and talk about “internalized logical fallacies” and “hive-mind thinking”. If you just get five 

hours to talk about why you’re right, and if you get the opportunity to insult and denigrate people without 

them countering, you can tell everyone why they’re wrong. The only thing they need to do to be right is to 

listen to everything that you say and accept that they’re inferior to you.  

Connie Manson, the Gorilla 

Sophomore Year 

Real name: Connie Mason 

Rage/Hipsterism 

Body 5 (Flailing/Mighty) 

Mouth 3 (Slimy/Eloquent) 

Mind 1 (Sketchy/Acute) 

Vandalize 3  

Freak Out 2 



Go Fast 1 

Backstabbing 1 

Preferred powers: 

 Change Music (now free once per day) 

 Go Faster (now 1 Edge) 

 Remove Trendy Object (now 4 Edge) 

Refused powers: 

 Conjure Tip (1 Edge) 

 Create Brand Clothing (3 Edge) 

 Blend Into Subculture (3 Edge) 

Zeke claims that Connie Manson brings “female emotionality” and “a soft touch” to the Society, as well as 

providing “knowledge of the feminist agenda”. Even Zeke knows that it’s a fucking lie. 

Connie Manson is about as feminine and possessed of as much of a soft touch as a troll covered in 

sandpaper. Where Zeke is slightly chubby and has a little bit of muscle, Connie is a bulging ogre with way 

too many muscles hidden below two inches of blubber. Her hair is long, at least – a tangled, split-end-filled 

mess with a greasy shimmer to it. She’s inelegantly fat-faced and square-jawed, with acne-pockmarked skin 

the pasty white of Twinkie filling, and her watery blue eyes are slightly crossed. She’s not really tall for a 

woman, but she’s a goddamn ogre – her diet of Slim Jims, McDonalds and full-fat burger-joint milkshakes 

combined with the Counterculture Society’s admittedly active lifestyles have combined into an improvised 

bulking diet.  

Connie wants to shock, plain and simple. Her Freudian excuse is that her parents were completely 

disinterested in her well-being, as she was the result of their families pressing them to have kids, and as 

such just paid Connie off in pocket money and left it at that. She wants to grab people’s attention and 

through that show that she’s better and cooler than anyone else, especially her lame parents. She listens to 

different kinds of Satanic, pagan, violence-glorifying, gore-themed, racist, misogynist and generally 

offensive music at incredibly loud volumes from the DJ headphones around her neck, and she broadcasts it 

even further with her home-printed black XXL T-shirt (flames, upside-down crosses dripping blood and the 

slogan “HIDE YOUR WIVES AND CHILDREN”) and her black trench coat embroidered with some cheesy 

Satanic black metal band’s unreadable logo. She’s the one member of the Society who always pushes 

others a bit further in trying to offend – she’s always willing to make an animal sacrifice or vandalize a 

church. The further out it is, the more likely she is to want to do it.  

Connie is a goddamn brute. She’s big, she’s mean and she’s too stupid to know when to stop. She’s also 

quite socially savvy in the way that usually manifests in the form of “be friends with us, or I’ll dissect your 

pet ferret”. She is not, however, very bright, and her mind usually runs on the equation “more blood is 

better”. 

Connie lives alone – well, on paper she has a workroom in a building that her parents own, but she barely 

ever comes home anymore. Her place is a small shack toeing the line between “cheap housing” and 

“mobile home”, squatting on a torturously small patch of land between a liquor store and a redneck 

family’s house. The lot is completely overgrown with weeds and littered with empty cigarette packs and 

Boone’s Farm bottles, and the husks of a dozen lawn chairs crumble away somewhere beneath the 



undergrowth. Inside, the facilities are basic – toilet, hotplate, microwave oven, mattress, a kitchen sink 

doubling as a shower, laptop, bong – and absolutely filthy. The windows are boarded over, and everything 

is covered in a thin, shiny layer of Slim Jim grease.  

Roleplaying Tips: 

You’re angry. Very angry. You want to smash things to pieces, because then they stop pissing you the fuck 

off. You also like it when things bleed or when they catch fire. If you can hit something that’s bleeding and 

on fire, you’re happy. Preferably while you’re drunk. It’s pretty simple, really.  

Well, that’s what you think to yourself. 

In the end, it’s all about attention. Everyone’s gotta look at you, and everyone needs to be scared and 

disgusted. Shout, swear, set fire to things, draw upside-down crosses all over the place, drink like a sponge 

(even though you can only get Boone’s Farm) and generally act up when someone isn’t looking at you. 

Hunter Steele, the Sneak 

Sophomore Year 

Real name: Mick Papadopoulos 

Self-Doubt/Revenge Fantasy 

Body 5 (Skittering/Graceful)  

Mind 3 (Sketchy/Acute)  

Mouth 1 (Pitiful/Attractive) 

Shoot Guns 2 

Sketch 2 

Sneak 2 

Puppy Eyes 1 

Preferred powers:  

 Unlock (now free once per day) 

 Jam Camera Image (now 1 Edge) 

 Warrior Form (now 4 Edge) 

Refused powers: 

 I Cut You (1 Edge) 

 Shrug Off (3 Edge) 

 Shout (4 Edge) 

The only times that Mick Papadopoulos really speaks, it’s to remind the others that he wants to be called 

Hunter Steele. 

Steele is tall enough that he could have been on the basketball team – that is, if he had the energy, team 

spirit or motivation, and he has none of those whatsoever. He’s about six feet six, scarecrow-level skinny 

and with a bony, pasty-white face. He has no beard except for a tiny, sleazy little Mexistache, but on the 

bright side, he doesn’t have much acne. He has a long mane of greasy, badly dyed pitch-black hair that he 

imagines “cascades down his shoulders”, but it really just tangles into a complete nappy, greasy mess 



somewhere near his collar. The best part about his hair is that it’s pretty much impossible to see his face. 

He chain-smokes Djarum Blacks like his life depended on it – his ego partially hinges on having a cigarette in 

his mouth at every single moment of the day, lest someone see him when he wasn’t actively trying to look 

cool. His black leather trench coat is basically a part of his body – it’s a ridiculously expensive thing of the 

kind that can only be bought on dodgy German mail-order sites, covered in embroideries and reaching his 

ankles. He’s clumsily pinned a knockoff SS insignia on the collar, and he wears imitation Nazi jackboots that 

he keeps way too polished.  

Steele’s Freudian excuse is that he’s always been skinny and shy, all knees and elbows since preschool and 

with all the social savvy of Bucket after 4chan hit it. He is intimidated by basically everyone, especially 

women (since they remind him of his domineering Greek mother), and the only way out that involves little 

enough effort for his tastes is to cultivate a miles-long revenge list towards everything and everyone that 

even vaguely sets him off. Most of the things that set him off do so because they scare him, and women are 

on top of that list – he can’t for the life of him understand how they work, the main woman in his life has 

been picking on him emotionally since he was born and he has no way in Hell of actually getting laid. Well, 

unless he uses his supernatural powers. He’s a yellow-bellied coward and an omega male who’s finally 

getting the opportunity to check off the people on his revenge list, and he’s making a big deal out of playing 

cool and pretending he isn’t about to piss himself.  

Steele is actually pretty physically fit – he’s stronger and more enduring than you’d imagine, and he’s 

actually very athletic. He’s surprisingly bright, though he’s hampered by the fact that he’s also pretty 

ignorant, having skipped all the classes he possibly could in the last two years. He’s pretty perceptive, 

though also sketchy and skittish as all get out. He’s a complete social trainwreck, bursting into showers of 

spaghetti as soon as a stranger locks eyes with him, and he regularly messes up interactions with one 

attractive K-Mart cashier near his home because he constantly overanalyzes her facial expressions and 

body language.  

Steele lives in his mother’s garage – it smells like engine grease, and there are still a lot of his father’s things 

out there, but at least it’s his and his mother usually doesn’t bother him there. His dad comes out once in a 

blue moon to retrieve something, but otherwise it’s a good pad – reasonably spacious and with an annex 

containing a shower and basic kitchen facilities.  

Roleplaying Tips:  

This time you’re gonna do it. You chickened out so many times before, but you swear it’s gonna be this 

time. They’ve all kicked you around for your whole life, but now you’re gonna show them that you’re the 

biggest man around. You have a shotgun – no, it’s not a lie, it belongs to your dad – but you don’t want him 

to find out that it’s missing. No, that can wait for later. After all, you shouldn’t be too hasty in anything – 

gotta plan it all out. You swear you’re not chickening out. You’re going to shoot up this place at some point, 

and they’re all gonna regret that they picked on you. You’re going to show them that you can fight back. 

But what if Mom finds out? Better not to think about that. 

Doctor Shrike, the Utility Guy 

Freshman Year 

Real name: Derek Sanders 

Delusion/Japanophilia 



Mind 5 (Screwed/Unique) 

Mouth 3 (Wheedling/Charming) 

Body 1 (Persistent/Tough) 

Infodump 2 

Book Smarts 2  

Fake It 2 

Expound 1 

Preferred powers:  

 Media Mastery (now 1 Edge) 

 Steal Art Style (now 3 Edge) 

 Become Animu Character (now 5 Edge) 

Refused powers:  

 Hide Power Level (4 Edge) 

 Smite National Enemy (5 Edge) 

 Blend Into Japan (6 Edge) 

Derek Sanders is a complete and utter twonk.  

He’s perhaps the fattest it’s possible to be while still being underweight – he has no muscle definition 

whatsoever, and his skin is more red than it’s Twinkie-white simply because he never sees the sun out of 

his own free will. He’s short and unhealthily thin, with short brown hair that he constantly, obsessively pulls 

when he’s nervous, and he sweats like a waterfall as soon as he’s just the slightest bit worked up. His face is 

perhaps one of the least pleasant things in Wichita to look at, and that’s saying quite a lot – his teeth stick 

out in three different directions, his face is completely red and swollen with acne and his bulging, watery 

eyes are hidden behind a pair of glasses with a strength that basically has to be custom-made. He, as one of 

the only members of the Counterculture Society, doesn’t wear anything black – instead, he wears white 

jeans, moeshit T-shirts and a pair of scuffed pink hiking shoes that his mother gave him three years ago. 

Derek – whose nickname “Doctor Shrike” was made up from his initials when none of the other members 

could pronounce his Japanese handle names – is absolutely and utterly obsessed with everything Japanese. 

For him, everything Japanese is good simply by virtue of being Japanese – he considers their art visionary, 

their science cutting-edge and their culture the healthiest on the planet, supporting the most perfect 

society that mankind has ever seen. He’s consistently in awe of all anime and manga, professing his undying 

love to it in his high-pitched shriek of a voice as soon as the tiniest little opportunity comes up and 

spattering his declarations of eternal love with plenty of butchered Japanese. Derek, of course, knows 

absolutely nothing of substance about Japanese culture aside from what he’s learnt through anime and 

manga, and his infatuation with the country is mostly due to his conviction that it’s a land of milk and 

honey which will save him from everything bad in his life, ever.  

Derek’s Freudian excuse is that his parents were overprotective hypochondriacs. As soon as he was born, 

they started seeing problems with him, and after a long period of nagging, they got a doctor to diagnose 

him with childhood autism. They completely shut him away after this, babying him and shuttling him 

between expensive special schools, and this is his first year whatsoever in a public educational institution. 



He was the one who insisted – he’s planning to take his junior year in Japan, and this is his way of preparing.  

Derek grew up with mostly anthropomorphic characters and cartoon children through his sexual formative 

period, and he’s never had any opportunity to have any real contact with any females but his mother. As 

such, he’s an unholy ball of fetishes – furry, loli, diaper, incest, unbirth, vore – and also completely unused 

to keeping his mouth shut. He’s extremely energetic and sunny, but he practically carpet-bombs the whole 

surrounding area with spaghetti. 

Derek is quite sharp and artistic, though in a roundabout and demented way. He’s good at reading people 

who’re as strange as he is, but over-interprets everything that normal people say. He’s also a popular Sonic 

fan artist, and his porn commissions combined with the money his parents shower him in make him pretty 

well off. He’s not socially adept, but he’s so obviously special-needs that people tend to listen to what he 

says a little bit more, if nothing else then to avoid being accused of discriminating. He’s horribly 

underweight and about as strong as a wet noodle, though. 

Doctor Shrike lives alone – he has to practice for Japan, after all, and his parents are so overprotective of 

him that they gladly shelled out the money needed for him to get a nice place to live. His apartment is 

located on the 3rd floor of a reasonably posh inner-city apartment building, and it’s actually a pretty great 

place save for all the anime figures and posters covering every available surface. He has a fully stocked 

kitchen and a Jacuzzi, and there’s more than enough space for the rest of the Society to crash – but the 

apartment is no-smoking, and the quarter is so posh that the Society stands out like a sore thumb.  

Roleplaying Tips: 

Japan, Japan, Japan. You’re obsessed with everything Japanese – be it music, art, movies or porn, you’re so 

devoted to the very idea of something being Japanese that you’ll protect it to the grave, no matter if it’s 

obvious commercial garbage. You consider Japan the height of human civilization, and everything Japanese 

seems inherently beautiful to you.  

You’re actually pretty nice for a fedora, but if someone insults anything Japanese, all hope is lost. Japan has 

been basically all of your childhood, and there is no logic at all to your affection for Japan. If anyone else 

implies in any way whatsoever that something Japanese is not quantifiably superior, start arguing for its 

“virtues” while getting progressively more worked up and starting to pull at your hair. If no one listens, you 

end up digging yourself so deep in your attempts to expound on Japan that you move squarely into severe 

reality mismatch, babbling about things that most people would want you locked up for even thinking 

about.  

Alpha, the Face 

Junior Year 

Real name: James Kelley  

Self-Doubt/Misogyny 

Mouth 5 (Slimy/Eloquent) 

Mind 3 (Dweeby/Wise) 

Body 1 (Skittering/Graceful) 

Backstabbing 2 

Get Laid 1 

Play Normal 1 



Bullshit 2 

Expound 1 

Preferred powers: 

 Sausage Fest (now free once per day) 

 How Do I Get Laid (now 3 Edge) 

 Create Aphrodisiac (now 4 Edge) 

Refused powers: 

 Detect Threatening Women (1 Edge) 

 Immunity to Temptation (3 Edge) 

 Female Impersonation (4 Edge) 

James Kelley is not the kind of guy you’d imagine in the Counterculture Society. 

He’s actually not bad-looking, and he’s not a walking spaghetti reactor. He’s tall and broad-shouldered, 

albeit a little skinny, with short, slightly curly brown hair and brown eyes. He has no horribly disfiguring 

acne or Coke-bottle glasses, and he doesn’t (usually) wear a fedora. He wears T-shirts and dress shirts that 

normal people would wear, and unlike the other members of the Society, he actually changes his clothes, 

and every day at that. He’s not even grotesquely socially repulsive, so why is he in the Society? 

Alpha’s Freudian excuse has seen a lot of use over the years – his father is pretty rich from manufacturing 

mobile homes, and James was brought up with his father’s philosophy that money could buy anything. As 

such, he never even tried to hide that he was bribing everyone with his father’s money, and he managed to 

make plenty of friends through bribery. The one thing he couldn’t get was a girlfriend, though – he’s not a 

virgin, since he’s slept with hookers a half-dozen times, but money has never been able to buy him love 

without strings attached. As such, he’s started to doubt his own potency and masculinity, feeling that 

women might not want him in spite of his money (because half of them take his money and then take a rain 

check) because he’s in some way a beta manlet. He doesn’t consciously think this, of course – to him, it just 

seems like all women are either stuck-up prudes, manipulating gold-diggers or outright whores. He’s good-

looking and he’s rich, so why aren’t all the women in the world falling for him? 

Alpha is the only member of the group who can talk to people normally, but when it comes to women, he’s 

a spaghetti reactor. He knows nothing about them, treating them as vending machines into which he 

inserts canned compliments and money to make sex come out the other end, and he gets angry at the 

female gender as a whole when this doesn’t get him laid instantly. He often goes on long rants about how 

all women are whores and biologically wired to desire him, and that their refusal to do so just signifies a 

feminist-led society that will doom all of humanity in the future. Everything in Alpha’s world is about how 

women are evil and scheming because they don’t want to “follow their biological wiring” and love him for 

money, and as soon as another woman brushes him off, he starts to doubt his own masculinity. When this 

happens, he redirects his bitterness into planning how he’ll “get back” at the whole female gender through 

his supernatural powers. At the Society’s anime evenings, too, he always puts on a slideshow of various 

abuse series, and every series that he likes is guaranteed to have women in pain or distress. 

Alpha is a good liar, and he has no shame whatsoever. Putting him in a room with a woman is Exhibit A in 

pathological dishonesty – he lies because he can, makes up big stories about himself, tries to use those to 

lure the woman into a relationship, then gets angry at women as a whole when he finally stacks the bullshit 



so high that his stories collapse upon themselves. In his opinion, he’s only lying because women are 

disobeying their natural instincts that tell them they should sleep with him, and if they would just do it, he 

wouldn’t need to lie to them. He’s also pretty book-smart, though this mainly manifests in being able to 

remember at least 100 catchy anti-feminist zingers, some of which don’t even hinge on a logical fallacy. He 

is not, however, very strong or enduring, as he’s both lazy and obsessed with the idea of the “social alpha” 

who’s so powerful that everyone else naturally recognizes their own inferiority.  

Alpha lives alone, to a degree. His father owns quite a lot of property (and he occasionally does pop by to 

check up on the condition the individual homes are in), and some of the mobile homes he has on hand in 

the greater Wichita area are actually surprisingly passable. Alpha, though, manages to mess up the 

suburban three-room container apartment he’s been given – he’s turned it into a lad pad that defies all 

logical comprehension. It’s practically customized to only allow “masculine” activities – the fridge is full of 

Bud Lite, the only console is an Xbox One, TV dinner boxes are scattered everywhere and the floor is 

basically composed of dirty boxer shorts.  

Roleplaying Tips:  

You’re a victim. You’re being unfairly persecuted by a feminist society, which denies you the rights you have 

as a born alpha male – that is, sex and love. Of course, you deserve everything else for free, but the main 

thing is that every woman on the planet is biologically wired (you love that expression) to want your pingas. 

You’re basically born to be on the top of everything, both genetically and socially, and you want that to 

compensate for any real exertion on your part. It’s not at all because you’re afraid of failing and 

embarrassing yourself, oh no – it’s because you, as generous as you are, want to help everyone else with 

grasping the way the world really works, and that means giving you everything you want without you 

having to do a thing.  

Other fedoras at school 

Wichita High School has no shortage of the circumstances that lead to fedoras. A small social circle where 

everyone knows everyone and status is all-important means that potential fedoras rarely manage to re-

adapt once they’re kicked out of the loop – the feeling of being rejected by everyone else is often enough 

to throw any prospective fedora into a spiral of navel-gazing self-pity and martyred bitterness punctuated 

by squealing, blubbering freak-outs, which in turn pushes them even further out of the local friend circles. 

As such, Wichita High School can claim a dubious honor among fedoras – it’s the Prairie States’ greatest 

stronghold of Edge, filled with complete and utter social outcasts who occasionally make even other 

fedoras cringe.  

All characters here can easily be substituted with Counterculture Society members unless explicitly noted – 

hell, they go to the same high school and have the same cringily martyred worldview, so there’s nothing 

preventing them from banding together.  

The Gentleman 

Sophomore Year 

Real name: Phillip Schmidt 

Narcissism/Misogyny 

Role: The Mouth (please don’t look at his face) 



Mouth 5 (Wheedling/Charming) 

Mind 3 (Dweeby/Wise) 

Body 1 (Persistent/Tough) 

Infodump 3 

Expound 2 

Fake It 1 

Bullshit 1 

Preferred powers:  

 White-Knight (now 1 Edge) 

 Negate Contraceptives (now 3 Edge) 

 Impose Stereotype (now 5 Edge) 

Refused powers: 

 Creep Out (1 Edge) 

 Magic Roofie (4 Edge) 

 Movie Chloroform (5 Edge) 

When a fedora calls himself the Gentleman, it’s wise to duck and cover. 

The Gentleman is exactly the kind of person you’d expect from the name. He’s hugely overweight, his face 

covered by a layer of scraggly stubble that seems to cover all the wrong places, leaving his four chins 

fluttering in the wind. He wears a pair of archaic pince-nez that don’t actually have the strength he needs, 

so he still wears lenses underneath. His slicked-back, greasy longish hair has the sheen you normally only 

see on people who call themselves “your special uncle”, and culminates in a small, scalp-grease-slicked curl 

at the back that he’s immoderately proud of. As a mixed blessing, this is covered by an actual fucking top 

hat of the collapsible kind. Besides this, he normally wears a black Chesterfield coat, a pair of stained dress 

pants and navy-blue running shoes. He’s actually pretty eloquent – granted, it’s obvious from his slightly 

slurred and grunting voice that it isn’t natural, but to his credit, he’s taken quite a few lessons in elocution 

and rhetoric, and he’s actually pretty good at logical arguments. He’s a little brighter than your average 

student, though this is very quickly weighed out by the fact that he considers himself a modern-day 

Baudelaire or Nietzsche, and he really isn’t anywhere near that bright. His physical shape hurts to talk 

about – he can run about thirty yards before he’s wheezing and out of breath, and the worst thing is that 

stamina is actually his forte.  

The Gentleman is a martyr complex on two legs. He might once have been something near decent as a 

person, but whatever seed of reasonable anger that’s been in him has long since been replaced by fuming 

autism. His Freudian excuse is simple, and he regularly boasts about it to others – to him, a Freudian excuse 

is a weapon rather than a psychological phenomenon. He’s always been fat, and on top of that he’s been 

pampered by a mother who always fed him exactly what he liked and let him flop around on the couch for 

most of the day. When Phillip then reached the age where his confused libido developed into an active 

drive to get laid, he started to go at it with an unrivaled fervor – which was a bit too romantic for the girls 

he hit on, not to mention that he’s never understood the concept of “out of his league”. The Gentleman 

was a spoiled kid, and he’s gotten used to a reaffirming presence in his life reassuring him that nothing he 



did was ever wrong, and that whoever doubted his choices was just jealous. On top of this, he had an 

understanding of how romance worked that drew mostly from a mixture of Animaniacs and Totally Spies 

(which he still has a lot of strange fetishes for) – that is, he started his assault on the girls from the 

freshman year armed with roses, perfume and chocolate cakes. His overly flowery language, pushy 

demeanor, seeming attempt at bribing the girls (to his credit, he was just misunderstanding the whole idea 

of romance from the bottom up, not trying to bribe anyone) as well as his greasy obesity were enough to 

make him a complete laughingstock among the girls, their friends and their boyfriends, and the Gentleman 

tried to take it well. He doggedly continued to bring roses and chocolate, convinced that the girls were just 

“playing coy” – he’d pick up things they dropped, offer to escort them to class and help them across deep 

puddles. As can be expected, this got him more and more ostracized, to the point that he at one time 

wasn’t invited to a class party organized by the homeroom teacher because the girls had begged their 

teacher not to bring him along. This was where he adopted the “The Gentleman” persona – after a long 

period of brooding, half-assed cutting with a bike key, drinking skim-off cocktails from his parents’ liquor 

cabinet and writing overly florid poetry that he posted to Gaia Online, he decided that he was going to go 

out and have revenge on the female gender as a whole. In the Gentleman’s opinion, women have forgotten 

the way that things are supposed to be, indeed the natural order of all things on this planet, and it’s his 

duty to keep them on the right path. To him, women belong in the home, taking care of the family and the 

house, being providers of interpersonal warmth as well as safety – that is, exactly like his own mother. If 

every woman in the world could be like his mom, the Gentleman reckons, the world would be at peace. The 

way he sees it, men are the doers and women are there to take care of the home and occasionally look 

pretty outside of it – and every time he sees a woman “infringe” upon the “rightful territory of the male 

gender”, he becomes deeply furious. He actually believes that women would be happier if they just did 

what he says, and he actually does believe that women can’t truly be happy if they have dreams and 

aspirations (which of course are for men), but this misguided intent to help is drowned out by the shrieking, 

impotent rage he gets worked into if anyone as much as suggests that he’s wrong. This rage, though, isn’t 

his core fueling motivation – no, what motivates him is his smug, pampered narcissism. A childhood spent 

with a mother whose entire life orbited around her precious son, no matter what he did or how much of a 

fat slob he was, has instilled into him the idea that his opinions are right as a matter of course. Anyone or 

anything proving this wrong triggers a blithering rage in the Gentleman, who simply cannot deal with the 

idea that he’s not wise, eloquent and always, always right. As the Gentleman, he’s a “mild-mannered 

modern-day superhero out to right the order of the world and protect it against feminism” – he’ll do 

absolutely everything he can to make sure that women are put in situations where they have to be 

protected and/or admired, as well as in positions where they have to keep inside the house, and his 

conviction that he’s right makes him one of the most intolerable people on the planet Earth.  

The Gentleman still lives at his mom’s place, but he’s so pampered that he basically has the whole 

suburban house to himself. As soon as he brings friends over, his mother pretty much flees into the kitchen 

to cook for them and only pokes her head in once to hand over the food and gush about her son. It’s 

embarrassing, but she’s far too obsessed with her “perfect” son to pry into his affairs, much less actually 

confront him for anything he does. 

Goonsack 

Junior Year 

Real name: Kenneth Milne 



Delusion/Hipsterism 

Role: The Chameleon 

Mind 5 (Sketchy/Acute) 

Mouth 3 (Pitiful/Attractive) 

Body 1 (Skittering/Graceful) 

Puppy Eyes 2 

Sketch 2  

Play Normal 2 

Book Smarts 1 

Preferred powers: 

 Blend In (now 2 Edge) 

 Semi-Random Shapeshift (now 5 Edge) 

 Reality Filter (now 5 Edge) 

Refused powers: 

 Karmic Irony (2 Edge) 

 Change Trait (4 Edge) 

 Destroy Trendy Object (5 Edge) 

For a brief moment – all of half a week – Goonsack was the center of attention of his whole year. He’d 

transferred in all the way from Australia, moving in at his aunt and uncle’s place in Wichita because his 

parents went through a messy divorce. Not only had he come from a place outside of Kansas (a concept 

which exists in the minds of most Wichita natives only as a vague idea of a place where there’s not enough 

freedom), he also brought a “cool” nickname from back home. 

The best thing one can say about Goonsack, though, is that he has all the presence of a taxi tout at 

LaGuardia Airport. Everything that requires him to speak ends in disaster more often than not, and the only 

way he avoids this happening constantly is by trying not to have any presence whatsoever. His classmates’ 

fascination with him vanished the moment that he was spotted hiding in the bathroom back at a freshman 

party, when he’d been claiming he was out to sneak a drink. Even his nickname comes from a social fuck-up 

– when his family allowed him to drink at an extended-family barbecue, he thought he’d play cool and drink 

red wine like he was used to it. After trying to be snooty over a few too many glasses of Back-O’-Bourke 

Bag-In-Box Zinfandel, he ended up trying to hug his cousin (which ended up in him groping her), puking in 

the sandbox and passing out on the couch with five hours left of the barbecue. Given, it didn’t entirely ruin 

his social life, seeing as he’s from Ipswich, where this sort of thing is practically a rite of passage (and he 

was rather late in doing it compared to the rest of his family), but he somehow managed to come off as 

even more of a sperglord while doing it than your average Brisbane bogan.  

Goonsack is nothing if not reasonably normal-looking – pretty short and skinny, with arms like noodles and 

a slouch that makes him blend into the scenery. He has brown hair and just enough of a suntan that his 

basement-dwelling habits don’t show, and usually dresses in clothes that he did buy himself, but that still 

look like his mom bought them for him – blue-and-white striped long-sleeved T-shirts, sky-blue 



windbreakers and overly tight jeans. He’s actually a regular smoker – he’s managed to find a kiosk owner 

who’ll sell him Marlboros, and he always conspicuously smokes them whenever someone’s nearby.  

Goonsack is, at the core of it, just an escapist. In the real world, he’s a timid dweeb who gets paranoid as 

soon as it looks like someone’s about to talk to him – to give him credit, though, he’s good at spotting 

people who want something with him and then scurrying away, and he’s been in enough messily failed 

social situations that he’s learned to weather most of them with a stiff, shoulders-raised formality (which 

comes off as awkward and stilted, but at the very least doesn’t really risk embarrassing him). On the 

Internet, though – oy vey. Goonsack’s Freudian excuse is that his parents were so over-the-top happy that 

he was an avid reader – his parents were complete bogans, and his father owned at least five AC/DC 

wifebeaters – that they flooded him with reading material and didn’t try to prime him for the real world. As 

such, he grew up among sci-fi and fantasy (his favorite kind is hobby-magazine fiction from the 50’s, with all 

the sexually charged wish-fulfillment that it entails), and has ridiculously great expectations of the real 

world. He haunts Flist and numerous other erotic fiction sites, indulging in his fetishes to the exclusion of all 

reasonable thought – he isn’t very good at writing, but he doesn’t care, and he regularly drowns chats in 

copypasted wish-fulfillment ranting. Goonsack wants to be something bigger and cooler than he is, and he’s 

not picky – a noir detective, an Amazon warrior, the kind of chick he likes, a TV-series hero, whatever. All 

that matters to him is that he can become something better than he is, as he’s all too aware 

(subconsciously, of course) that he’s just a skinny dweeb. He’s lazy and listless, wanting life to hand him big 

changes and amazing events on a silver platter, and he wants everything to be “cool” to the exclusion of 

everything else. The more impact he can have on himself and others with little to no work, the happier he is. 

He doesn’t have the energy, motivation or ambition needed to try his best, though – which is probably for 

the better, since he’d rapidly be faced with the additional fact that he’s pretty incompetent and couldn’t 

pull a tenth of the load needed to fulfill his outrageous, high-flying fantasies. Now that he has Edge powers 

at his command and comrades at his side, however, he’s finally mustered up the little bit of motivation that 

he has to change things. Goonsack is indulgent and ego-stroking, wanting only to perpetuate the little 

world of his own that only exists in his head and on Flist, but he’s willing to do a lot of things as long as he 

can get his rocks off.  

Goonsack has his own place, but just barely. It’s a one-room apartment in a building that’s inches from 

being demolished, with the fixtures falling apart and the ceilings sagging. On the upside, it’s located 

between two empty lots in reasonably central Wichita, as well as effectively having no rules whatsoever as 

the landlord is leaving the place to fall apart until the fire department has it shut down. 

Tojo 

Junior Year 

Real name: Jaden Gallagher 

Rage/Japanophilia 

Role: The Slayer (at his best against all 100 Chinese and Koreans in Wichita) 

Body 5 (Persistent/Tough) 

Mind 3 (Sketchy/Acute) 

Mouth 1 (Wheedling/Charming) 

Freak Out 2 

Infodump 2 



Play Cool 1 

Sports 2 

Preferred powers:  

 Universal Con Entry (now 1 Edge) 

 Yamato Scouter (now 2 Edge) 

 Smite National Enemy (now 4 Edge) 

Refused powers: 

 Summon Nipponese Snack (1 Edge) 

 Steal Art Style (4 Edge) 

 Summon Animu Character (6 Edge) 

 Make Japanese Friend (5 Edge) 

Out-of-channel power: 

 Warrior Form (Revenge Fantasy, 5 Edge) 

Jaden “Tojo” Gallagher is very quick to claim that he’s “not like all the other weeaboos”. As can be imagined, 

below the surface he’s the Platonic ideal of a weeaboo.  

Tojo is of average height and surprisingly beefy for a fedora – while it’s obvious that he’s been training 

mostly to show off, as he has been focusing mostly on his biceps and then his abs, he’s still respectably buff. 

He has short brown hair, a mess of bristly stubble that he never shaves and manically staring brown eyes, 

which he sometimes conceals behind a pair of tinted wraparound sunglasses. He usually wears a camo-

patterned wifebeater, camo pants, combat boots, fingerless gloves and any of an assortment of accessories 

around his neck – dogtags, shark-tooth necklaces, occult symbol pendants and/or overly garish dragon-

patterned DJ headphones.  

Tojo is a typical immature shooter loony – he plays CoD most of the day, spicing it up with a few WWII 

shooters, and spends the rest of his time watching anime (he earnestly likes Mnemosyne, feeling that it’s a 

deep and daring work). He’s a fanboy, approaching cultist levels, of Razor and Alienware, and will loudly 

complain if he ever has to use anything else – and if anyone implies that he would ever touch a piece of 

Samsung or LG hardware, he gets livid. Perhaps surprisingly, he hates the Xbox (for not being Japanese), 

and instead deifies the PS4 (for which his favorite game line is Armored Core).  

Whenever Tojo gets angry at something for not being Nipponese enough, he usually tries to “argue” his 

point first, using mad leaps of logic and contextual evidence that he paints as being objective, and then gets 

aggressive when people poke holes in his logic. Tojo, as his name suggests, is one of the more militant 

Japanophilia fedoras out there – he’s in love with the ideas of bushido and State Shinto, and gladly buys 

into any and all ideas circulating in the Japanese military between 1920 and 1944. He’s of the opinion that 

everything Japan did in WWII was completely and utterly justified – he rarely even tries to deny it 

(depriving him of one topic that he might actually be right in), but instead preaches loudly how Korea and 

China are the source of all evil in the world. To him, those two countries are nests of lying, backstabbing 

thieves who’re stealing Japanese technology and culture, dishonoring the greatest society that the world 

has ever seen, and anyone who insults his glorious Nippon deserves only death. 



Well, that’s the way he says it. For the last two years, Tojo has been making grand proclamations about 

how he’s going to “snap” any day now, but it’s never happened – he’s a loud and aggressive braggart who’s 

prone to waffling, and every time he’s made a big proclamation of war, he’s always found some way to 

back out of it (“my parents found my shotgun”, “I want to commission a proper katana to do it with”). It 

doesn’t help that one can count the amount of Korean and Chinese families in Wichita on two hands. Now 

that he’s actually gotten Edge powers, however, he’s entered a state of furious, seething frenzy that might 

actually lead to something if he’s stoked. Tojo’s Freudian excuse is that he discovered anime and Japanese 

culture in the middle of an angsty teenage pseudo-depression, and as he hasn’t experienced anything 

worse than that in his life yet, Japanese culture comes off to him as indescribably pure and meaningful. 

Tojo has always been a very testosterone-dominated person, however, and spared no time in setting his 

sights on the Koreans and Chinese as enemies. Tojo is the kind of person who feels the need to justify 

everything – he doesn’t have that much self-esteem, and the little that he has is mainly tied to the fact that 

he can beat a lot of people in a fight. As such, he’s occasionally plagued by doubt in what he likes, feeling 

that it’s not “good enough” as a cause – and thus he exaggerates existing threats or makes them up out of 

whole cloth to feel like no one else has the right to criticize his cause. His motivating passion, though, is still 

that his testosterone is running on 11 – he’s aggressive, short-tempered, defensive and extremely thin-

skinned, and takes any opportunity to pick a fight.  

Tojo actually knows more about Japan than most other Japanophilia fedoras, though this is mostly out of 

need – for him to have enough ammunition for his crusade against everything and everyone anti-Japanese, 

he needs to read up on modern history and culture. He still has a hideously skewed idea of Japan, however 

– he imagines a country in which everyone basically embodies the values of Yamato-damashii, and in which 

there are no people who piss him off (as Tojo simply cannot abide the presence of anything “impure” in the 

Japan he fetishizes). In short, Tojo is a narrow-minded, obsessive, thin-skinned, hair-trigger defensive, 

aggressive, pugilistic, intolerant wingnut, making a habit out of edgily gloating about things like the Bataan 

Death March and constantly seeking out Koreaboos at the school to harass – but on the flipside, he’s 

relatively competent in spite of his logic running solely off of testosterone.  

Tojo actually has a house – his parents are currently on a long business trip to Britain with his younger sister, 

and since Tojo is 18 (just barely – it goes without saying that he’s repeated a year), he’s been put in charge 

of the house so his parents don’t need to sell it or hire a caretaker. This is a mistake of Brobdingnagian 

proportions – Tojo is an absolute master at turning any place he stays in into an utter dump. Empty noodle 

cups and Taco Bell wrappers are strewn everywhere, the sink is full of dirty dishes, there are filthy clothes 

everywhere and he’s pasted patriotic Japanese posters all over the walls.  

Groom Lake 

Senior Year 

Real name: Benjamin Garfunkel 

Delusion/Revenge Fantasy 

Role: Brains and Brawn 

Mind 5 (Screwed/Unique) 

Body 3 (Flailing/Mighty) 

Mouth 1 (Slimy/Eloquent) 



Freak Out 2 

Fake It 2  

Book Smarts 3 

Preferred powers: 

 Grim’n’Menacing (now 1 Edge) 

 Creepy Eyes (now 2 Edge) 

 Final Form (now 5 Edge) 

Refused powers: 

 Jam Camera Image (2 Edge) 

 Invisibility (4 Edge) 

 Ignore Attack (5 Edge) 

 Create Vehicle (6 Edge) 

Out-of-channel power: 

 Become Anime Character (Japanophilia, 6 Edge) 

Groom Lake is the spitting image of a TV-series nerd from the 1950s.  

He’s tall and skinny in a bony way, with gangly limbs and a body that generally looks a bit out of proportion. 

His curly brown hair is gathered in a messy ponytail with a rubber band, and his thick glasses make his eyes 

look much bigger than they actually are, to a slightly alien-like degree – he’s so abominably farsighted that 

he can’t see shit within five feet of him without his glasses. He wears a pinstriped green-and-pink shirt 

buttoned up so far that it nearly chokes him, brown corduroys pulled up to his navel and orthopedic shoes 

– and he even uses a goddamn pocket protector, with a calculator and at least half a dozen pens in his shirt 

pocket at any given moment.  

Groom Lake, as a person, is just a little bit out of whack. He always seems to have a hard time interpreting a 

situation normally and rationally as soon as human emotions are involved – he has a tendency to jump to 

wild and flaky conclusions simply because he doesn’t have a clear impression of how other people function. 

He himself has an imagination running on full power, but he mainly uses it for complicated, over-

considered “simulations” of interactions with other people, where he attempts to analyze what makes 

other people tick and almost always comes away with an overanalyzed and patently odd conclusion. Oh 

yeah, and the obligatory assorted remnants of a childhood with no healthy ways of releasing his libido – life 

with two stuffy, intellectual parents left him with a view of sexuality that’s notably clinical, and he didn’t 

actually connect his sex drive to the strange fantasies he had about female cartoon characters until he was 

16. As this suggests, Groom Lake’s Freudian excuse is the fact that his parents were stiff, overly intellectual 

and also Jewish – he had a bookish childhood spent mostly at home, as his parents (both college 

professors) handled his education by themselves. A child psychologist who talked to Benjamin at 14 years 

old, however, managed to convince the Ministry of Education that he had to go straight into an actual high 

school as soon as he could, to make sure he didn’t get any more screwed. Due to this childhood, Groom 

Lake is actually pretty clever in a fucked-up, over-analytical way, prone to reading into people too much 

and treating even the most everyday social interactions like a game of championship chess – and while his 



analysis is good, it’s rarely needed. He’s actually pretty strong too, though this comes mostly from barely 

reined-in, shrieking fury – when he chooses to latch on, he jumps on people and starts biting, clawing and 

scratching. He’s a lost cause when it comes to talking to normal people, though – he has no idea of how 

normal conversations go, and often starts droning on about chess or COBOL, since they’re some of the only 

subjects he’s really strong in. 

Groom Lake’s main motivating fuck-up is that he is, pretty simply, a goddamn otherkin. He had an 

extremely isolated childhood that was basically an intellectual circlejerk – his parents taught him chess, 

computer science and math with a lot of enthusiasm, while skimping on the humanities and the common 

sense. When he then came into high school from a childhood where he’d been the center of the world for 

so long, being forced to realize that he wasn’t at all equipped to deal with the world, his previously 

acceptable weirdness exploded into a fountain of pure autism. He felt like an outcast, someone who didn’t 

belong there – and being brought up in a circlejerk, he completely lacked any ability to criticize himself. He 

immediately jumped to the next-most possible scenario in his worldview – that he was, in fact, another 

form of existence from everyone else, and that everyone else was simply forcing him out for functioning on 

a higher level than them. Exactly what Groom Lake imagines himself to be changes, but it’s always 

something reasonably humanoid with a lot of “special” features. Groom Lake is also a furry (of course), but 

this takes the backseat to his otherkin delusions – one month, he might nurture a fantasy of him being a 

female angel sent from a higher plane of existence but being trapped in a human body, the next month he 

might convince himself that he’s a highly evolved crossbreed between dragon and werewolf forced into a 

human shape by “Them”, and the next month again he might have gone over into video-game otherkin 

territory, convincing himself that Bayonetta is really a message from the astral plane made to remind the 

reincarnations of the characters in the game to remember their true natures. Groom Lake’s delusions shift 

like the wind, and his very idea of how the universe works might change from one month to the other – but 

at the bottom of it all, he just feels like he’s something better than anyone else, something from a higher 

plane of reality that has been unfairly victimized by the uncomprehending plebeians of this crude and 

unenlightened world. If they don’t realize it by now, he reckons, they will never realize it until he reminds 

them of his true nature. As such, he was quick to join up with other fedoras in search of support – he’s got 

his sights set on revealing his true nature (as of now, he’s starting to get tired of “female angel sent to save 

humanity but trapped in a male body” and looking for other settings) to everyone else, in as pettily 

vengeful a way as possible. If they won’t see the truth, he will remind them – and no amount of rainbow 

hair, animal mash-ups and energy katanas is great enough. 

Groom Lake’s apartment is actually pretty nice – his parents are reasonably affluent, and they’ve made sure 

to ready a place for him long in advance. It’s a small but cozy two-room apartment in a nice part of town, 

but Groom Lake ruins it – his sense of design is so Spartan as to be uncanny, and the living room only 

contains a table, a chair and a chess set. This utterly empty apartment, then, is spattered with stains of 

furry – Groom Lake’s pocket money mostly goes to figurines and fan-drawn posters, all of which are 

hideously creepy in some way or another, whether because they’re explicit or because he gets off on them 

in spite of them not being explicit.  

GM section 
You heard it. 



Antagonists 
As much as many fedoras would love to spend their days circlejerking among each other, they have to have 

enemies by definition. Without antagonists, fedoras cannot gain Edge, as a lack of opposition translates 

into a lack of bottled-up bitterness. Fedoras without active enemies are often limited to the Edge passively 

gained by their motivating emotion, which is merely a trickle compared to the blubbering fury harnessed by 

fedoras when they blow up at someone who dares to disagree with them.  

Fedoras, though, have plenty of enemies – their aura of social ostracism makes it hard for them to gain 

allies, and people who would otherwise be neutral towards them often end up disliking them because of 

the tangible aura of puerile selfishness rolling off of them.  

SJWs  

Main challenge: Edge powers  

The classic enemy faced by the fedora is the Social Justice Warrior. In real life, however, they’re nowhere 

near as common as on the Internet – they function in the same way as fedoras, circlejerking on the Internet 

and reinforcing each other’s’ opinions until no one else can be heard. In fact, SJWs are so close to fedoras 

that they work in much the same way. Some SJWs, just like fedoras, bottle up their emotions in a similar 

way for similar reasons – a special-snowflake desire for fulfillment and a frothing hatred towards all who 

disagree, bottled up by a subconscious realization of the logical fallacies they’re using to “justify” their 

opinions. As such, these SJWs with emotional powers are fedoras for basically all intents and purposes – 

while they tend to take distance from concepts such as misogyny and virulent anti-theism, they’re just as 

prone to revenge fantasies, weeabooism and special-snowflake fantasies.  

The strong point of SJWs is their ability to not only use Edge powers, but also to resist them. The few, but 

fundamental differences in fedora and SJW Edge powers mean that while it costs 2 Edge for an SJW to 

resist a fedora Edge power, it also costs 2 Edge for a fedora to resist a SJW power. Their weak point is that 

they, too, have an aura of social ostracism, and there are quite few of them to boot. They have a hard time 

finding allies or getting people to believe them, and conflicts with SJWs rarely go out of control simply 

because of a lack of variables.  

For all intents and purposes, treat SJWs with Edge much the same as fedoras, aside from a few exceptions. 

 SJWs do not have a Misogyny channel. For a long time, they have had only four common channels, 

with the last one (the one motivated by hatred towards a perceived “oppressor” that everything 

bad ever can be blamed on) varying wildly depending on the area and even the individual SJW. As 

of late, however, a Misandry channel has surfaced, built on the idea of turning the tables on the 

“patriarchal oppressors”. This channel is much the same as Misogyny, but with the genders simply 

flipped – all Misandry powers affect only men, and the 2-Edge power that allows Misogyny fedoras 

to summon other misogynists instead summons aggressive third-wave feminists. The GM may add 

or tweak powers as they see fit – Misandry as a separate channel is still in its infancy, and it 

mutates wildly at times. 

 SJWs tend not to manifest Pseudo-Intellectualism as often as fedoras. When they do, any powers 

referring to left-wing politics or minorities are flipped to apply to right-wing politics and majorities. 

In exchange for their powers sometimes having a broader scope, they cannot affect anything that 

has to do with Islam – while SJWs often resent Abrahamic morality, Islam has gained victim status 

in their eyes and thus cannot be victimized by SJW powers. 



Mundanes 

Main challenge: Omnipresence 

Another incredibly typical enemy for fedoras (by far the most typical, in fact, despite the fedoras’ insistence 

that they fight more SJWs and theists) is the general population at large. While mundanes don’t have Edge 

powers or even Normalcy, they still generate a lot of Edge in fedoras – they’re the bullies, the “unfair” 

parents, the Wal-Mart cashier who looks at the fedoras strangely, the average policeman (who fedoras 

tend to hate by principle) and the hapless observers on the street. They cannot resist Edge powers, nor are 

they prepared to deal with them, but there are just so goddamn many of them – they’re everywhere by 

definition, and they control basically all aspects of a fedora’s daily life. Though they don’t have Normalcy, 

they can still be expected to realize that there’s something odd going on if the fedoras don’t try to be subtle, 

and a lot of them are willing to go pretty far to protect their peaceful lives. Just because someone can’t 

resist Edge doesn’t mean that they can’t just shoot the fedora – and with a stat line of 2/4/6 and a 

perpetually active Euphoric Trait, as well as 15 points in Skills, their mundane competence is usually far 

greater than a fedora’s. On top of that, mundanes who’re regularly exposed to Edge powers can eventually 

end up gaining Normalcy. 

In short, mundanes are a challenge because they quite literally compose most of society – they’re 

everywhere, they have a lot of contacts, they can interact normally with people and they often band 

together when things get dangerous. Their weak point, however, is their lack of any comprehension of Edge 

powers – they can’t use them, can’t resist them and will often attempt to forget they ever saw them in use 

if it helps them get back to their normal lives. 

The Forces of Normalcy 

Main challenge: Anti-Edge 

The most obvious enemies of fedorakind are people with Normalcy. They are quite simply normal humans 

whose devotion to a safe and sane society is so great that they’re willing to run over everyone else’s 

worldviews in order to make sure that everything works the “right way”. They’re the born enemies of 

fedoras – they can detect Edge, counteract it and even dispel Edge effects after a fedora has used them. 

With the same stat and skill lineup as normal humans, if not even more, they outclass fedoras on a 

mundane level, and can give them quite the challenge on an Edge level as well. The only thing preventing 

them from banding up and destroying fedoras as a whole is the very reason for their Normalcy – the drive 

for a normal society. People with Normalcy invariably either have or are trying to find gainful employment 

of some kind – they wish to maintain society and conventional social norms, and they do this by playing by 

the rules. If there are no fedoras who’re actively proving a threat to the common worldview right as of the 

moment, most people with Normalcy will be tending their jobs and living normal lives. The mindset 

required for gaining Normalcy almost always includes an extreme respect for honest work, bullheaded 

obeisance of the prevailing social norms down to the letter and an extremely routine-dominated life. 

People with Normalcy are perfectly equipped to deal with fedoras – they have the drive, the skills and the 

powers. Their main weakness, however, is that they’re almost always hidebound, conservative and 

predictable, and that they’re thus easy to predict and outsmart.  

Other Fedoras 

Challenge: Insider knowledge, Edge powers 



Fedoras, no matter how much they like to see themselves as an enlightened front against an equally united 

menace, rarely agree on anything but the very basic aspects of their philosophy (the world owes them 

something, they’re better than others, they can be superior without trying if they just adopt a certain set of 

mannerisms and ideas). As such, the relative peace in fedora society is brought about mostly by virtue of 

there not being all that many fedoras in the world – and even then, individual groups do a very good job of 

nearly tearing themselves apart anyway. When two fedora groups meet each other, then, they clash more 

often than they get along – if two or more members from each group share the same emotion, they’ll likely 

strike it off, but otherwise it’s a fight waiting to happen. Fedora scuffles are rarely lethal, even compared to 

other conflicts – killing someone else is more than most fedoras are comfortable with, as it forces them to 

take responsibility for a momentous act that they can’t just take back, and as such most fedoras keep it at 

bluster and lurid threats. When they’re among each other, they pretty much never kill anyone – the way 

Edge powers work on other fedoras means that any scuffles will likely be drawn-out, and there are plenty 

of opportunities to back out. 

Inter-fedora scuffles are usually about territory or philosophy – either one group has a claim to a cool place 

that the other group wants to hang out in, or their worldviews are so mismatched as to immediately drive 

both parties into a blind fury simply because the other group dares to exist. Even if they’re not lethal, they 

can get nasty – the groups often take cheap shots at each other, targeting normal people who still matter 

to the other group (crushes and ex-“girlfriends” are a safe bet), and watching two fedora groups go at it is 

an exercise in petty pot-shots. Whenever the other party leaves themselves open, fedora groups tend to try 

for a cheap shot, no matter how much of a waste of energy it is. Remember the kind of guy in high school 

who’d get kicked off school grounds and still come back regularly despite being trespassing, simply because 

he wanted to rub it in? If so, you fully comprehend the kind of snide, self-satisfied logic behind fedora 

warfare. There are few rivalries as absolutely vicious and as comically overplayed as the rivalry that erupts 

when the Little Rock God-Slayer Army swipes the old kindergarten stairwell that the Cammack Village 

Men’s Rights Battalion usually smokes their brickweed joints in before going to McDonalds.  

Then again, fedoras can really get out of control when they get riled up enough. Rarely, a conflict is big 

enough that the participants manage to circlejerk each other into an unquestioning and furious frenzy that 

completely repels all outside logic. In these cases, you have a fedora war on your hands – just as petty and 

drawn-out as a normal fedora conflict, but unpleasantly large and with a few rare casualties. The Kansas 

City Gotterdammerung of 2013 (named by the fedoras, naturally) had six casualties over a whole year, 

making it the most lethal fedora conflict that ever happened. Perhaps sadly for some, fedoras don’t kill 

each other very often, but the heights of weepy, self-justified melodrama that fedoras can reach when one 

of their allies is killed means that this nevertheless is a mostly good thing. When one fedora dies, his group 

members usually don’t care much, but use the excuse to hold firebrand speeches and flip out at whoever 

killed their ally, and this rapidly escalates to war. Luckily, fedora wars tend to end as soon as the parties 

realize that people are getting killed and the police are getting involved.  

The Kansas City Gotterdammerung, then, was a unique occurrence. Everyone in the city is quick to claim 

that they were the main parties – mainly, it was the Kansas City Enlightenment Brotherhood, an 

unprecedentedly huge fedora group, that split in half over a theology discussion. Several subgroups then 

split off when the opportunity presented itself, only to band up when the main group reunited against 

them. The two groups kept on conflicting for a while, but the relationships between them and within them 

were so convoluted that both ended up splitting apart in an ungodly mess. This turned into a confused 



squabble of a battle royale, where most of the participants tried their best to pretend that they’d been in 

countless life-or-death fights before and only succeeding because no one else had either.  

The Crusty Ones 

Main challenge: Eldritch, inscrutable 

Even fedoras, quite a few of whom consider themselves humanity’s bogeymen, have their own things that 

go bump in the dark. Quite a few fedoras have asked themselves how much “juice” (that is, Edge – fedoras 

don’t like reminding themselves that they get power from failure, and not all of them even realize it) they 

could possibly build up, and if anything would happen if they saved up their energy. Much fewer fedoras – a 

few dozen all over the world – have told of encounters with something they claim to be the answer.  

Known as the Crusty Ones, they are few and far between. Only two or three of them have been recorded, 

and even then, the details are scarce. What’s for sure is that they used to be normal fedoras, but their 

rampant Edge buildup – sometimes from a flood of cringy events in their lives, other times from not using 

Edge for months or even years – has let their Edge dominate them. Crusty Ones hide from human and even 

general fedora attention – the aura of social ostracism they emit is so strong that it even makes fedoras 

uneasy, and normal humans often flee in terror or retch in disgust. Their aura is so strong that it sometimes 

even affects the area in which they dwell – the place starts feeling like “somewhere you just don’t go”, 

attracting only misfits, delinquents and people with Edge. In addition, Crusty Ones are often physically 

repulsive – those with Mouth as their highest stat are often exempt, but other Crusty Ones tend towards 

greasy hair, Twinkie-pale skin and horrible acne, along with stooped postures and horrendous personal 

hygiene. The Crusty Ones possess massive amounts of Edge – anywhere from 50 to 500 – but are prevented 

from using it freely by a number of factors. Their motivating emotion grows to such a cancerous and all-

consuming degree that it severely impacts their ability to function in a normal society, even when 

discounting the effect of their auras of ostracism – Self-Doubt Crusty Ones become obsessed with proving 

to themselves that they’re superior, those with Narcissism often simply bask in their own self-satisfaction, 

those with Rage tend to be too busy going into screeching tantrums in their basement rooms to do 

anything useful, and those Crusty Ones who have Delusion as their motivating emotion are often 

completely stuck in their own world (or on Flist).  

Crusty Ones have two channels – a primary one (the one they possessed back when they were normal 

fedoras) and a secondary one that they have been able to learn through the power of their overflowing 

Edge. Their channels work as normal – they don’t have separate Edge pools as some Hipsterism fedoras do 

when they temporarily change channels, as both their channels are a part of their motivating emotion and 

not artificially induced. There is one difference, however – each Crusty One has a unique ability that can 

cost anywhere from 7 to 20 Edge. Exactly what this is depends on GM fiat (GM, this is a plot device), but 

always has something to do with their primary channel. An example follows in the sample character profile 

below.  

Crusty Ones gain twice as many bonus stats from Traits and Euphoric Traits, and all of their Edge powers 

take either 3 Edge or twice the normal amount of Normalcy to resist. They also have no refused powers, 

and all the powers from their primary channel count as preferred powers. They have no upper caps on stats 

or skills – they’re dominated more by their Edge than their human nature, and as such their human 

limitations are irrelevant. In the same way, they have 25 wound levels instead of 10. 

To balance this out, then, they are absolutely crazy, reaching levels of autism that disgust even ordinary 

fedoras. Their emotion consumes every moment of their waking life, and there is absolutely no reason or 



logical thought to a Crusty One’s priorities. They can plan and scheme in order to follow their motivating 

emotion, but nothing at all will ever stop them from following their emotion for even a moment. Crusty 

Ones rarely make themselves seen, instead gaining Edge over the Internet or by manipulating normal 

fedoras from the shadows in order to have their revenge on whatever or whoever they feel slighted them. 

Crusty Ones can be powerful mentors and guardians for fedora groups, but they’re unpredictable and 

completely in the grasp of their personal obsessions. Allying with one should be at least as dangerous as it 

is rewarding – and antagonizing one should not be pleasant, but the Crusty One can be outsmarted by 

playing on the fact that they only think in terms of their motivating emotion. Crusty Ones also always fly 

solo – they’re practically incapable of constructively cooperating with even normal fedoras, and trying to 

work together with another equally dysfunctional Crusty One is guaranteed to end in disaster. There are 

also exceedingly few of them, with only two or three of them being known of. Some of the rumors floating 

around, however, suggest that the level of Crusty One is possible for all fedoras to achieve at some point if 

the circumstances are right – and some fedoras who claim to have talked to a Crusty One report that they 

mentioned others of their kind. 

The three Crusty Ones whose existence is in any way substantiated are the Bracket Man 

(Narcissism/Japanophilia/Hipsterism), a Crusty One who’s ostensibly lived in the same room for a decade 

playing Japanese MMOs; Thane (Rage/Misogyny/Revenge Fantasy), a frothing misogynist so frustrated by 

his stereotypes being proven wrong that he wanders the state of Washington, trying to make them come 

true (supposedly using an Edge-imbued katana that can apply 6-Edge Misogyny powers on others) and The 

Unique (Delusion/Hipsterism/Japanophilia), a horrible clusterfuck between fedora and Tumblrkin which is 

said to barely be recognizable as a human being anymore. The Unique’s existence is still in doubt, because 

he/she/it/whatever litany-like pronoun it’s using for the day can’t be certified as a single person, and some 

fedoras from the San Francisco area where it lairs claim that it’s actually a group of Delusion fedoras 

constructing a shared identity for some obscure and fetishistic purpose.  

Sample character profile:  

The Bracket Man 

Narcissism/Hipsterism/Japanophilia 

Mind 8 (Screwed/Unique) 

Mouth 5 (Slimy/Eloquent) 

Body 3 (Skittering/Graceful) 

Sneak 4 

Infodump 5 

Sketch 5  

Fake It 6 

Current Edge pool: 50 (became a Crusty One upon reaching 150) 

Primary channel: Japanophilia 

Unique power: Normies Must Explode (20 Edge)  

This power is simple. It only requires the Bracket Man to spend the Edge and then start shrieking at the top 

of his lungs, clutching his head and lurching back and forth overdramatically. Every person within 15 yards 



who doesn’t possess Edge or Normalcy, and hasn’t played a Japanese game for at least two hours within 

the last 31 days, rolls Body (Persistent/Tough). Those who don’t get at least two successes quite simply turn 

into dust, destroyed utterly by the Bracket Man’s reality-shattering hatred for everyone who doesn’t 

acknowledge the twin reasons for his existence: Japanese culture and ego-stroking PvP ladder wankery. 

Normal people who make their roll instead flee the area in a mad panic for at least half an hour, running 

away from the Bracket Man in the straightest line they can. The event will be completely erased from their 

memory, but while they won’t remember it consciously, they will never again willingly approach the place 

where they met the Bracket Man. People possessing Edge or Normalcy are entirely unaffected.  

Not much is known about the Bracket Man, who is said to have been a fedora since the day Final Fantasy XI 

came out – which would make him the oldest recorded fedora in existence if it’s true. He’s said to have 

spent the last thirteen years in his lightproof basement somewhere in Kansas City, MO – he’s considered 

legally dead by the authorities, and he ostensibly uses Edge powers to supply himself with an infinite 

amount of Japanese snacks. Second-hand accounts of him describe a ghoulish caricature of a human being 

– six feet tall, with greenish-white skin pockmarked with livid acne, three feet of grease-slick black hair and 

perpetually clad in a pair of filthy underpants and nothing else. His apartment is said to be hidden by Edge, 

but detectable by the smell of rotting sushi and fermented Ramune. He never, ever initiates contact with 

the outside world on his own, but as of late, a group of Kansas City fedoras claim to have spoken to him and 

come away with an “understanding”. They’re planning something, but anyone who wants to find out what 

risks pissing off the Bracket Man – that is, if he really does care about anything else but leaderboards in 

Japanese MMOs.  

The Bracket Man is usable as both an antagonist and an ally, being a Crusty One mostly focused on messing 

around remotely and rarely showing up in person. This both rubs in how goddamn strange the Crusty Ones 

are and moderates his effective power level, making sure that the PCs don’t get their shit kicked in and 

force you to fudge in their favor (if he’s an antagonist) or kick the PCs’ enemies’ shit in and force you to 

railroad him out of the chronicle (if he’s an ally). The Bracket Man can also be bribed and cajoled, if not 

reasoned with – hell, that’s the reason that he’s working with normal fedoras in the first place. The only 

thing he wants is to be left the fuck alone, though he can be pleased in the short term with Japanese goods 

(as he doesn’t go outside and his Hipsterism-created apartment has no legal address to order the goods to 

– and even the basement hallway is too terrifying for him). For the sake of being left alone, he’ll sponsor or 

even aid fedoras who promise to protect the area around his piss-bottle-filled basement room – but like all 

Crusty Ones, he’s flaky as all fuck. He’s paranoid and unreasonable, prone to mad screaming fits if anyone 

does anything wrong – and while he only really cares about what’s inside his apartment and that it stays 

there, anyone poking around had better watch themselves. If anyone gets as much as a fingerprint on the 

Bracket Man’s limited-edition FFXII 1/6th figurines, he is going to go absolutely apeshit.  

Thane 

Rage/Misogyny/Revenge Fantasy 

Body 8 (Flailing/Mighty) 

Mouth 5 (Slimy/Eloquent) 

Mind 3 (Sketchy/Acute) 



Freak Out 5 

Vandalize 4 

Go Fast 3 

Play Cool 3 

Backstabbing 3 

Sports 2 

Current Edge pool: 100 (became a Crusty One upon reaching 200) 

Primary channel: Misogyny 

Unique ability: Truth and Punishment (7 Edge per use, see description) 

“Truth” and “Punishment” are the unspeakably edgy names of Thane’s two katanas, which he has imbued 

with Edge in some strange way after constructing an altar in the woods behind the school and burning 

pictures of his exes (none of which ever actually fucked him) on it, letting the swords be exposed to the 

smoke. The first fifteen times, the hilts only ended up smelling weird, but the sixteenth time, Thane had 

built up enough Edge to become a Crusty One and sadly managed to do it. “Truth” is a Chinese knockoff 

katana with a cheap and kitschy red dragon design, while “Punishment” is a blue-and-gold-sheathed katana 

made by a Korean company that sold it through a Japanese middleman. It bears noting that Thane worships 

these weapons, and it makes him count as a filthy Koreaboo for the purpose of Japanophilia powers. No, 

the 5-Edge “Smite National Enemy” power does not count as a directly used power – it imbues the fedora 

with the power of his ideal Yamato, which he uses to perform that one attack. 

Both Truth and Punishment are normal +2 katanas, but they apply a Misogyny effect to anyone but the 

Thane who even touches the blades. The length of the effect depends on how the blade made contact with 

the victim. Each weapon takes 7 Edge to unsheathe and 7 Edge to sheathe again – Revenge Fantasy is the 

least economical channel out there. Both effects count as Edge effects used directly on the target, and can 

thus be resisted by using 3 Edge. Truth imposes the “Impose Stereotype” Misogyny power on the target – 

that is, if the target is female, it makes them behave according to Thane’s stereotypes, and Thane lives 

stereotypes. He has plenty of them just for women – in Thane’s eyes, young girls are all gold-digging pedo-

baiting slags, older ones are cheap used goods, Asians are creepily submissive, blacks are loud and selfish 

and basically every woman out there is an abusive slag in some way. Thane hasn’t noticed yet that his 

effect is too powerful – it gives any target an effective +2 Mouth and changes their Trait to either 

Pitiful/Attractive or Slimy/Eloquent for its duration, as he considers all women inveterate liars and seducers. 

This effect doesn’t work on males, nor on anyone who’s using Hipsterism powers to become something 

with five different pronouns.  

Punishment is named after Thane’s idea that women are a lower form of life, and that being female is a 

punishment. Like Truth, he uses it more and more the more his own stereotypes are disproven. It works 

much like the 5-Edge “borrow female identity” power, except that neither Thane nor the target have any 

control over the kind of woman the target turns into (GM, go have fun). It will never, however, turn the 

target into a kind of woman that contradicts Thane’s stereotypes – it won’t necessarily reaffirm them, but 

it’s not going to create any muscular bodybuilders or SJW Tumblrkin. It cannot be used on women, but it 

can be used on Hipsterism gender-special snowflakes.  

If the victim touches the blade but isn’t wounded, the effect lasts for an hour. If they’re wounded, it lasts 

for six hours per wound level inflicted. If it kills the target, Thane can choose to leave the target alive in 



exchange for the effect lasting for a week plus one day for each wound level inflicted. The wounds still 

remain, of course – unless Thane chooses not to wound the target. To do this, he must declare it (loudly, in 

some kind of speech to no one in particular) before spending the Edge needed to draw the sword. For the 

period the sword is drawn after this choice, it can’t wound anyone at all, but only nick them – but while 

damage is calculated normally, the effect caused by each “damage level” is doubled. This means that if 

Thane would otherwise have dealt 2 damage levels and thus 12 hours of the sword’s effect, he can instead 

choose to have the sword be physically harmless but in this case inflict 24 hours of the sword’s effect. If the 

damage rolled would ordinarily kill the target, the sword still deals no damage, but applies its effect for two 

weeks plus two days per “wound level” the sword has dealt.  

The effect of Truth changes the victim’s mind as well as their body (though it’s reasonably conservative 

with the physical changes for the most part), while Punishment is purely physical. However, it also changes 

the target’s gender for the purpose of Misogyny powers and the effect of Truth. If the GM is in doubt as to 

how to apply the exact physical and mental effects of the swords, he is urged to try and put himself in 

Thane’s place. There’s no stereotype or vicious caricature that Thane can’t make even more bitterly, 

vindictively offensive.  

Thane is perhaps the most talkative Crusty One out there – he’s showy as all get out and brags about his 

powers to anyone who’ll listen. He’s a usual terminal-stage fedora, what with his wide-brimmed leather hat, 

ill-fitting sunglasses, patchy acne-filled beard, gold-embroidered navy-blue trench coat and two katanas 

strapped to his back (incorrectly). He has a hoarse, phlegmy voice and a tendency to start ranting loudly 

about the “feminist world order” as soon as he sees a woman. For all his rage, and even in spite of being a 

Crusty One, he knows less about feminism and cultural dynamics than the average Saudi Arabian. He often 

tells stories of how he got “unjustly exiled” from the Portland fedora community and had to flee to Seattle 

– the truth is that he ran around fucking with everyone’s crushes and female family members, and he was 

never actually exiled (he threw a tantrum and ran away after the other fedoras called him out on it). Up 

until recently, Thane was working with a MRA group in Seattle, but after his stunts nearly got the group 

disbanded by the police, the other members have kicked him out. He now wanders the state of Washington, 

occasionally taking trips to other states (any but Oregon – he’s still afraid of what will happen if he comes 

back) and looking for anyone at all to heap his martyred sob stories on. 

Thane can be a good antagonist or even ally, but you’ll have to watch it – he has very clearly delineated 

strengths and weaknesses. His creepily fetishistic swords can be disruptive to a group (of players, that is), 

his combat pools are huge and his Crusty One abilities make him one of the biggest physical threats in the 

fedora community. On top of that, he’s not bad socially, and can easily steamroll whole gatherings with his 

cheap Misogyny powers.  

His weaknesses, then, are twofold. First off, he’s immature and whiny – think of a child throwing a tantrum, 

and you have a more mature Thane. He’s only a little bit too mature to threaten to hold his breath until he 

turns blue, and he still regularly considers doing it. He’s selfish, lazy, entitled and hubristic – he never, ever 

even thinks of the possibility that he’s wrong, and he’s incapable of handling even the softest and most 

careful criticism. He wants worship or nothing. Tying into that, he’s ignorant – not mentally deficient per se, 

but with pretty much no real knowledge of use and no desire to learn more. He considers compulsory 

education a way to create “herbivore men” who can’t threaten the female world order, and is thus insulted 

whenever anyone implies that he even needs to know anything at all, ever. To Thane, he’s good enough as 

he is, and he’ll never need to research anything or take advice from anyone. That’s Thane in a nutshell – 



powerful, but willfully stupid and completely unwilling to fix it. If anyone tries to, Thane will without fail 

retort by doing something completely fucking retarded and expect his “manly power” to carry him through 

unscathed.  

The Unique 

Delusion/Hipsterism/Japanophilia 

Mouth 8 (Pitiful/Attractive) 

Mind 5 (Screwed/Unique) 

Body 3 (Skittering/Graceful) 

Fake It 5 

Puppy Eyes 5 

Bullshit 4 

Get Laid 3 

Expound 3 

Current Edge pool: 50 (became a Crusty One at 150) 

Primary channel: Hipsterism 

Unique ability: No Strings Attached (8 Edge) 

The Unique has long been tired of the fact that its special-snowflake Edge tricks don’t immediately get 

people to worship it. Sure, rainbow-colored hair and eyes that change color are impressive, but more than 

that they’re completely unnatural, and at the very least they freak people out. People who can calmly deal 

with seeing something like that tend to have Edge too, and the Unique isn’t satisfied with impressing 

people who can pull off something similar by themselves – no, it wants to have the normal humans 

prostrate themselves in uncomprehending worship to its vampire/faerie/werewolf/demon/angel mashups, 

without any troublesome things like common sense or police attention getting in the way. This power 

allows the Unique to remove those troublesome things for the duration of one casting of an effect that 

causes something unnatural to happen. It can be used on every unnatural Edge effect, but it likely won’t be 

of much use if the effect is short-lived or instantaneous. The Unique more or less always uses it to beef up 

its own Japanophilia and Hipsterism effects, but it can be used on others too. The 4-Edge Japanophilia 

“power level hiding” Edge power does something similar, but it only completely covers up mundane 

weirdness and not really supernatural kinds, and it can only be used on the caster.  

This power, basically, makes any Edge power affected by it (it must be an ongoing Edge effect such as a 

transformation, an object (or character) created by Edge or a supernatural phenomenon, not the aftermath 

of an Edge power) seem completely normal to all mundanes who see it. It still allows people to be 

impressed or amazed, but it prevents them from being surprised, freaked out or afraid of obviously 

supernatural effects. The effect will be seen as impressive if it’s intended to be so, but will for all other 

intents and purposes be treated like something you might see every day walking down the street. As a side 

note, this power changes the Edge effect it’s used on and is not a mind-affecting effect – this means that it 

doesn’t automatically register as Edge, and as such can’t be automatically resisted with Normalcy. Anyone 

with Normalcy is allowed a roll of Mind (Acute) + Sketch (four successes required) to detect the obfuscation, 

but the effect is altered so that it doesn’t automatically trigger the Edge sense of someone with Normalcy. 



It is, however, clear as day to anyone using Edge – Edge users know so much about delusions and wish-

fulfillment that seeing through something like this is child’s play, and on top of that, the Unique didn’t 

intend for the power to affect non-mundanes in the first place.  

The power does not, however, obfuscate things done with the power that aren’t inherently a part of it. The 

Unique could use this on a Revenge Fantasy fedora to allow them to turn from an overweight, neckbearded 

brony into an anthropomorphic hybrid of Rainbow Dash and Princess Zelda wielding an energy claymore 

and wearing clothing that would get ordinary people arrested, with ordinary people treating it as entirely 

everyday – all of these things are integral to the power itself. It wouldn’t, however, hide or alter it if the 

fedora started cutting people down left and right – it’d still make people think that the fedoroid final-form 

abomination and the energy claymore were normal, but it wouldn’t camouflage any illegal acts above and 

beyond the use of the power itself.  As it only affects people who can directly perceive the effect it was 

used on, however, the police department might dismiss the first call or two claiming to report some edgy 

demon straight off a black metal album cover breathing black fire in the streets.  

The Unique uses this to parade up and down the streets of San Francisco with rainbow hair, four wings, 

purple eyes and full J-RPG regalia of the type that makes a Final Fantasy game look like an Exhibit A of 

medieval realism without people thinking it’s strange at all. Every time someone in college says something 

to the effect of “Wow, (insert name of the week here), it must be hard to sit in that chair with those wings”, 

the Unique basically creams its gender-special pants. It helps to realize the core fantasy at the heart of the 

Delusion emotion – the idea that one’s specialness can be accepted fully with no negative consequences 

and without becoming pedestrian. On top of that, it also lets a little bit of the affected party’s mundane 

identity slip into the observers’ subconscious, so that their memories afterward will be of them interacting 

with the affected party in a completely mundane way.  

In spite of the rumors, the Unique isn’t a fabrication – it’s the unholy fusion of Tumblr, Deviantart and San 

Francisco. Little is known about it, since it obsessively tries to deny that it ever had a human life and always 

insists on some absurd background story that changes from day to day, but some things have leaked out 

over the years. It used to be an escapist Tumblrina – which makes it very young by Crusty One standards – 

who was ostracized by Tumblr when the SJW movement really picked up, as she dared draw “unprivileged” 

characters while herself not having any disabilities, gender issues or other martyr points. As such, she fled 

to Deviantart, where she started nurturing the idea that it didn’t matter that she was a pampered white girl 

in a city that has perhaps the least problems with sexism in the US – no, she was a reincarnation of multiple 

poor, transsexual minority people over the years, and her knowledge of discrimination drew from past lives 

that the others had never had. This delusion managed to turn her into a fedora in short order, and she 

became a Crusty One after a paltry two years as a fedora – an argument about her privilege levels at an 

anime con ended up in her having a blubbering freak-out in front of a whole hall of people, then being 

removed by security while screaming “I’m a black woman too, deep inside!” 

The Unique lairs in the changing rooms of an event hall in central San Francisco, as they’re not used by 

anyone but cosplayers at the three cons held at the place each year. She tries obsessively to always keep 

her Edge powers active in public, as even her Hipsterism powers can’t change the fact that she’s 

fundamentally a fat, pasty white girl from Carlsbad, and that her most distinguishing trait is probably her 

cellulite – her mundane identity is almost supernaturally sad and boring.  

The Unique is a relatively weak Crusty One in most situations but social ones. She/it lives the idea of being 

admired and worshipped for being some Mary-Sue abomination, and she’s at her best smack in the middle 



of the spotlight. While she’s a hysterical drama queen who constantly wants approval and support, she’s 

nevertheless managed to wrangle her Edge into making her look good. She’s about as pleasant as an entire 

Hetalia cosplayer gathering – snide, petty, hypocritical, lying, backstabbing, narcissistic, delusional and 

incredibly grating in the long term – but there’s no denying she’s good at social engineering. She fits best as 

a complete antagonist – if she allies with players, she’ll either make social characters obsolete or allow the 

players to go full guns-blazing with the Unique handling the social front. She can be an ally, but God help 

anyone who doesn’t give her enough attention. As an antagonist, she can be an infinite variety of people 

and pop up where you least expect her, as well as being able to operate in Japan, and she’s a bit of a bridge 

between fedoras and Edge-using SJWs (who still distrust her because she got kicked from the Tumblr 

community, but try to curry her favor because she’s easily exploitable). She’s at her best manipulating a 

large number of mundanes using pure flash and Mouth – she likes to think that she’s good at manipulating 

single, powerful mundanes, but the fact is that basically everyone who spends more than a few hours with 

the Unique ends up loathing her. Another useful way to use the Unique could be for her unique power – 

she might offer to teach it to other fedoras as a form of bribe, knowing perfectly well that it’s appealing 

enough that she can push them around and have them handle the social fuck-ups and grudges left by her 

incessant con drama (and it might force them to actually cooperate with SJWs to accomplish this, 

something that’s likely to be hard mainly because it highlights how goddamn close the two groups are in 

reality). If the GM chooses to actually make it available to PCs, even after a long chronicle only about 

acquiring it, it should actually be kept as is – its high Edge cost and nature as a nonstandard power means 

that its effect isn’t entirely broken. It can be learnt by all fedoras, but it costs a massive 12 Edge to use – 

however, if the fedora has Delusion as their emotion and/or either Japanophilia or Hipsterism as their 

channel, each one of these reduces the Edge cost of the ability by 2, down to 8 when used by a 

Delusion/Japanophilia or Delusion/Hipsterism fedora.  

Tourismo  

Self-Doubt/Misogyny/Japanophilia 

Mouth 8 (Slimy/Eloquent) 

Body 5 (Persistent/Tough) 

Mind 3 (Dweeby/Wise) 

Bullshit 5 

Sketch 4 

Hookup 6 

Play Normal 3 

Get Laid 2 

Current Edge pool: 45 (became a Crusty One at 100) 

Primary channel: Misogyny 

Unique ability: Living the Dream (10 Edge) 

Through spending such a disgustingly long time creating tulpas, watching Cambodian sex tapes and posting 

clingy comments on Japanese girls’ Interpals pages, Tourismo has gained the ability to bypass this kind of 

remote wish-fulfillment entirely and create living beings. By spending 10 Edge and poring over a computer 



or sketchpad for at least an hour, Tourismo can bring to life a fictional “ethnic” girl or woman (usually Asian, 

but he occasionally branches off into everything non-white) with a personality and appearance entirely 

tailored to his preferences, clothes and accessories included (and Tourismo has read an absolutely 

terrifying array of fashion magazines solely in order to be able to play dress-up with his creations – he’s a 

regular Yves Saint Laurent in the narrow domain of choosing and designing creepily sexualized clothes and 

jewelry for underage girls). They are unnervingly similar to normal humans, and can be programmed to act 

in as many different ways as humans do – they’re almost impossible to distinguish from real people unless 

one has an idea that something is off with all these ethnic women (in which case one rolls Mind 

(Sketchy/Acute) + Sketch at a difficulty of 8). Their personalities, while invariably tailored to Tourismo’s 

panting fantasies of ethnic women being open and sexually provocative, can basically be as detailed as he 

wishes them to be. They’re always beautiful and scantily clad in some way, which makes them stand out in 

a crowd for better or worse (and they have to be wholly “ethnic” – it’s a fundamental part of Tourismo’s 

delusion that ethnic women are free of evil Western feminism). They also tend to be under legal age, 

though Tourismo isn’t picky, and occasionally changes up his game when he feels like it. Although they’re 

often underage and Asian, Tourismo doesn’t let reality get in the way of his preferred proportions – it 

depends on his mood, but occasionally a “creation” slips through that wouldn’t be anywhere near possible 

in real life. He’s promised himself that he’ll change up their age or looks if people get wise to him, but he’s 

nowhere near perceptive enough to catch on in time. The girls all love Tourismo unconditionally, seeing 

him as any kind of masculine protector he feels like making them see him as – older brother, father, uncle, 

whatever. They have a stat line of 7 Mouth (Euphoric Trait always active), 2 Mind and 0 Body – while their 

Mouth Trait can be anything, they don’t have a Mind or Body Trait, and they’re not designed for combat at 

all. They have a total of 10 skill points, which can only be distributed over Bullshit, Puppy Eyes, Expound, 

Backstabbing or Get Laid, and a grand total of 3 wound levels. They can actually speak any languages 

they’re supposed to be able to speak, and they might even display those authentic elements of their 

culture that aren’t overridden by Tourismo’s fantasy of the submissive and sexually adventurous Asian doll. 

They’re treated as Edge effects for the purpose of dispelling with Normalcy (though nothing gets Tourismo 

more burblingly, spergingly furious than one of his “dear girlies” getting dispelled or killed), and anyone can 

attempt a Mind (Sketchy/Acute) + Sketch roll at a difficulty of 8 the first time one of the girls uses a skill on 

them. If they succeed, they get the vague feeling that they’re not talking to a hot ethnic girl, but a creepy 

middle-aged pedophile. The effect lasts for a week, though it can be refreshed with another casting of the 

power. The girls “learn” like normal humans do, but they’re not really sentient and can only project the 

illusion of free will. Tourismo sometimes uses this ability for creative purposes, but far the most of the time, 

he just uses it to surround himself with a harem.  

Tourismo is mainly remarkable for being the physically oldest Crusty One in the world, and before that, he 

was one of the five oldest fedoras on the planet. He’s rather unassuming for a fedora, simply because he 

doesn’t fit the stereotype – he’s a suntanned, wiry man in his late 40’s, with a thin brown mustache and a 

styled mullet that looks like it belongs in the Bundesliga anno 1985. He wears Hawaii shirts, swim trunks 

and sandals with socks, and usually tops this off with both a T-shirt and a baseball cap from some ungodly 

tourist resort in Southeast Asia. He’s so chatty and laid-back that practically no one, not even fedoras, 

would pin him as one, much less an actual Crusty One – sure, he’s greasy and slightly off-putting, but he’s 

just so damn ordinary and socially relaxed that few people would pin him as a fedora. While he still has that 

horribly repulsive Crusty One aura of ostracism, it’s easy to pin it on the fact that he’s an obvious pedo – 



he’s actually pretty socially adept, since he’s anesthetized his sense of shame over the years with plenty of 

tequila and managed to learn well enough from his many restraining orders that he usually doesn’t 

obviously fuck anything up anymore. He’s more of the “weird uncle in the neighborhood who isn’t really 

your uncle, but still buys you beer” who fedoras could spend years around without ever outing as one of 

their own – he doesn’t engage in any grand acts of vengeance, but instead just hangs around his slightly 

ratty suburban house, playing foosball and drinking Singha between hosting grill parties for a dangerously 

underage crowd. If anyone outs him as a fedora, however, the floodgates come loose, and he gushes about 

his past like you wouldn’t believe. In his worldview, he has always been a nice and laidback dude who did 

his best to make people happy (translation: he was an emotionally immature delinquent whose only real 

friends were five years younger than him and who tried to bribe people with alcohol and cigarettes since 

childhood), but has been forced to the wayside by a society led by brutal and heartless women who only 

live to exploit the big-hearted and benevolent men like him in order to gain the men’s rightful slice of the 

cake (translation: he was rejected time and again because his primitive understanding of emotions led to 

him expecting that if he followed a clear and clinical string of actions, he would always get laid with a loving 

and beautiful woman like on MTV). As he got older, then, he tried to journey to parts of the world where 

being a proper mensch still paid off in love (i.e. went on sex tourism to Cambodia, Indonesia and Laos 

because he’d become bitter at women choosing their own path in life and had come to idealize the 

stereotype of the submissive Asian doll), but his modest hopes got crushed by the world order of cruel 

harpies (i.e. the network of pedophiles and sex tourists he was part of got busted when Freedom Hosting 

did, and he’s been on his own since). He can’t really say how long he’s been a fedora, but signs point to it 

being at least twenty years, making him utterly ancient. The reason that the exact date of his becoming a 

fedora is fuzzy is that fedorakind (at least as far as Tourismo believes, but he’s done more than his fair 

share of drugs over the years) came into existence as a gradual process, with individual “proto-fedoras” 

manifesting small and dinky Edge powers around 1992, which gradually became greater and greater as the 

Internet spread. Incidentally, Tourismo claims that the event that kickstarted all of fedoradom was the 

Great Worm, which made people in general more aware of the Internet and its potential. 

Tourismo is a good ace in the hole to keep in the characters’ hometown as part of a setting – the fact that 

he’s so unassuming means that there’s no demand to bring him into action the moment he gets introduced, 

thus leaving him as an ace in the hole if the PCs need either an enemy or an ally. Even before he’s been 

revealed as a fedora, he’s a good source of information and illegal goods, and his reasonably helpful “big 

uncle” personality can help work as a bottleneck for PCs who’d otherwise just stock up on explosives and 

siege weapons right away. He also keeps a large contact network – not only does he know most of the 

junior-high delinquents in the area, he also knows a few drug dealers and some fellow sex tourists with 

their own skills.  

Tourismo can be both an ally and an enemy, but it’s pretty hard to antagonize him for the average fedora. 

He’s very sympathetic to the plights of young fedoras, and he’s quick to offer help if they want it – granted, 

he’s a horrible human being whose idea of helping people is watching their back during a date rape or 

buying MDMA to spike the punch at an elementary-school birthday party, but he’s generally very helpful 

and friendly in supporting those he feels are fellow outcasts unfairly rejected by a female dictatorship 

(again, this translates as “any ragtag bunch of fundamentally dysfunctional mockeries of human beings with 

a pompous sense of martyrdom and an elephant’s memory for tiny little perceived insults built around a 

small, shrunken core of internalized self-hate”). If, however, the characters mock his plight or people like 



him – pedophiles, date-rapists and sex tourists – or if they aid or sympathize with any of the kind of women 

that he thinks are destroying the world, he quickly develops a deep, nasty and personal grudge with the PCs 

for daring to exist. He’ll hate someone for even affiliating with someone who affiliates with one of his 

perceived enemies – people agreeing about things that he doesn’t agree with makes him feel deeply 

insecure. 

As an ally, Tourismo is a good support structure. His social skills make him a good asset in long-term 

manipulation, and his unique ability allows him to strengthen a socially weak group. He is, however, creepy 

and fickle, and he’s basically guaranteed to get himself in trouble at some point for being a bit too grabby. 

He’s convinced that all women in the world, deep down, just want a loving and caring man, and that his 

creepiness is just a way of showing affection – and that the women have no right whatsoever to refuse it, 

because it’s only the thought that counts. He’s nice as long as good-looking underage girls don’t come into 

the picture – bring them in, however, and he becomes an entitled horndog whose worldview equates 

affection with constant sex, and who’s constantly trying to drug girls or get them drunk.  

As an enemy, Tourismo is a social infiltrator – he’s best at operating remotely (unlike the direct The Unique), 

and can pull off multiple plans simultaneously due to his unique ability. If he plays his cards right, the PCs 

won’t notice he’s acting against them until multiple of their plans in a row have been sabotaged and half 

the town has been turned against them. Tourismo isn’t very quick, however – he plans out something in 

advance and proceeds exactly according to that plan, as his main mental strength is book smarts. He has 

poor self-control and is prone to panicking, and if the players choose to throw him a screwball, he’ll likely 

eschew any notions of subtlety and give up on playing it safe in order to throw everything he has at them. 

As a GM, it means that if you’re planning to bring Tourismo into play, you should write out as many plans as 

you can, at the exact time as Tourismo chooses to join the conflict. As long as it’s all written at the same 

time, you can write as much as you want, and as long as the events that follow at least resemble the 

scenarios written down, Tourismo will be very fast and smug in dealing with them. If, however, he gets 

thrown a screwball by the PCs or the antagonists, he drops everything he’s doing to go on a frenzied 

offensive, even if it means abandoning a perfectly functional course of action in the process. This level of 

panicked impulsivity once led him to delete 4 gigabytes of child porn because he thought the police were 

coming. He also thinks with his crotch, and he’ll take bribes without even thinking about it – he doesn’t care 

or even realize that he’s being cheated as long as the bribe is big enough. If the characters give him an 

opportunity to relax with his “girlies”, or if they ply him with tequila shots and Singha, he’ll be distracted for 

long enough that the PCs can get in a cheap shot.  

Fedoras around the world 
Sadly for everyone on the planet Earth, fedoras are not restricted to a specific geographical area – and even 

more terrifyingly, the five channels seem to be pretty much ubiquitous in the fedoras of the world, with 

only minor changes. The metaphysical implications of this are that fedoras are tapping into something 

collective to all of humanity, something that is fundamentally inherent in all human beings in the world and 

brought out by social rejection – and the practical implications are that no matter how far you run, there’ll 

be one of the fuckers in the next city over. 

Fedoras are massively more common where there’s heavy Internet coverage, as this allows the self-

justifying Internet communities that nurture fedoras to exist. The less Internet coverage, the fewer fedoras 

– but no Internet coverage does not equate to no fedoras, and there are reports of a Seattle fedora group 

ostensibly accepting a fedora from Uliastai, Mongolia (whose abilities were said to be a strange kind of 



Japanophilia built on the assumption that China had a rightful claim to all Japanese culture).  

The US, of course, is the stronghold of the world’s fedoras. The greatest stronghold of them (at least as far 

as anyone has been able to gather – Edge-using fedoras have only just started setting up chatrooms and 

trying to contact each other) is Wichita, Kansas, and everything in this document not explicitly noted to be 

otherwise is assumed to be completely correct only in Wichita. This is a carte blanche for you, the GM, to 

make whatever changes you feel are fitting. You might, for example, feel that Misogyny as a single channel 

is out of place in Seattle or San Francisco, and tweak some of the abilities to be weaker but target more 

minorities. The choice is yours.  

US fedora society, as far as anything resembling a “fedora society” can be said to exist, is dominated by 

“groups” – the only cohesive terminology fedoras have ever been able to conclusively agree on. Groups are 

usually small clutches of three to six fedoras, constantly wracked by internal shitfights and held together by 

crossed fingers and intense hatred of everyone else. There are no larger organizations that have managed 

to hold together for more than half a year – the most promising one was the Kansas City Enlightenment 

Brotherhood, but this broke down in 2013 after six months, where its 29 members nearly ended up killing 

each other (and three did get killed) in a massive disagreement about whether or not certain Pseudo-

Intellectualism powers implied that God existed in some form.  

The second-greatest bastion of fedoradom is, surprisingly enough, Russia. A generally very evolved, male-

dominated Internet society, a mundane society with a lot of massive problems, the clash between modern 

ideas and conservative values – Russia has everything required for a large society of fedoras, and indeed 

there’s an impressive network of them. They’re mostly concentrated in provincial and Siberian cities, as the 

factors that create fedoras are more common there – small social networks that lead to ostracism, as well 

as archaic social values that alienate those who refuse to agree. The world’s largest nest of fedoras, 

however, is in Kazakhstan – the New Global Order Liberation Union (yes, it’s in English) is a clutch of an 

impressive 31 fedoras lairing in a boarded-up abandoned apartment block two miles outside of Astana city 

limits, squirreling away guns, canned food and drugs for “the day the feminist homosexual agenda’s 

followers decide to strike”. Exactly how it will end is unknown, but they’re fedoras – the climax is less likely 

to be a massacre and more likely to be a mass arrest. Russian fedoras are extremely concentrated in the 

Misogyny, Revenge Fantasy and Pseudo-Intellectualism channels – Hipsterism relies on a certain levity that 

the often humorless and dour Russian fedoras rarely have, and Japanophilia is rare due to Russia’s lacking 

exposure to Japanese culture compared to that of the US (as well as territorial tensions and past conflicts 

which the Russians are slow to forget).  

Japanese fedoras, then, are complicated. From 2004 to approximately 2011, they functioned in much the 

same way as Western fedoras – the main difference was the lack of powers relating to the Japanese 

language in the Japanophilia channel, which instead focused on an idealized 2D Japan. All other channels 

were relatively common, and the Japanese fedora community managed to be sustainable in spite of how 

inbred and vitriolic it was. In 2007, then, the fedora phenomenon had spread enough that fedoras started 

getting pickier about who they grouped up with, which resulted in the founding of a group by the name of 

the Union Against American Cultural Imperialism – a clutch of five Japanophilia fedoras who in 2008 went 

to Japan on a permanent basis to “protect” the country against other fedoras using Edge powers to get 

there. What they saw there was a fedora society that was nearly identical to the US one – and as each and 

every one of them still held the Animeland delusion, no matter how vehemently they denied it, they 

misinterpreted the situation something fierce. Instead of calmly analyzing the situation and concluding that 

fedora powers generally didn’t vary that much from country to country due to the combined forces of the 



Internet and the human subconscious, they jumped to the conclusion that Western fedoras must have 

been there first, forcing Western ideas of fedoradom down the throats of the glorious Nipponese. To 

“counteract” this, they embarked upon a crusade to convert Japanese fedora society into something “more 

authentic” by poaching and indoctrinating prospective fedoras in Tokyo, Osaka and Kyoto. It has partially 

succeeded, and some fedoras in those three cities as well as their adjoining suburbs now have one of three 

“Japanese” channels based off of a butchered idea of “chuunibyou” Google-translated off a Pixiv dictionary 

page. These channels are fundamentally derivative of ordinary fedora channels, with a few stereotypically 

Japanese elements mixed in, but the Union Against American Cultural Imperialism doggedly insists that 

they only “revived the natural Japanese forms of emotional powers cruelly repressed by the American 

cultural imperialists”. The channels are Subculture-Type (an almost unchanged Hipsterism with a pinch of 

Pseudo-Intellectualism), DQN-Type (a mix of Revenge Fantasy and Misogyny, with some of the Misogyny 

powers applying to authority figures instead of women) and Evil-Eye-Type (the most “Japanese” of the 

three, composed of a mix of Revenge Fantasy, Hipsterism and Pseudo-Intellectualism as well as the “anime 

character” powers of Japanophilia, but with a much more “occult” tinge to it).  

Graduation 
Note: Everything here is assumed to be true only if the GM wills it so. PCs are assumed to know nothing 

at all whatsoever about anything that follows, and any attempt at including it in the game before the GM 

does can freely be construed as metagaming and hung out on a That Guy thread. Players who’re reading 

this despite being told not to should consider themselves forewarned.  

Fedoras are a relatively new phenomenon, and as such, not a lot of them have started thinking about 

what’s beyond it. Edge is gained from things that happen to one and how one deals with them, not some 

integral quality (well, let’s all hope so), and as such, being a fedora is an open-ended state. 

It’s possible to remain a fedora for as long as there is Edge in one’s system, and this is the most common 

outcome. Even a quick look at fedoras as a whole will tell anyone that they’re fucked from the get-go – no 

one expects the whiny misogynist neckbeard with the puerile right-wing “just kill all the nignogs and the US 

will be perfectly peaceful for perpetuity” opinions to get any better. For the most part, fedoras simply keep 

on using Edge and gaining it again, remaining as edgy as they always have been and still in command of 

Edge powers. To compensate, the mortality rate among fedoras is pretty high compared to normal people 

– granted, they rarely kill each other, but they do have a habit of getting killed in accidents or suicide-by-

cop cases. It still doesn’t entirely balance out the slow increase in fedoras that the Internet is at fault for, 

and the future of fedorakind is looking unpleasantly bright.  

There’s always becoming a Crusty One, too. This requires a massive buildup of Edge, and is basically the 

choice of accepting the problem rather than the solution. As the solution to being a fedora involves 

admitting that your central assumptions have been wrong all along and that you can’t just excuse your way 

out of them, that’s where most fedoras are headed. Crusty Ones choose to maintain the idea that they’re 

right in the hope that they can make themselves right at some point – and to the great misfortune of 

everyone else, they’re actually pretty powerful and might be able to succeed to a limited degree. The three 

Crusty Ones who’re known to exist, at the very least, are pretty close to being able to make their dreams 

reality on a limited level. 

Quitting being a fedora is both deceptively simple and incredibly hard. Many fedoras think that they want 

to quit, especially when they get an opportunity to start angsting about “the burdens of the chosen ones”, 

but when they’re faced with the repercussions of quitting – most importantly, not having Edge and needing 



to take responsibility into their own hands rather than relying on supernatural powers – they suddenly balk. 

In that way, Edge can be said to be a tangible manifestation of the core fedora belief – that clinging to an 

idea or cause will make one’s wishes come true (or obliges other people to make one’s wish come true) 

without actually having to put in real effort and hard work. Quitting being a fedora, then, involves starving 

oneself of Edge and trying to be a normal human being – this, in itself, requires a good Play Normal skill and 

the actual will to tackle one’s own problems. The fedora has to pass an entire month of using no Edge 

powers and not gaining any Edge – harder than it sounds, and seeing that it sounds pretty hard, it’s damn 

near impossible, especially with the passive aura of ostracism that fedoras possess. After this, the fedora’s 

subconscious will seize up in a massive defense mechanism, as it has been empowered by Edge and 

therefore can put up an active resistance to the fedora’s attempt at preventing its wishes from coming true. 

This final attempt, seeing as most of the fedoras who know of it and therefore named it are distinctly self-

ironic and embittered, is called a Spaghetti Quest. A Spaghetti Quest is rather straightforward – the GM 

(playing the role of the fedora’s desperate subconscious) sets forth one plan or action that will give as much 

Edge as can possibly be conceived of. We’re talking 10 Edge here, or if the GM has a really good 

imagination, even the mythical 11. This plan can be as simple or as complex, as short or as long as the GM 

wills it – what’s important is that it has at least one way of failing decisively. This does not have to be easy 

to achieve, and in fact should be incredibly hard, but must nevertheless be possible. The fedora must 

attempt to fulfill the Spaghetti Quest, to the letter and spirit of the compulsion, every time that they have 

an opportunity to make progress on the venture, and even to the degree that the GM may take control of 

the character at any point where they feel that the player isn’t making enough of an effort to do it. 

However, the fedora may try their hardest to sabotage their own subconscious – they can try to get friends 

to be in the way, hide objects with abuse potential from themselves and otherwise attempting to shoot 

themselves in the foot. For example, a Rage/Misogyny fedora might attempt to quit his frothing hatred of 

women so that he can get that convenience store job that’s starting to look like his only real way forward in 

life without sperging out at his female coworkers – and then his subconscious slams the brakes, trying to 

get him to bring his best-looking prospective colleague “down to where she belongs” by making her go out 

with him on his terms. This is guaranteed to go wrong in a horrible way, especially since the fedora’s 

subconscious is already readying the Movie Chloroform – but the fedora may try to shoot himself in the 

foot by avoiding the convenience store, bringing along a good-looking friend to steal her away from him, 

dressing like an entire brony convention or spending all of his Edge on frivolities when he’s out of sight of 

his colleague. This is all for the better, as whenever he’s close enough to his prospective coworker to 

interact with her, his subconscious is completely in control. If the Spaghetti Quest ends up succeeding – 

that is, the fedora gains the predicted amount of Edge and fulfills the rough outline of the plan’s phrasing – 

the fedora remains a fedora. Worse than that, their failure at fixing themselves combined with the sudden 

and by now unfamiliar ego-pleasing rush of Edge will likely turn them off from trying it again in the future. 

If they fail the Spaghetti Quest by actually weathering the situation, they immediately become a normal 

human – they lose all Edge, Edge powers and passive Edge-related abilities, and they start gaining the 

abilities that normal people have (stats increase at a rate of one per month, starting from the lowest, until 

they’re 2/4/6; skills increase at a rate of one per week until they have a full 15 points). The now-normal 

fedora’s skillset also changes to become more “mundane” – that is, no stats like Vandalism or Play Normal 

– but there’s no need for the player to change the sheet, as the character is now unplayable as a fedora in a 

game about fedoras. This can be considered as much of a happy end as anyone can wring out of being a 

fedora – being a normal, unfulfilled human who’s wasted most of their youth and has made enemies out of 



a lot of people with supernatural powers – but it’s what you can get. On the bright side, unlike the 

following option, the fedora actually becomes a normal human being, with self-insight, learning potential 

and quite possibly actual emotional maturity, and gains the potential to make something out of their life 

without being a massive drain on everyone else every moment of the day.  

Well, there’s ordinary fedora graduation, and then there’s concept graduation. Concept graduation is when 

a fedora becomes the Ultimate Fantasy for their particular channel – it lets them keep Edge (albeit they 

can’t get more than 2 at once from any act, have to commit acts that otherwise would give 5 or more edge 

to gain even 1 and are capped at 7, as their fucked-up pseudo-otherkin worldview actually allows for even 

less of a tiny realization that they’re wrong than the normal fedora worldview does) and increases their 

stats and skills to the level of a mundane person, though they still possess most of the negative aspects of 

Edge (and their contact with the real world is even more tenuous than that of a normal fedora). A fedora 

who’s reached this level also can’t be fixed – they can’t attempt normal graduation, can’t become a Crusty 

One and basically can’t be broken out of their sad little world unless they’re mercy-killed by someone. On 

the bright side, however, they actually succeed at what they’re trying to do – okay, on the bright side for 

the fedora. Unlike normal graduation, after all, concept graduation doesn’t let the fedora become a truly 

normal person, but instead the kind of normal person that a fedora thinks is cool. 

To attempt concept graduation, the fedora must have at least 100 Edge in their system – that is, the same 

as it takes to become a Crusty One at the very minimum (although to become a Crusty One, one must 

instead either languish in one’s Edge for a good few months or gain more than 50 Edge in a single week) 

during the entire process. After that, one must manage to brave a real-world version of what one’s puerile 

salvation fantasy is without breaking down blubbering over the reality of it. A Revenge Fantasy fedora must 

successfully be hired as an assassin, mercenary or other kind of hired professional at violence; a 

Japanophilia fedora must manage half a year alone in Japan with no help at all; a Hipsterism fedora must 

become an “interesting person” such as a rockstar, an underground fashion model or a “cool drifter”; a 

Misogyny fedora must actually put at least a dozen women “in their place” according to his philosophy; and 

a Pseudo-Intellectualism fedora must become an accepted scholar on his preferred topic. All of these tasks, 

naturally, must be performed while keeping one’s Edge above 100. The GM should also take this 

opportunity to really start researching on exactly why the fedora has a snowman’s chance in Hell of even 

halfway succeeding. Once this is done, the fedora’s accumulated Edge can finally manage to give reality 

that one last push – and while no amount of Edge can completely make a fedora what they want to 

become, this is as close as it gets.  

A Japanophilia fedora can become an actual Japanese person, on an ethnic, cultural and linguistic level; a 

Revenge Fantasy fedora can become an actual mercenary, serial killer or assassin; a Hipsterism fedora can 

become an actual subcultural icon or rockstar; a Misogyny fedora can become an actual “alpha male” and a 

Pseudo-Intellectualism fedora can actually become a respected authority on their beliefs. The most 

terrifying part about this is that while the fedora retains their memories, the power of the 100 Edge spent 

at the moment that the graduation happens is great enough to change who the fedora is, as well as the 

small background facts, necessities and incongruities that need to be straightened out. It should be obvious 

by now why this is so terrifying in the long run – it means that a Japanophilia fedora can actually become a 

little Japanese girl with a proper family and ID, and that the hot lead singer in the post-stoner avant-garde 

jazz-punk band you saw last Friday could be a Hipsterism fedora. It can change their ID, who mundanes 

think they are, their gender, their stats, their age, their looks, their skills – basically, only your courage to 

imagine the horribly cringy situations that can come of this is the limit. Of course, everything about them 



still has to be within normal human limits in all regards – after all, the essential part of this kind of 

graduation is that the fedora swears off their core delusion that they deserve to be (or be treated like) 

someone above and beyond all other humans. This is the main reason that not all fedoras who know of this 

method choose it – in fact, most would prefer becoming Crusty Ones, swearing off any chance at a normal 

life in exchange for greater Edge powers and the infinitesimal chance that they might be able to fulfill their 

fantasies in the future with no strings attached whatsoever. 

They’re still detectable as fedoras through the use of Edge powers, and are affected as such – the only thing 

that more or less vanishes is their aura of ostracism. It still means that there could be far more of them in 

society than anyone thinks – and that in the end, being a fedora might actually pay off. The implications are 

enough to produce a sinking existential horror in most every rational human being on the planet Earth.  

Clarifications and GM fiat 
As the core mechanic of this game is based on subjective judgment, and so many of the powers rely on GM 

fiat, a large part of GMing it well is to handle subjective judgment and GM responsibility well. It’s of course 

nearly impossible to write a section on this that applies to all groups – some groups handle magnanimous 

GMs fine but chafe at stingy ones, while other groups exploit the magnanimous ones and are only really 

challenged by those who keep them on a tight leash. If there are any definite core points to GM fiat, it’s 

these. 

 Be consistent. One thing that can ruin any game is obvious fudging and favoritism – it removes 

player agency from the story, and will disillusion the players in your GM ability if they catch on. 

While you sometimes need to curtail player agency, you should never kill it, and unless your group 

is completely crammed with powergamers, you should still allow the players a way to accomplish 

things that you didn’t predict. If you want to restrict players, do it by being conservative with 

applying GM fiat from the very beginning, or curtail their escapades through plot rather than 

heavy-handed interpretations of the rules. 

 Be adaptive. If the players put forth something that looks fun, then and only then should you 

consider breaking with your previous rulings. Your job as a GM is to give the players fun, and of 

course skim a bit off the top for yourself. 

Also, quite a few powers and rules demand GM fiat to apply properly. While this gives freedom to 

customize the game and have fun without caring about rules lawyering, it also deprives GMs of clear rules 

precedents in a lot of cases. Following are the “out-of-the-box” GM rulings for the majority of these abilities 

– i.e. the application that was in mind when the rules were written and balanced. 

 Japanese Friend (5 Edge, Japanophilia): Because of the way in which the power works, these friends 

cannot have Normalcy (as that would run contrary to them taking a fancy to the fedora) nor Edge 

(as the bitter rejection inherent in Edge would preclude the Japanese friend from living up to the 

fedora’s idea of Japan). If the player forces your hand and does obviously stupid things in front of 

the friend that still don’t cross the Edge threshold, play them like a person and not a robot – let 

them develop doubts over time and maybe even betray the fedora somewhere down the line. The 

power doesn’t create a person – it establishes contact with an existing Japanese person and makes 

them positively inclined towards the fedora. 



 Become/Summon Anime Character (6 Edge, Japanophilia): If it’s fun, do it. These two powers are 

stupidly versatile in their base concept, which is why you have a kill switch – Edge can only do so 

much, and while it can uphold the equivalent of a fancy light show or magic trick, the amount of 

energy demanded suddenly changes when the effect needs to change something else. For example, 

a fedora turns into Sonic and wants to go really fucking fast. If it’s for leisure, utility or for 

impressing others, you are encouraged to allow it as a GM – the first two add some utility to the 

power that provides a sense of payoff, but don’t break the game, and the latter adds roleplaying 

seeds. If, however, the fedora attempts to exploit the power and enter a marathon just to win the 

prize, you’re free to suspend the super-speed effect of the power – it’s one thing when it only has 

to affect the environment, but the Edge required suddenly increases when it has to impose an 

effect on multiple variables that are real in contrast to the Edge. You could also have another 

contestant spot the fedora in Sonic mode, or otherwise introduce narrative bad luck, if you don’t 

want to invoke metaphysical GM hammers in order to control the player’s actions.  

 Gather Fedoras (2 Edge, Misogyny): This one is simple. If the fedoras become actual characters 

through play, and the players end up liking them, you should give them Edge. If they have little 

character, they’ll just be beatsticks and extra powers that unbalance the game, and if they’re not 

liked by the players, they’ll just become unwanted power-NPCs that do things that the players 

could have done by themselves. Of course, you also need to keep in mind the power level of the 

game – if the game is low-powered and won’t work if the stakes are suddenly raised, don’t give the 

fedoras Edge. 

 Interesting Teleport (5 Edge, Hipsterism): A demonstration, near the podium of a Presidential 

speech, a Mafia execution, a fashion show or Camden, NJ – whatever works. If the fedora is trying 

to use this power to escape any and all danger, drop them somewhere where they’ll have to 

roleplay their way out.  

 Genre Overlay (6 Edge, Hipsterism): Have fun, first and foremost. Set up surreal and/or clichéd 

situations, and think of a few ways that the fedora’s chosen genre can act for as well as against 

them. The only thing you shouldn’t do is void the story and gameplay potentials of this power by 

underplaying it – it’s basically a carte blanche to bring in all sorts of strange elements, and there’s 

always some way you can manage to bend it into your favor. Hipsterism powers, after all, are 

powerful in exchange for leaving a lot of power in the hands of the GM. 

 Free Polymorph (6 Edge, Hipsterism): They’re asking for it. Blow them away. Fulfill the letter of 

what the player wants, but sneak in things that will force them to adapt both in- and off-game. If a 

fedora uses this to turn into a “muscular man in military clothing”, you can make him black to screw 

with the group’s hypothetical Rage/Pseudo-Intellectualism fedora – or if they use it to turn into a 

“beautiful white woman”, you can screw with the character themselves by decking them out solely 

in brand-name clothing.  

If it ever comes into question, all fedoras are assumed to have the equivalent of 100 dollars in a mixture of 

banknotes, small change and $3.18 left on their debit card account at the start of play. Of course, fedoras 

by definition are unable to hold down a proper job – if someone’s functional enough to actually work at a 

job and earn their pay without getting fired, they aren’t fedora material. Likewise, a fedora needs to 

graduate from fedoradom to prevent their aura of ostracism from ruining any chance they had at holding 

down the job within two weeks or less. If you want a higher- or lower-powered game, you can increase or 



decrease the amount, but $100 is recommended – it’s a perfectly realistic amount for a generic teenage 

misfit to have scrounged up to “get their revenge”, you can’t really get anything seriously disruptive for it 

and the fedora needs to get the money back through play anyway. 

Alternately, you can choose to base the starting sum on one of the fedora’s profitable skills, implying that 

the money has been gained through petty crime (and the fedora is almost guaranteed to be inordinately 

proud about this). The amount is derived from the fedora’s highest profitable skill (in case two are equal, 

the player can choose – it’s just flavor anyway) – profitable skills are Vandalize (petty theft or playing the 

bitcoin market), Play Normal (borrowing money from people and never giving it back), Backstabbing 

(bullying the even more pathetic losers at the school out of their lunch money), Fake It (porn commissions, 

and you’re kidding yourself if you think they’ll ever get anything else) and Hookup (reselling dime bags for 

$20 to tweenagers down at the skate park). Each point in the fedora’s highest profitable skill adds $50 to 

the amount of money they start with, in addition to a free $50 that all fedoras receive. If the skill is tied to a 

stat/trait combo with a total of 6 or more, add another $50.  

Character sheet 
Left in plain text so it can be copied and pasted, and not at all for the same reason that the rest of the game 

is also in plain text (i.e. complete lack of image editing skills).  

FEDORA: THE TIPPING 
Name: ______________________             Real Name: __________________ 

Player: ______________________             Year of High School: ___________ 

Emotion: ____________________             Edge Pool: ___________________ 

Channel: ____________________               

Body: ___    Trait: _____________ 

Mind: ___   Trait: _____________            OOC Power: ___________________ 

Mouth: ___ Trait: _____________           Sacrificed Power: _______________ 

Preferred Powers:                                         Freudian Excuse:  

____________________________            ____________________________ 

____________________________            ____________________________ 

____________________________           _____________________________ 



Refused Powers:                                          Skills: 

____________________________          _______________  ______________ 

____________________________          _______________  ______________ 

____________________________          _______________  ______________ 

Possessions:                                                 Description: 

____________________________          _____________________________ 

____________________________          _____________________________ 

____________________________          _____________________________ 

____________________________          _____________________________ 

 


